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1Introduction

INTRODUCTION

This book will in all probability not be very helpful to you if
you want to write ancient Greek, and it will be completely
useless if your interest is in speaking ancient Greek. Those, first
of all, who would like to use the language to express their
thoughts need to know all the various forms of a given word;
and those who would speak the language need to know how the
words are pronounced. But instead of learning how to “decline”
•DPZ, for instance, you will learn what the “nominative case”

looks like for all nouns (•DPZ, ºµXD", BD@NZJ0H, <g"<\"H,
8`(@H, §D(@<, •FJZD, Fäµ", ÆP2bH, B`84H, $"F48gØH) so that
you can recognize a nominative (the subject of the sentence)
when you see it. 

Secondly, you won’t have to be bothered with accents,
though they will be put into the text. Accents were not in the
original writings, but were added in the first century B. C.,
because Greek words did not use stress but tone for
pronunciation, and foreigners, especially Romans, could not
make what they said sound like Greek without written help. We
use such tones of voice to indicate punctuation, not verbal pro-
nunciation: rising tones are questions, falling tones are periods,
small falls in tone are commas or semicolons, rising and falling
are exclamations. Say “Who?” “Well...” and “Wow!” to yourself,
and you have said what correspond to the Greek acute, grave,
and circumflex accents. Thus, 8`(@H was pronounced “lo?gos”,
and Fäµ" was pronounced “so!ma” (Note that Oriental
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languages also use tones within words, but unlike Greek, the
same syllables in an Oriental language with different tones
indicate a totally different word with a different meaning.)

So if you need to make yourself vocally understood to an
ancient Greek, you would need to know the accents; but how
many ancient Greeks are there nowadays who would laugh at
you if you mispronounced their language? Everyone nowadays
uses the accents to find where to stress the word, which is a total
falsification of Greek pronunciation (Like French, Greek was
probably spoken without any special stress on any syllable–as we
do when we count. Say the numbers from one to nine to
yourself and notice that they all get equal stress). Beyond that,
it was a nice way to make students pay attention to details.

I originally intended not to include the accents at all, but I
find that students tend to put the stress on the wrong syllable
when reading the word, and therefore sound more ignorant than
they actually are; so I have put them in. The point is that, since
you will be learning how to read Greek rather than write it, you
don’t need to concern yourself with memorizing them. Just be
able to recognize the word when you see it. 

There is actually one “accent” that was pronounced as a
letter: the so-called “rough breathing” [{], which was
corresponds to our letter “h.” The “smooth breathing” [z],
however, was not pronounced; it was placed on the beginning of
a word that began with a vowel if it wasn't to have an “h”-sound
before it. 

Ordinarily, if a word begins with a diphthong (two vowels
pronounced together), the accent or the breathing was placed
over the second of the two vowels. Note that this is true even
though it is pronounced like an “h” before the first vowel of the
diphthong. Thus, you will see words like gßD\FPT (pronounced
hewriskho).

In any case, the point of arranging the approach the way I
have is, as I said,  to make it easier to read fairly complicated
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Greek quickly–at least with the help of a dictionary. Your only
real problem, as we get a little into the book, will be vocabulary,
which is always a problem in any language.

But in all probability, you will be interested in seeing the
Greek of well-known texts, such as the New Testament or
Plato's dialogues, and seeing what the translators did with the
original as they tried to get the meaning across in English. Thus,
you will probably be interested in doing what used to be
“cheating” when I studied Greek: instead of having nothing but
the Greek, you will be using what we called a “trot” to help you.
Fine. This will solve the vocabulary problem to a great extent,
and will guide you through some of the grammatical thickets
that you can encounter when anyone who knows the language
is using it in a literary way.

With the “form-recognition” technique of this book, you
should be able fairly easily to spot why the Greek goes into the
English the translator used, and as you become more proficient
at this, you will more easily become aware of the different
thought-patterns in Greek and English. This is one of the main
benefits of studying a language so very different in its structure
from English. 

Those who have never studied a foreign language are apt to
think that the only difference between languages is vocabulary.
We say “tree,” the French say “arbre,” the Germans say
“Baum,” and the Greeks say *X<*D@<. But in point of fact,
neither Germans nor Greeks (nor, to some extent, French)
arrange the words in a sentence the way we do; and the Greeks
are perhaps most unlike us. Hence, you will have to become
more aware of how your words and sentences in your own
language express your ideas, because you will have to take a
different kind of expression and get it into English that doesn't
“sound funny.” Thus, you should have greater control over your
own language for having been exposed to this very foreign one;
and that can be a tremendous benefit to you in communicating.
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The study of ancient Greek, then, can be rewarding in many
ways. In addition to what I just mentioned, you will discover
that “to translate is to traduce,” and even the best translations
are to some extent a betrayal of the original–and you will see
what the original was, and how it has been betrayed. Possibly
you will want to try your own hand at translating, so that the
misrepresentation of the original can be minimized.

But this is enough justification. Let us begin.
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1.1. The alphabet

1.1. The alphabet

LESSON ONE

Alphabet and Orthography

The first task in learning Greek is to
memorize the alphabet on pages 6 and 7. Learn the letters in
order, because this is the way they appear in dictionaries.

• Note •

In memorizing, memorize both forwards and

backwards, and also memorize starting from different

letters in order to be able to look up words quickly.

Thus, if you have to look up a word beginning with

2, you don’t want to have to say to yourself, “Alpha,

beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, zeta, eta, theta. Bingo!”

The original Greek letters were the upper-case ones, called
“uncial” letters; what I called “lower case” were actually a kind
of handwriting developed over the centuries, and were referred
to as “minuscule.” They are now used more or less like
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1.1. The alphabet

lower-case letters, except that capital letters do not begin

sentences, but only paragraphs or proper names. Thus, you

will rarely see the capital letters, and it is much more important
to familiarize yourself with the lower-case ones.

There are two “letters” that do not appear on the list. First,
The “rough breathing” ({), which is not really a letter, but is
pronounced as if it were our “h.” This appears at the beginning

of a word sometimes when the word begins with a vowel, and

always when it begins with D; it also appears over the second

D when the letter is doubled in a word (from which we get our

words like “diarrhea”). You will find, however, in some texts,
that the rough breathing is omitted over the second D of a pair.

The other letter is a letter, but is not pronounced; it is the
iota subscript, which by itself looks like this (|). It never appears
alone, but only under alpha, eta, or omega when they are
lengthenings of the diphthongs "4, g4, or @4. This is the way they
look: ‘ ® å. 

A further note on pronunciation:  A gamma (() before
another gamma or before kappa, chi, or xi (6, P, or >) is
pronounced like an “n.” Thus, –((g8@H is pronounced
“angelos” (with a hard “g” as in “get”).

There are only 24 letters in the Greek alphabet, but that
doesn’t mean that the Greeks just lack some letters we have.
There are several letters that don’t exist in English, as well as
several sounds that we don’t use (though some of them appear
in French and German).

The letters the Greeks lack are c, f (which the phi isn’t an
exact replacement of), h (supplied by the rough breathing,
however), j, q, v, w, and y (which actually was a Latin letter
introduced to stand for the Greek upsilon). 

The letters the Greeks have that we don’t are eta (0, a long
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1o-mega means “big ‘o,’” and o-micron means “little

‘o’”

1.1. The alphabet

e), theta (2, which you will sometimes see written as h), phi (N,
also written as n, and pronounced as a “p” blown through, with
slightly open lips), chi (P, which looks like the English “x” but
is pronounced like the “ch” in the German Bach), psi (R, which
is a “ps” sound, both of which are pronounced), and omega (T,
or, more familiarly, its upper-case S, a long “o” sound1). The
letter xi (>) is the equivalent of our letter “x,” even though it
doesn’t look like it. The beta ($) is sometimes written this way:
&.

I have included in the table of the alphabet the way in which
the letters are usually written. 
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     1Eta is actually considered more of a long “e” than a long “a.”

     2Strictly, it should be the former pronunciation, but most people use the latter.

     3Strictly, the name of this letter and nu are pronounced with the French “u”

sound, so that they sound more like “mee” and “nee” rather than “moo” and

“noo.”

1.1. The alphabet

 THE GREEK ALPHABET

Lower
case

Upper
case

Name Write Pronunciation

" ! Alpha ____ ah

$ # Beta ____ b (“bet”)

( ' Gamma ____ g (“get”)

* ) Delta ____ d (“dog”)

g + Epsilon ____ eh (“get”)

. - Zeta ____ dz (“adze”)

0 / Eta ____ a (“late”)1

2 1 Theta ____ th (“hothouse”,“thin”)2

4 3 Iota ____ i (“hit”)

6 5 Kappa ____ k (“keep”)

8 7 Lambda ____ l (“long”)

µ 9 Mu3 ____ m (“me”)
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     1Pronounce the name like the name of our letter “p.”

     2This is rolled in the back of the throat. It is of course why the initial D has a
rough breathing.

     3The first of these never ends a word; the second is never used except at the end

of a word.

     4The name rhymes with “cow.”

     5Purse lips as if to pronounce “oo” and then say “ee” through the opening.

     6These names are pronounced “fee” “khee” and “psee,” not “fie,” etc.

     7Actually, it is more like a “p” sound blown through (thus the “ph” of its

transliteration).

     8A soft sound, more like “h” than “k.”

1.1. The alphabet

< ; Nu ____ n (“new”)

> = Xi ____ x (“axe”)

@ ? Omicron ____ o (“hot”)

B A Pi1 ____ p (“put”)

D C Rho ____ rh (French “r”)2

F, H3 E Sigma __ __ s (“sign”)

J I Tau4 ____ t (“tight”)

L K Upsilon ____ French “u”5

N M Phi6 ____ f (“fight”)7

P O Chi6 ____ kh (German “Bach”)8
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1.1. The alphabet

R Q Psi6 ____ ps (“topside”)

T S Omega ____ o (“hole”)
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1.1. The alphabet

Diphthongs are pronounced in the following way:

"4: long “i” sound as in “aisle”
g4 : long “a” as in “weigh”
@4: “oi” as in “oil”
"L: “ow” as in “cow” or “Faust”
gL or 0L: “ehw” as in the English way of saying “hello”
@L: “oo” as in “tool”
L4: “we”

The diphthongs using iota subscript, ‘,®, and å, are
pronounced in the same way as the respective vowels. 

EXERCISE

1. Write out the Greek alphabet, name the letters to yourself,
and pronounce them.

2. Vocabulary
Write each of the following words on one side of a card and

the meaning  on the other. Pronounce it to yourself. 
Note: The italicized words in brackets after the definitions are

English words that were derived from the Greek. Observe that these

“cognate” words do not always have the same meaning as the Greek

word.

Note also: All these words are in alphabetical order

in the glossary in the back of the book, in case you

forget some. They will be arranged in these chapters

basically in the order in which they appear in the
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     1For adjectives, the forms are the nominative singular masculine, feminine, and

neuter.

     2For nouns, the forms are the nominative singular and the genitive singular

(because the nominative is sometimes irregular. The forms are preceded by the

article (Ò, º, or J`), to indicate whether the word is masculine, feminine, or neuter.

     3For verbs, the forms are the first person singular of the indicative mood of (1)

the present active, (2) the future active, (3) the aorist active, (4) the perfect active,

(5) the perfect middle, and (6) the aorist passive.

     4The first of these is the 6@4<Z (“common”) Greek spoken at the time of the

New Testament; the one in parenthesis is the Attic dialect of the people in Athens

in Plato’s time.

1.2. Transliteration

1.2.

Transliteration

chapter.

•("2`H •("2Z •("2`<1  good [Agatha (the name)]

Ò •*g8N`H J@Ø •*g8N@Ø2  brother [Philadelphia]
º •8Z2g4" J−H •8Z2g4"H  truth
•802ZH •802ZH •802XH   true
•88V  but
$V88T $"8ä §$"8@< $X$806" $X$80µ"4 ¦$8Z20<3 throw 
JÎ $\$84@< J@Ø $4$8\@L book [bibliography, Bible]
(VD because, since
(\<@µ"4 ((\(<@µ"4)4 (g<ZF@µ"4 ¦(g<`µ0< (X(@<" (g(X<0µ"4
¦(g<Z20< become, happen, be [genesis]
(4<fF6T ((4(<fF6T) (<fF@µ"4 §(<T< §(<T6" §(<TFµ"4
¦(<fF20< know [gnostic]

Greek is sometimes written with
Roman (English) letters; this is called
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     1The eta is sometimes distinguished by having a macron (a long mark) over it

(“‘”).

     2Occasionally you will see a “k,” especially from those who want to show that

they know Greek.

     3Sometimes you will find a “u.”

     4This sometimes has a macron over it (“Ç”) in transliteration.

1.2. Transliteration

transliteration (as opposed to translation, where what is said in
Greek is put into the English language).

Most letters are simply written with the corresponding
English letter, but there are certain differences. I will list below
only the English equivalents of those letters that do not go
one-for-one from Greek to English, and I will do so in the order
of the Greek alphabet. If anything does not appear on the list, use
the corresponding English letter. 

Greek letter             English          Example

((1st of 2)          n                 –((g8@H=angelos
           g, 01                   e                 •8Z2g4"=aletheia
           2                       th                2g`H=theos
           6                       c2                 6"8`H=calos
           >                        x                 *`>"=doxa
           Õ                        rh                Õ`*@H=rhodos
           L                        y3                à*TD=hydor
           N                       ph               N\8@H=philos
           P                       ch                PD4FJ`H=christos
           R                       ps                ÐR@µ"4=opsomai
           T                       o4                à*TD=hydor
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     1Also “ai”

     2Also “oi.”

1.2. Transliteration

1.3. Punctuation

"4                       ae1                 "Íµ"=haem"
@4                       oe2                 @Ç@µ"4=oeomai
{                        h                    à*TD=hydor

If some of the words above look a little familiar, this is
because they are in English words that are derived from Greek
ones. Very many words with “ph” and “ch” are from the Greek.

Greek as now written uses punctuation
marks. The period (.) and comma (,) are the same as in English.
Other marks are different.

; is the question mark, not a semicolon.

q is the semicolon (or colon) Note that it appears in the

middle of the line.

’ after a word indicates an omitted letter (*4’ for *4V before
a word that begins with a vowel).

EXERCISE

1. Transliterate the words of the preceding vocabulary.

2. Vocabulary. Put these on cards. Review the preceding one
also.

º *`>" J−H *`>0H opinion, reputation, glory (what one
thinks of something or someone) [doxology]

º *b<"µ4H J−H *L<VµgTH power, ability [dynamic]
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     1The verb lacks the tenses indicated.

1.2. Transliteration

gÆµ\ §F@µ"4 __ __ __ __ __1 be
JÎ §D(@< J@Ø §D(@L deed [erg] 
º .f0 J−H .f0H life [zoology]
Ò 2g`H J@Ø 2g@Ø God [theology]
Ò –((g8@H J@Ø •((X8@L messenger [angel]
6"8`H 6"8Z 6"8`< beautiful [calligraphy]
Õ`*@H Õ`*0 Õ`*@< red [rhododendron]
JÎ à*TD J@Ø à*"J@H water [hydrogen]
Ò N\8@H J@Ø N\8@L friend [Philadelphia]
PD4FJ`H PD4FJZ PD4FJ`< anointed [Christ]

ÒDVT ÐR@µ"4 gÉ*@< ©fD"6" ©fD"µ"4 (ìµ"4) êN20<  see
[eidetic]

JÎ "Íµ" J@Ø "Ëµ"J@H blood [anemic, hematoma]
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2.1. Inflections

2.1. Inflections

LESSON TWO

Grammatical Forms

The main grammatical difference
between Greek and English is that English uses a grammar of
word order, and Greek is an inflected language. English has some
inflections, and there is a “normal” word-order in Greek; but in
general, the function of a word in a sentence (what it “does” or
“means” in the sentence) is established in English by where it is,
and in Greek by what it looks like (what endings and beginnings
it has).

Thus, in English “The man hit the boy” means something
entirely different from “The boy hit the man.”  In Greek,
however, Ò •<¬D ¦6@8VN4Fg JÎ< B"Ã*" and Ò •<¬D JÎ< B"Ã*"
¦6@8VN4Fg and even JÏ< B"Ã*" ¦6@8VN4Fg Ò •<ZD all mean
exactly the same thing: the man (Ò •<ZD) hit (¦6@8VN4Fg) the
boy (JÎ< B"Ã*"). Where the words appear is relevant only to the
emphasis: The first says “The man hit the boy;” the second, “The
man hit the boy;” and the third, “The man hit the boy.” The
indication of who did the hitting and who got hit are in the form
of the word itself, not where it is in the sentence. 
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2.2. Cases and tenses

2.2. Cases and

tenses

English inflections occur in the “-s” that indicates that the
noun is a plural (boy, boys), the “’s” that indicates the singular
possessive (corresponding to the genitive) case, and the “-s’”
which indicates the plural possessive (boy’s, boys’), the “-s” of
the third person of the verb (gets), and a few others. Just by
looking at the form, you can tell what its grammatical function
is. A headline like “BOY GETS BOYS’ BOOKS” is clear: you
mean that some boy is receiving a number of books belonging
to a number of boys.

Greek behaves a great deal like headlines, where the
inflections of the words take the place of the normal English
extra words and word order. Thus, when translating from Greek
to English, it is often necessary to supply a good many English
words that are not in the Greek text at all, because the English
relies on extra words and on word order, not on modifications
of the words themselves, to get its meaning across.

What this book mainly is about is to show you the inflections
of the Greek words in such a way that you can recognize them
easily and be able to supply the English equivalent of the
meaning. Essentially, the book treats Greek as a kind of code,
and supplies the key. Translating will function as a kind of
decoding.

The terminology regarding inflections
is the following:

1. Listing the inflections of nouns and adjectives is called

declining the noun or adjective, or giving its declension.

Nouns and adjectives have the following variations:
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2.2. Cases and tenses

1 a. Gender. Nouns may be masculine, feminine, or neuter.

This is not exactly like English, where things that do not have
sex are all neuter. There are many masculine or feminine
inanimate objects in Greek. (In English this survives in the
reference to ships as “she.”)

Adjectives have the gender of the nouns they modify. This is
called agreement in gender.

1 b. Number. This form of the noun indicates how many of

the objects are being referred to. In Greek, in addition to
singular (one) and plural (many), there is a (rarely used) dual
number, which has its own forms for nouns and adjectives,
indicating that two objects are being referred to that in some

sense belong together as a kind of pair. We will not pay much
attention to this number, since it occurs very, very seldom. The
number 2 (*b@) is, of course, in the dual number, and this is
why its declension is peculiar among common words.

Adjectives agree in number with the nouns they modify.

1 c. Case. This inflection indicates the syntactical function

of the noun (its meaning in the sentence). 
Adjectives agree with their nouns in case also.

The cases in Greek are as follows:

Nominative case: Basically, the subject of the sentence or clause;
also the “object” of a linking verb like “to be.” Pretty much the
same use as the subjective case in English.

Genitive case: Corresponds mainly to the possessive case in
English, but has many other uses.
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2.2. Cases and tenses

Dative case: Mainly the case of the indirect object (the “to
whom” something is “given”; hence the name from the Latin
for “to give”); but it has multiple other uses; it is the usual
object of prepositions.

Accusative case: Mainly the direct object of verbs and certain
prepositions (indicating movement).

Vocative case: The form of a noun when speaking to the person
(or object), as in “John, where are you going?”

2. The grammatical function of a word in its sentence is

called its syntax.

3. Giving the inflections of the words in a sentence and the
syntax of each (e.g. saying “noun, nominative case, subject of
the sentence; verb, third person singular, present indicative

active, main verb”) is called parsing the sentence.

4. The part of the word to which the inflection is added is

called the stem of the word.

• NOTE •

In many nouns, the stem is different from the form

of the nominative case; so it is necessary to learn

both the nominative case and the stem of the noun.

Vocabularies will give the nominative and genitive

cases, to allow you to see what the stem is. They will

also give the article, so that you can see the gender.

Verbs have several stems: a present stem for the

present and imperfect tenses; a future stem; an aorist

stem, for the aorist active and middle voices, a perfect
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2.2. Cases and tenses

stem, a perfect middle stem, and an aorist passive

stem. 

• NOTE •

In learning a verb, the stems are learned by learning the

principal parts of the verb.

These are the first person singular indicative of the present
active, future active, aorist active, perfect active, perfect middle,

aorist passive, thus: B"bT, I stop [something], B"bFT, I will stop
[something], §B"LF", I stopped [something], BXB"L6", I have
stopped [something], BXB"Lµ"4, I have stopped, ¦B"b20<, I
was stopped.  It is unfortunate to have to do this, but very often
the parts are very different from one tense to the next; for
instance, the following is just the set of different tenses of the
same verb: NXDT, @ÇFT, ³<g(6@<, ³<g(6", ¦<Z<@P", ___,
²<XP20<. (to bring, carry). It is even more unfortunate that
verbs like this are some of the most common ones–not
surprisingly, because increased use tends to lead in a language to
distortions. Consider “to be” in English: “I am, I was, I have
been.”  

5. Listing the inflections of verbs is called conjugating the

verb, or giving its conjugation.

6. Verbs also have many names for their inflections, as nouns
do.

6 a. The tense of a verb is the aspect of the inflection that

indicates the time it refers to (present, past, future, continuing
past, completed past, to be completed in future, etc).

The names for the various tenses are as follows: 
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present = event occurring, continuing, emphasized, repeated, or

beginning now (corresponding to English present “he goes,”
present progressive “he is going,” present emphatic “he does
go,”  iterative present “he keeps going,” inchoative present “he
is starting to go”) 

future = event occurring, continuing, repeated, or beginning in
the future (corresponding to English future “he will go,” future
progressive “he will be going,” future iterative “he will keep
going,” and future inchoative, “he will begin to go”)

imperfect = event continuing or repeated or beginning in the past
(corresponding to English past progressive “he was going,” past
iterative “he used to go” “he kept going,” or past inchoative “he
began to go”). The imperfect tense stresses the time during
which the event in the past occurred.

aorist = event occurring in the past (corresponding to the
English simple past “he went,” or past emphatic “he did go”).
The aorist tense stresses the fact of the event in the past, not the
time at which it happened. The aorist is also sometimes used as
a kind of “timeless” tense for general statements (much as we
use our present tense, as in this sentence). The present is also
sometimes used in this timeless sense. (•`D4FJ@< means
“undefined,” or “without limits.”)

 Note 

The aorist as a separate tense is a peculiarity of Greek among
most European languages (Latin, for instance, uses the perfect
as a simple past also). 
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perfect = event begun in the past but now ended (corresponding
to English present perfect “he has gone”)

pluperfect = event that ended in the past (corresponding to
English past perfect “he had gone”)

Clearly, there is not a one-for-one correspondence between
Greek tenses and English ones. We have more tenses than
Greek; and which English tense to use when translating a Greek
present, say, depends on the context. The Greek mind was not
aware, generally speaking, of the difference between “he was
going” and “he used to go,” but for us a sentence like, “He was
going to school during the war” means something different from
“He used to go to school during the war,” and “He kept going
to school during the war.” There is no simple way in Greek to
express the shades of meaning here.

6 b. The person of a verb indicates who is doing what the

verb indicates, as in English.

The first person is the speaker or writer, or includes the speaker
or writer = I, we.

The second person indicates the person or persons addressed =
you (singular) or you (plural).

The third person indicates some other subject (not, of course,
necessarily a person) = he, she, it, they.

6 c. The number of the verb indicates how many there are

doing what the action indicates.
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 Singular = one subject (I, you, he, she, it)

Dual = two subjects paired (twins, a team of two horses, etc.)

Plural = many subjects (we, you, they). Verbs usually have no
special dual forms; they generally use the plural number when
the subject is dual. In Attic Greek, there are some dual forms.

6 d. The voice of the verb indicates whether the subject is

acting or receiving the action indicated.

Active = the subject is acting (English active “he hits”)

Passive = the subject is acted on (English passive “he is hit”)

• NOTE WELL •

Greek has another voice in addition to the active and

passive voices, called the  “middle” voice.

This corresponds to our “absolute” use of a transitive verb
(use without an object of a verb that would normally have an
object), which I think is a true middle, where the action begins
with the agent and doesn’t leave him. Thus “He stops the car”
means one thing in English, and “He stops” means something
else: that he stops [but not anything that is not himself]. 

Since Latin had no absolute use of transitive verbs, it
translated all Greek middle voices by a reflexive use of the verb
(having “himself” as the object) or by a passive. This has led
scholars to assume that the Greek middle is a reflexive use of the
verb; and it sometimes is.

But I think the English “He stops” is not really shorthand
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for “He stops himself.” We don’t think of “he stops” in this
reflexive fashion, but just that the act of stopping does not stop
something else. Now of course, if you don’t stop something else,
you are stopping yourself, so there is the logical implication that
the act is reflexive. But I don’t think that this implication is what
our use of “stop” here means.  In fact, “He stops running” has
a different meaning from “He stops himself from running” in
English.

Thus, I think that “He stops” is a true translation of the
Greek middle. There is a famous philosophical statement which
was translated in St. Thomas Aquinas’s Latin from Aristotle,
which in the Latin says, “Whatever is moved is moved by
something else,” which is pretty trivial tautology. But Aristotle
said, “Whatever moves is moved by something else.” Obviously
here, the middle voice is not reflexive (“Whatever moves itself is
moved by something else” is nonsense), nor is it passive because
of the triviality of saying such a thing. But it makes sense to
assert that if something is in motion (if it “moves”) then it is
being moved–which is another way of saying that motion is not
self-explanatory.

6 e. The mood of the verb indicates the character of the

action indicated.

The indicative mood indicates the fact of the action’s occur-
rence (English indicative “he is going”)

The imperative mood indicates a command to do the action
(English imperative “Go!”)

The infinitive mood indicates the use of the verb as a noun
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(English infinitive “To go would be beneficial”)

The subjunctive mood indicates a subordinate use of the verb’s
action (This is much wider than the few uses of the English
subjunctive, such as “He suggested to the man that he go.”)

The optative mood indicates a use of the verb in conditions or
wishes (It is often expressed by an English subjunctive: “If I were
you, I would go”)

 Note 

One of the real difficulties in the traditional learning of Greek is
this optative mood (which does not exist in other languages),
and when to use it and when not, particularly in conditions. All
you will be asked to do here is recognize it when you see it and
realize that it has an “iffy” sort of significance, which should be
rather simple. The Greeks you will be reading obviously knew
when to use it and when to use other forms like the imperfect,
and if you know the general sense of the optative when you
encounter one, the context will usually help you see what the
meaning is.

6 f. Other forms

The participle is a form of the verb that is used as an adjective
(English participle “It is a going concern.”) There are present,
perfect, and future participles, some active and some passive, in
Greek).

Greek has no gerund, which is another form of a verbal noun (as
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in English: “Going would be a good thing.”).

EXERCISE

1. See if you can find the stems of the nouns in the preceding
and the following vocabularies. Write out the stems of the words

on the Greek side of your vocabulary cards (and continue this

in subsequent lessons).

2. Write out what forms the principal parts of the verbs in the
vocabularies actually are.

3. Vocabulary.
ÆFPLD`H ÆFPLDV ÆFPLD`< strong
6"4<`H 6"4<Z 6"4<`< new 
6"\ and
6"8XT 6"8ZFT ¦6V80F" 6X6806" 6X680µ"4 ¦68Z20< call
8"µ$V<T 8ZR@µ"4 §8"$@< g\80N" g\80µµ"4 ¦8ZN20< take
8X(T 8X>T §8g>" gÇD06", 8X8g(µ"4 ¦8XP20< say
Ò 8`(@H J@Ø 8`(@L word, speech, thought, reason, meaning,

intelligibility (any expression–in the world or in humans–of an
idea) [all words with -logy]

µX("H µg(V80 µX(" large, big [megabyte]

µX<...*X untranslatable particles indicating linked ideas or
objects. *X by itself is either “and” or “but.” µX< indicates that
something else is coming. It almost never appears without a *X.

º µZJ0D J−H µ0JD`H mother [metropolis]

   <"\ yes
   <Ø< (<L<\) now (the latter form is emphatic)

@Ã*" I know (This is actually a perfect form with a present
sense.)
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 º @Æ6\" J−H @Æ6\"H house [economics, ecumenical]

Ò º J` the
   @Û not (in subordinate uses, µZ takes its place; before a

vowel, it becomes @Û6, unless the vowel has a rough breath-
ing, in which case, it becomes @ÛP.)
@Þ< therefore, anyway
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3.1. The nominative

case

3.2. Syntax of the

nominative case

LESSON THREE

Nouns, Nominative Case

Let us begin with the most
obvious, and syntactically simplest,

case, but the one that has the most variations.  As you become
more familiar with Greek, it will usually happen that when you
run across a noun with an strange-looking form, the noun will
be in the nominative case, since this is its “home” case, as it
were, and was the case that “named” it (from which
“nominative” [Lat. “nomen,” noun, name] is derived); and
other forms had to be more readily recognizable.

The nominative case has only a
few uses. Here they are:

• Subject of a finite verb (i.e. a verb not in the infinitive
mood).

• The “predicate” of a linking verb such as “to be” or cer-
tain verbs of the senses (“to seem,” “to appear,” etc.). 
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3.3. Forms of the nominative case

3.3. Forms of the

nominative case

Thus, the nominative case is the subject of the main verb of
a sentence, and also the subject of any verbs in clauses (sentences
used as parts of another sentence) within a sentence. The
accusative case is used as the subject of an infinitive, more or less
as the objective case is so used in English (“He wants me to see

this.”)  

• Note •

The way you can tell whether the noun in the nomina-
tive case is the subject of the sentence of whether it is a
“predicate nominative” is that the predicate nominative

never has an article with it (it is always used indefinitely),
while the subject generally will have the article “the.” 

Occasionally, of course, the subject will also be used
indefinitely, and then only the sense of the sentence will help
you.

As an example of how this works, in the following from the
introduction to John’s Gospel, what is the subject and what is
the predicate noun is clear:

6"Â 2g`H µ< Ò 8`(@H “And (6"\) the Word (Ò 8`(@H) was
(µ<) God (2g`H).” The position of 2g`H indicates that the
sentence should be read, “And the Word was God!” That is the
function of its being in the first position; but the absence of the
article and the presence of the article on 8`(@H makes perfectly
clear that the meaning is not “and God was the Word.”

These are the different forms of
the “model” words in the

nominative case. 
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• Note •

These are “models” because they represent the

different ways in which words are inflected. That is,

words whose stems look like the models will have

endings that look like the models.

Note that the nouns are arranged in different

declensions. That is, there are only slight differences

between the inflections of the models in a given

declension, but a great difference between those of

different declensions.

You will see that verbs also arrange themselves

into different conjugations. 

It will be a good idea to keep these differences in

declensions and conjugations in mind as you

memorize.

The article (“the”; Greek has no indefinite article [“a, an”];

when there is no article, the noun is used indefinitely)

Singular Plural

Ò (masc.)º (fem.) J` (neut.)      @Ê   "Ê JV 

Nouns

Here are the usual forms. I will indicate the noun (with its
article), then the meaning, then the plural. 

• Note • 

Differences in form of the stem of the singular and the
plural indicate that the stem to which inflections are
added is the one that you see in the plural. If there is
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     1The acute accent at the end of a word changes to grave before another word.

(This is actually the only time the grave accent is used.)

     2This is the stem of the word (the part that endings are added onto). When the

stem is different from the nominative case, it will be indicated in this way in

parentheses.

     3This is a contracted form. The “g"” gets pronounced like (and is written as)

an eta.

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

another stem for the other cases, I will put it in paren-
theses.

 
First declension 

º •DPZ (beginning)                                   "Ê •DP"\
º ºµXD" (day)                                        "Ê ºµXD"4
Ò BD@NZJ0H (prophet)                              @Ê BD@NZJ"4
Ò <g"<\"H (young man)                         @Ê <g"<\"4

Second declension

Ò 8`(@H (word)                                         @Ê 8`(@4
JÎ1 §D(@< (deed)                                  J�1 §D("

Third declension

Ò •FJZD (star)                                           @Ê •FJXDgH
Ò B"JZD (B"JD-2) (father)                        @Ê B"JXDgH
JÎ Fäµ" (body)                                        J� Ffµ"J"
JÎ (X<@H (kind)                                           J� (X<03 (= (g<g")
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     1Another contracted form. Here gg is pronounced and written g4.

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

Ò ÆP2bH (fish)                                  @Ê ÆP2bgH
º B`84H (city)                                  "Ê B`8g4H (= B@8ggH1)
Ò $"F48gbH (king)                            @Ê $"F48gÃH (= $"F48ggH4)

Remarks:

-0, -", -@H, -@<, -0<, -"H, -4H, -LH,  and -0D are signs of the

nominative singular. But -" is also a nominative and accusative

neuter plural. -@H, especially -<J@H, is often a genitive ending. -

@< (the neuter nominative of the second declension) is also the

normal accusative ending. Note that -@H can be an accusative

when it is the neuter third-declension singular (but this form is
not very common).

All neuters have their nominative and accusative forms

the same. The sign of a neuter is generally -@< (s) or -" (pl).

Note that -@< is also the sign of a 3rd person verb.

-"4, -@4, and -gH are safe signs of nominative plurals. -", the

neuter plural of all declensions, can also be an accusative, but can

be a nominative singular of first declension feminine nouns. -g4H

can also be an accusative plural. -"4 can also be a sign of a verb.

Note that when you see the way letters get contracted
(shoved together) into diphthongs (as in (X<0 and $"F48gÃH),
you can see that the forms are more regular than they first
appear.

Adjectives

Here I will give the forms in the order singular masculine,
feminine, neuter (meaning) plural masculine, feminine, neuter.
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     1A contracted form = ggH

     2= g"

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

•("2`H •("2Z •("2`< (good)     •("2@\ •("2"\ •("2V
ā(4@H ā(4" ā(4@< (holy)               ā(4@4 ā(4"4 ā(4"
Ó*g »*g J`*g (this, that)               @Ë*g "Ë*g JV*g
@âJ@H (J@LJ-) "âJ0 (J"LJ-) J@ØJ@ (this)

                                            @âJ@4 "âJ"4 J"ØJ"
¦6gÃ<@H ¦6g\<0 ¦6gÃ<@ (that)            ¦6g\<@4 ¦6g\<"4 ¦6gÃ<"
B@8bH B@88Z B@88b (much)          B@88@\ B@88"\ B@88V
µX("H µg(V80 µX(" (big)                µg(V8@4 µg(V8"4 µg(V8"
B8g\T< B8g\T< B8gÃ@< (many)        B8g\@<gH B8g\@<gH
                                                                               B8g\@<"
•802ZH •802ZH •802XH (true)     •802gÃH1 •802gÃH •802−2

J4H J4H J4 (some)                        J4<XH J4<XH J4<V

Remarks

The endings not seen in the nouns are @ and L for neuter

singular, and T<.

Note how odd Ó*g and @âJ@H are. With Ó*g, the word is just
the article with -*g hitched onto it. With @âJ@H, all the other
forms except the nominative begin with a J; but the feminine
has an " in the stem where the masculine and neuter have @.
Again, this is a case where the fact that the word is used so much
creates distortions of the form.

Intensive

"ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ` (self, same)             "ÛJ@\ "ÛJ"\ "ÛJV
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     1This particular English use of “itself” is the intensive use, reinforcing the

meaning, rather than what we are referring to here: the reflexive, as in “I like

myself,” referring back to the subject.

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

This means “the same” when it follows the article; it means
“the x itself” (the intensive) when it modifies x but does not
follow the article that goes with x. It can also be used as the
third person pronoun (“he, she, it”) 

Pronouns

Demonstrative

Ó*g »*g J`*g (this, that [one])            @Ë*g "Ë*g JV*g
@âJ@H (J@LJ-) "àJ0 (J"LJ-) J@ØJ@ (this [one])
                                                          @àJ@4 "àJ"4 J"ØJ"
¦6gÃ<@H ¦6g\<0 ¦6gÃ<@ (that [one])        ¦6g\<@4 ¦6g\<"4 ¦6gÃ<"

Remarks 

These are the same in form as the demonstrative
adjectives above.

Reflexive and reciprocal

   
The reflexive pronoun (“himself, herself, itself”) has

no nominative case, since it means that the object of the verb’s
action is the same as the subject; and so it itself1 is never a
subject. The same applies to the reciprocal pronoun (“each
other”).
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     1This latter form with the double J is Attic Greek (spoken in Attica, the region

around Athens. Other dialects, including 6@4<Z, New Testament Greek, used the

double F.

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

 Numerical

gÃH µ\" ª<  (one [the number]: has no plural)
@Û*g\H @Û*gµ\" @Û*X<(no one)
µ0*g\H µ0*gµ\" µ0*X< (no one [when used in subordinate
clauses) 
*b@ *b@ *b@ (two)
JDgÃH JDgÃH JD\" (three)
JXFF"DgH JXFF"DgH JXFF"D" (four; also JXJJ"...1)

Other numbers are not declined (i.e. have only one form)
until the hundreds.

Here are numbers 5-10: BX<Jg, ª>, ©BJV, Ï6Jf, ¦<<X",
*X6".
11-20: ª<*g6", *f*g6", JD4F6"\*g6", JgFF"DgF6"\*g6",
Bg<Jg6"\*g6", ©>6"\*g6", ©BJ"6"\*g6", Ï6JT6"\*g6",
¦<<g"6"\*g6", gÇ6@F4.

They then proceed as we do: twenty-one, gÆ6@F4 gÍH, etc.
Counting by tens from 30-100: JD4V6@<J",

JgFF"DV6@<J", Bg<JZ6@<J", ©>Z6@<J", ©$*@µZ6@<J",
Ï(*@Z6@<J", ¦<g<Z6@<J", ©6"J`<. Seventy and eighty use the
root for the ordinal (seventh, eighth), which is why they look
funny.
 The hundreds decline like normal plural adjectives: (two
hundred: *4"6`F4@4 *4"6`F4"4 *4"6`F4"), JD4"6`F4@4, etc.
One thousand is P\84@4, and ten thousand, which also is used as
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we use “million” for an indefinitely large number, is µbD4@4.

Relative

ÓH » Ó (who, which, that)                           @Ë "Ë ā

Remarks

This pronoun introduces a relative clause (a sentence used
as an adjective), as “the man who is talking.”

Note

The relative pronoun looks a little like the article, but  it has an
accent, and the article does not; so that the distinction is easy to
see. The neuter of the relative pronoun, of course, is not like the
neuter article (though it does look like the masculine article).

 Interrogative

J\H J\H J\ (who? which? what?)               J\<gH J\<gH J\<"

Remarks

This pronoun, which introduces a question, is clearly
distinct in Greek from the relative pronoun; but the English
translations are the same; so be careful to distinguish them.

Indefinite

J4H J4H J4 (anyone, anything)                J\<gH J\<gH J\<"
ÓFJ4H »J4H Ï J4 (whoever)                     @ËJ4<gH "ËJ4<gH āJ4<"
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Remarks

The first pronoun has the same form as the indefinite
adjective above, and of the interrogative pronoun, except that it
doesn’t have an accent. 

The second pronoun is just the relative pronoun with the
indefinite one hitched onto it; but both of them decline. There
is always a space (as if it were two words) in the neuter singular
nominative and accusative Ò J4, to distinguish it from the
conjunction ÓJ4, “that...”
  

Personal

Note

Since the personal pronouns are clearly indicated in the form of
the verb, they appear explicitly in a text only when the pronoun
is emphasized. 

¦(f  (I)                                            ºµgÃH  (we) 
Fb   (you)                                         ßµgÃH  (you [pl.])

Note

There is no third-person pronoun as such; but the intensive word
(In English, the intensive is “-self”: “the book itself, John
himself”) is sometimes used as a third-person pronoun:

"ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ` (he, she, it)               "ÛJ@\ "ÛJ"\ "ÛJV (they)

Occasionally some form of @âJ@H (“this one”) or ¦6gÃ<@H
(“that one”) does the work of the third person pronoun.
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     1An •B@8@(\" was the speech for the defense in a trial, not an “apology” for

something. This is Plato’s version of the defense Socrates gave against the charges

that he was corrupting the young people of Athens and teaching atheism.

3.3. Forms of the nominative case

EXERCISES

1. Put the remarks onto “vocabulary” cards in the following
way: On one side put “endings for nominative nouns” and the
put the remarks after the nouns indicating the ending. Do the

same for the other parts of speech. Memorize these endings

just as you would the words in the vocabularies. The whole

point of this approach is that you recognize which endings

indicate which cases.

2. Begin a chart for yourself on a large piece of paper or

poster board, listing on the top singular and plural (for
columns). Then, for each model, list down on the left (for rows)
nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative. Fill in the
nominative cases and add the translation of the word in this case.
(As you learn the other cases, you will fill these in until you have
the complete forms of all of the models.)

3. See if you can pick out the nominative cases in the
following passage (the first paragraph of Plato’s Apologia1):

{?J4 µ,< ßµ,ÃH, ì –<*D,H  !20<"Ã@4, B,B`<2"J, ßBÎ  Jä<
¦µä< 6"J0(`DT<, @Û6 @É*"q ¦(ã *' @Þ< 6"Â "ÛJÎH ßB’  "ÛJä<
Ï8\(@L ¦µ"LJ@Ø ¦B,8"2`µ0<, @àJT B42"<äH §8,(@<.   6"\J@4
•802XH (, ñH §B@H ,ÆB,Ã< @Û*,< ,ÆDZ6"F4<. µV84FJ" *,
"ÛJä< «< ¦2"bµ"F" Jä< B@88ä< ô< ¦R,bF"<J@, J@ØJ@ ¦< ø
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§8,(@< ñH PD−< ßµ÷H ,Û8"$,ÃF2"4 µ¬ ßB’ ¦µ@Ø ¦>"B"J02−J,
ñH *,4<@Ø Ð<J@H 8X(,4<.

3. Try reading over that passage to yourself, familiarizing
yourself with pronouncing Greek words.

4. Transliterate the passage.

5. Vocabulary

º •DPZ J−H •DPZH beginning, rule, source, principle [achetype,
monarchy]

º ºµXD" J−H ºµXD"H  day [ephemeral]
Ò BD@NZJ0H J@Ø BD@NZJ@L prophet
Ò <g"<\"H J@Ø <g"<\@L  young man
Ò •FJZD J@Ø •FJXD@H star [astronomy]

Ò B"JZD J@Ø B"JD`H father [paternal]
JÎ Fäµ" J@Ø Ffµ"J@H body [psychosomatic]

JÎ (X<@H, J@Ø (X<@L kind, race, sex [gender]
Ò ÆP2bH J@Ø ÆP2b@H  fish [ichthyology]
º B`84H J−H B`8gTH city, state, country, society [metropolis]

Ò $"F48gØH J@Ø $"F48XTH king 
ā(4@H ā(\" ā(4@<  holy [hagiography]
Ó*g »*g J`*g this, that (more indefinite than the two below)
@âJ@H (J@LJ-) "àJ0 (J"LJ-) J@ØJ@ this
¦6gÃ<@H ¦6g\<0 ¦6gÃ<@ that
B@8bH B@88Z B@8b  many [all words with poly-]
B8g\T< B8g\T< B8gÃ@<  more
J4H J4H J4 any
gÍH µ\" ª< one *b@ two JDgÃH three JXFF"DgH four 
@Û*g\H @Û*gµ\" @Û*X<  no one
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µ0*g\H µ0*gµ\" µ0*X< no one (in subordinate clauses)
ÓH » Ó who, which, that
J\H J\H J\   who? which? what?
J4H J4H J4 anyone, anything
ÓFJ4H »J4H Ò J4 whoever
¦(f I   ºµgÃH  we
Fb you   ßµgÃH  you
"ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ` same, -self, he, she, it [autonomous]
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4.2. Principal parts

4.1. The verb

4.2. Principal parts

LESSON FOUR

Verbs, Principal Parts

Recognizing verb forms can be tricky, for
two reasons: First, as I mentioned earlier, the same verb has
(often very different) stems for different tenses. Second, there
are modifications to the beginning of the verb-stem.

     The principal parts of the verb give
you all of the stems of that verb that you need to know, just as
in English (I) go, (I) went, (I have) gone give you the clue as to
how to inflect this verb. Unfortunately, there are more principal
parts in Greek verbs. Memorize them carefully.

Principal parts of regular verbs

The order will be (the first person singular of) the present
active, the future active, the aorist active, the perfect active, the
perfect middle, and the aorist passive.
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     1In use, this form is contracted into N48ä, as you will see when you learn the

first person singular. It is put in this way to enable you to distinguish which vowels

there are in the stem. Learn the principal parts in the uncontracted form.

Contraction occurs only in the present active.

4.2. Principal parts

The usual type of verb

B"bT (I stop [something]), B"bFT (I will stop [something]),
§B"LF" (I stopped [something]), BXB"L6" (I have stopped
[something]),   BXB"Lµ"4 (I have stopped), ¦B"b20< (I was
stopped)
.

Verbs whose stem ends in a vowel (the so-called “contract verbs”)

N48XT1 N48ZFT ¦N\80F" BgN\806" BgN\80µ"4 ¦N48Z20<
(love [i.e. I love, I will love, I loved, I have loved, I have loved
myself, I was loved])
J4µVT J4µZFT ¦J\µ0F" JgJ\µ06" JgJ\µ0µ"4 ¦J4µZ20< (honor)
.VT .ZFT –  –  – – (live)
N"<gD`T N"<gDfFT ¦N"<XDTF" BgN"<XDT6" BgN"<XDTµ"4
¦N"<gDf20< (clarify)

The -mi verbs

*\*Tµ4 *fFT §*T6" *X*T6" *X*@µ"4 ¦*`20< (give)
ËFJ0µ4 FJZFT §FJ0F" (§FJ0<) §FJ06"  – ¦FJV20< (stand)
J\20µ4 2ZFT §206" JX206" JX2g4µ"4 ¦JX20<  (put)
N0µ\ NZFT – – – – (say)

Irregular verbs
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     1So-called liquid-stem verbs (whose present tense ends in a “liquid” [vocalized]

consonant, 8, µ, <, or D, have contracted future tenses, that conjugate just like the

present tense of vowel-stem verbs.

     2Note that there is another irregular verb gÉµ4 (note the accent), which means

“to go.” I am not going to put it here, but since some of its forms are similar to

gÆµ\ to be, you should be aware that it exists.

4.2. Principal parts

Some verbs have what is called a second aorist, which has
different endings:

$V88T $"8ä (= XT)1 §$"8@< $X$806" $X$80µ"4 ¦$8Z20<
(throw)

The following are regular except for the fact that their
perfect active and aorist passive use a P at the end of its stem
instead of a 6:

60DbFFT (Attic, 60DbJJT) 60Db>T ¦6ZDL>" 6g6ZDLP"
6g6ZDL(µ"4 ¦60DbP20< (proclaim)
BDVFFT (BD"VJJT) BDV>T §BD">" BXBD"P" BXBD"(µ"4
¦BDVP20<  (make, do)

Here are some rather irregular verbs:
gÆµ\ §F@µ"4 – – – – (be) [has no aorist or perfect]2

•((X88T •((g8ä ³((g48" ³((g86" ³((g8µ"4 ²((X820< (an-
nounce)
–(T –>T ³("(@< µP" µ(µ"4 ³P20< (lead)
"ÇDT •Dä  µD" µD6" ³Dµ"4 ³D20< (Attic: "ÊDXT "ÊDZFT gÍ8@<
¿D06" ¿D0µ"4 ¾DX20<) (grab, lift up)
•6@bT •6@bFT ³6@LF" •6Z6@"  – ²6@bF20< (hear)
•<@\(T •<@\>T ³<@4>" •<Xå(" •<Xå(" •<Xå(µ"4 ²<@\P20<
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4.2. Principal parts

(open)
$"\<T $ZF@µ"4 §$0< $X$06"  –  –  (go) 

 Remarks

Past tenses of the verb add to the beginning of the stem. In

the imperfect and aorist, this adding is an g, which is called

augment.  If the verb stem begins with a vowel, the g is
contracted onto the vowel (generally making an 0).

The perfect tenses reduplicate, which means takes the initial

consonant, adds g, and puts this onto the front of the stem. If

the stem begins with a vowel, this reduplication looks like an
augment. 

Note

Augment only occurs in finite verbs: that is, verbs that contain
“person.” 

Practically speaking, this means that aorist infinitives and
participles have no augment. So, for instance, the infinite form of
§B"LF" (the aorist) is B"bF"4. There is not much problem here;
but with irregular verbs, looking up the verb can be confusing.

This is why it is essential to have principal parts memorized.

It will save you hours of frustration looking in a dictionary.
Perfect participles and infinitives do have reduplication. 
Verbs whose stem ends in a vowel are really regular, except

for the fact that contraction occurs. I will try to show in
parentheses what the uncontracted form would have been.

• NOTE •

Most of the forms you see here are 6@4<Z Greek (the “common”
Greek that was used in New Testament times). 
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4.3. Alpha privative

4.3. Alpha privative

Ancient Greek had a number of dialects, the most famous of
which are Homeric (the early Greek of Homer’s epics), Attic,
that spoken in Athens, and 6@4<Z. The are quite a few
differences between Homeric Greek and the other dialects, just
as there are between the English of Chaucer and that of our own
times; but 6@4<Z and Attic aren’t that very dissimilar, except for
the fact that 6@4<Z is grammatically simpler, as would be
expected of a language that was extensively used by foreigners.
It is assumed that the main users of this book will be interested
in reading the New Testament. I will try to point  out
differences between koine and Attic Greek (the Greek spoken in
the Athens of Plato and Aristotle) for those interested in
philosophical or classical uses of Greek. 

In Attic Greek, as I mentioned earlier, FF is replaced by JJ.
Thus, BDVFFT and BDVJJT are actually the same word.

As mentioned also, in Attic Greek "ÇDT is the similar verb
"ÊDXT.

Here is a small point about Greek
that doesn’t have anything to do with verbs, but needs
mentioning somewhere:

• "- ("<- before a vowel) prefixed to a word negates that

word.

This is called “alpha privative,” because, of course, it
“deprives” the word of its force and indicates the opposite. It is
like the English prefix “un-” or the suffix “-less.”

Thus, –RLP@<, soulless, –N48@H, unloving.
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     1Literally, “in [a] beginning. We would, of course, say, “In the beginning; but

the force is that of “At starting.” You see how being able to read the Greek can

make a difference?

     2“Was” (imperfect). The subject is what follows. In English, of course, we say,

“there was.” Since the imperfect has the sense of continuing in the past, “was in

being” would be an acceptable translation.

     3
“Towards [the] God. When BD`H is used with verbs that don’t express

motion, it has the sense of “facing,” as one building is “towards” another on the

opposite side of the street. Greeks–even Christian Greeks–used the definite

article with God; we regard God as a kind of proper name. An early Christian, of

course, would not say that God’s name was God, but YHWH [Yahweh]. The [only

real] God is what YHWH is.

     4“Everything.” Neuter plural nominative of the word for “all.” In Greek,

neuter plural subjects have singular verbs, and so, like “everything,” have both a

singular and a plural kind of force.

     5“Through him” (or “it,” the 8`(@H, depending on how you take the word).

That is, by his agency.

     6“Became,” “came to be,” “happened,” “came into existence.”

     7“Without him” (or “it”).

     8 “Not even (@Û*X) one thing (ª<, neuter singular of “one”), as opposed to
@Û*X<, “nothing.” Some manuscripts put a period here and have the next two

words begin the next sentence. Decide for yourself what you think John originally

4.3. Alpha privative

EXERCISES

1.  Let us try our hand at translating  some real Greek–with a
little help. Look at the beginning of John’s Gospel:
     z+< •DP±1 µ<2 Ò 8`(@H, 6"Â Ò 8`(@H µ< BDÎH JÎ< 2,`<,3

6"Â 2,ÎH µ< Ò 8`(@H. @âJ@H µ< ¦< •DP± BDÎH JÎ< 2,`<. BV<J"4

*4’ "ÛJ@Ø5 ¦(X<,J@,6 6"Â PTDÂH7 "ÛJ@Ø ¦(X<,J@ @Û*, ª<8 Ô
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wrote. 

     1 “In him” (or “it”).

     2 “Of human beings.” This is the general word for “human being,” which

includes men and women. The word for a male human being is •<ZD.

     3In use, this form is contracted into N48ä, as you will see when you learn the

first person singular. It is put in this way to enable you to distinguish which vowels

there are in the stem. Learn the principal parts in the uncontracted form.

Contraction occurs only in the present active.

4.3. Alpha privative

(X(@<,<.  ¦< "ÛJè1 .T¬ µ<, 6"Â º .T¬ µ< JÎ NäH Jä<
•<2DfBT<2:   
   

Notice that there are nuances in the Greek that aren’t there
in the standard translations of this passage–and some that aren’t
in any translation. Translators wrack their brains trying to
express in English all of the subtleties of meaning there are in
the Greek and still have real English. 

2. Vocabulary. These are the “model” verbs above, plus words
from the selection from John.

B"bT B"bFT §B"LF" BXB"L6" BXB"Lµ"4 ¦B"b20< stop
N48XT3 N48ZFT ¦N\80F" BgN\806" BgN\80µ"4 ¦N48Z20< love
[philosophy, philadelphia]

J4µVT J4µZFT ¦J\µ0F" JgJ\µ06" JgJ\µ0µ"4 ¦J4µZ20< honor
.VT .ZFT –  –  – – live [zoology]
N"<gD`T N"<gDfFT ¦N"<XDTF" BgN"<XDT6" BgN"<XDTµ"4
¦N"<gDf20< clarify
*\*Tµ4 *fFT §*T6" *X*T6" *X*@µ"4 ¦*`20< give
ËFJ0µ4 FJZFT §FJ0F" (§FJ0<) §FJ06"  – ¦FJV20< stand
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4.3. Alpha privative

[static, stasis}

J\20µ4 2ZFT §206" JX206" JX2g4µ"4 ¦JX20<  put [thesis,
hypothesis]

N0µ\ NZFT – – – – say
60DbFFT (Attic, 60DbJJT) 60Db>T ¦6ZDL>" 6g6ZDLP"
6g6ZDL(µ"4 ¦60DbP20< proclaim [kerygma]

BDVFFT (BD"VJJT) BDV>T §BD">" BXBD"P" BXBD"(µ"4
¦BDVP20<  make, do [practice, practical]
•((X88T •((g8ä ³((g48" ³((g86" ³((g8µ"4 ²((X820< an-
nounce [angel]
–(T –>T ³("(@< µP" µ(µ"4 ³P20< lead [pedagogue,

demagogue–leaders of children and the people, respectively (B"ÃH,

*Zµ@H)]

"ÇDT •Dä  µD" µD6" ³Dµ"4 ³D20< (Attic: "ÊDXT "ÊDZFT gÍ8@<
¿D06" ¿D0µ"4 ¾DX20<) grab, lift up
•6@bT •6@bFT ³6@LF" •6Z6@"  – ²6@bF20< hear [acoustics]
•<@\(T •<@\>T ³<@4>" •<Xå(" •<Xå(" •<Xå(µ"4 ²<@\P20<
open
$"\<T $ZF@µ"4 §$0< $X$06"  –  –  go 
JÎ NäH J@Ø NTJ`H light [photoelectric]



     1The “contract verbs,” as mentioned, contract the stem (which ends in a

vowel) and the ending into a diphthong. The forms in parentheses indicate what

the uncontracted form would be.

5.1. The third 

person indica-

tive active

LESSON FIVE

Verbs, Third Person Indicative Active

Let us now take the verbs and look at
what the third person, singular and plural,
active voice, indicative mood, of the various

tenses looks like:

• NOTE •

The -< at the end of the third person, when preceded

by g- or 4-, is often not present in Attic Greek (it

usually appears in Attic only when the next word

begins with a vowel, or when it ends a sentence). 

Thus, the third person plural present in Attic is usually
B"`LLF4, the third singular imperfect is §B"Lg, etc.

Present tense

B"bg4  B"b@LF4<   he {she, it] stops [something] they stop[it]

N48gÃ1 (= gg4) N48@ØF4< (= g@LF4<)  He likes they like 
J4µ” (= "g4) J4µäF4< (= "TF4<) He honors they honor
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     1The verbs in this group are called the -µ4 verbs, because of the first principal
part. Their forms are holdovers from very ancient times. Fortunately, there aren’t

many more than the ones used here as models (which are given because of the

different vowels in their stems. Other verbs with the same vowels will behave like

the corresponding model.)

5.1. The third person indicative active

.± (= 0g4) .äF4< (= 0@LF4<) He lives they live
N"<gD@Ã (= @g4) N"<gD@ØF4< (= @@LF4<) He clarifies   they

clarify

*\*TF4<1   *4*`"F4< He gives they give
ËFJ0F4< ËFJ"F4< he stands [something up]  they stand [it]
J\20F4< J42X"F4< He puts  they put
N0F\< N"F\< He says  they say 

¦FJ\< gÆF\< He is they are

• Remarks •

g4 is the sign of the third person singular, active, except for

the -µ4 verbs, where it is (long vowel)-F4(<).  This is also true

of the contract verbs, except that the actual form doesn’t look

like it because of the contraction. Be aware that -g4 can also be

a sign of the dative singular of a noun. 

The sign of the third person plural active is @LF4(<) (again

with the contracted variations). Be alert to the fact that the <

(especially in Attic) is not always there. In the -µ4 verbs, it is
(short vowel) -F4<. Be aware that the dative plural of some

nouns ends in -F4(<), (though not -@LF4), and don’t let it fool
you.
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     1Remember all the different meanings of the imperfect: he was stopping [x],

he used to stop [x], he kept stopping [x], he began to stop [x], and sometimes it

is best to translate simply, “he stopped [x].” What the imperfect does not signify

is an event that happened once at a definite point in time.

5.1. The third person indicative active

Imperfect tense

• NOTE • 

The imperfect tense uses the present stem, but it is a

(continuing) past tense. The stem looks different

because of the augment.

§B"Lg< §B"L@< He was stopping [x]1    they were stopping [x]

¦N\8g4 (= gg) ¦N\8@L< (= g@<) he was liking  they were liking 
¦J\µ" (= "g) ¦J\µT< (= "@<) he was honoring  they were
honoring
§.0 (= 0g) §.T< (= 0@<) he was living they were living 
¦N"<XD@L (= og) ¦N"<XD@L< (= @@<) he was clarifying  they were
clarifying

¦*\*@L (= @g) ¦*\*@F"< He was giving   they were giving
ËFJ0 (="g) ËFJ"F"< he was standing [x] they were standing [x]
¦J\2g4 (= gg) ¦J\2gF"< he was putting   they were putting
§N0 (= "g) §N"F"< he said  they said

µ< −F"< he was   they were

• Remarks •

The sign of the third person singular active imperfect is

¦....g (augment at the beginning, g at the end). This is true even
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5.1. The third person indicative active

of the -µ4 verbs. Be alert to the fact that augmenting a verb

whose stem begins with a vowel involves a contraction (e.g.

gg to 0).
The sign of the third person plural active imperfect is ¦...@<

for normal verbs (taking into account contractions).

The -µ4 verbs have ¦...g for the singular and ¦...F"< for the
plural. These are the normal aorist endings.

Note that second aorist active forms look like normal

imperfects.

Other tenses, with the exceptions noted below, are regular,
and follow the model B"bT, and so only that verb will be given.
The irregular forms of the other tenses will be obvious from

the corresponding principal part (which, of course, is the first

person singular of the tense in question). This is one of the
reasons for learning the principal parts. Once you know the
particular stem of the principal part in question, you know the
form.

Note, however, that if a principal part (e.g. the

future) has the ending -µ"4, then this indicates that

that tense of that verb has no active voice-form, and

uses the middle instead.

Future tense

B"bFg4   B"bF@LF4< he will stop [x]  they will stop [x]

Remarks:

This is formed from the second principal part: the future

active. The future ending looks like the present (g4, @LF4<),
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5.1. The third person indicative active

but the stem almost always has a -F at the end of it.

• ;?I+ •

Future tenses of verbs whose stem ends in a liquid consonant

(8, µ, <, D) have a future without a F, and their ending is a

contracted vowel, conjugating like the present tense of N48XT.

Thus, the third person future active of $V88T is $"8gÃ
$"8@ØF4< He will throw  they will throw. This difference will

carry through all of the other persons of the future tense, of
course. If you learn the principal parts, you will be aware of the
difference in the future stem of these liquid-stem verbs, and
there should be no real difficulty recognizing what the form you
see is.

The future principal part of gÆµ\ (§F@µ"4), is one of the verbs
mentioned above that has a (regular) middle voice as to form,

though its meaning is still active (it doesn’t mean anything to

say, “I will be been”). These forms are called middle

deponents. We will see the middle voice later, but just to

complete things, the third person future of gÆµ\ is §FJ"4
§F@<J"4 He will be they will be.

Aorist tense

§B"LFg<   §@"LF"<  He stopped [x]  they stopped [x]

Remark:

This is the “normal” aorist. It uses the third principal part,

and has these inflections: ¦...g< and ¦...F"<, just like the

imperfect of the -µ4 verbs, as mentioned above. The < in the

singular is the “movable <” in Attic, which is only there before
a vowel or at the end of a sentence. The -F" in the principal part
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will alert you to the normal aorist. 

Second Aorist

§$"8g<      §$"8@<   He threw  they threw

Remark:

This has endings that make it look like an imperfect tense;
but it uses the aorist stem, the third principal part, not the
present stem (which in this case would be $V88T; so the third
person imperfect active is §$"88g<, while the aorist, as above,
has only the one 8, §$"8g<). Once again, be aware of the
“movable <.” That fact that the second aorist looks (as far as
endings go) like an imperfect is the only peculiarity about it. If
you know your principal parts, then you should have no
difficulty recognizing that some apparent imperfect you see is
actually an aorist.

 Perfect tense

BXB"L6g< BgB"b6"F4< He has stopped [x]  they have stopped
[x]

Remarks:

The perfect system (perfect and pluperfect) have the
reduplication at the beginning to identify them, as can be seen
from the fourth principal part; so their inflections are

(consonant)g(consonant)...g< (like the aorist and imperfect, so

g[<] is a sign of a third person singular active of a past tense
of some sort). The plural ending, however, is distinctive:
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5.1. The third person indicative active

(consonant)g(consonant)..."F4< . In verbs beginning with a

vowel, the “reduplication” is just a lengthening of the initial

vowel, and so it looks the same as an augment. In their case,

you tell the difference between an aorist and a perfect by the
different types of endings.  

Pluperfect tense

¦BgB"b6g4  ¦BgB"b6gF"< he had stopped [x]  they had stopped
[x]

Remark:

   The pluperfect has an augment tacked on to the beginning of

the reduplication. So its inflections are ¦ (consonant) g (con-

sonant)...g4 ¦ (consonant) g (consonant)...gF"<.

• Note  •

Keep reduplication and augment in mind when you are looking

up words in a dictionary. Any g at the beginning of a verb should

make you suspicious that this is an augmented past tense, and
that the word you want doesn’t begin with an e. Also, if the

word begins with 0, it may be an augmented " or g.

General Remarks: 

g4 is the commonest form of the third person singular active;

it occurs in the present, future, and pluperfect tenses. Note that

the imperfect of tiqhmi ends in g4. (But its imperfectness should

be clear from the augment). g or g< is another ending that

immediately signals third person singular. @LF4<, 0F"< and

"F4< are signs of third person plural active.

So the verb looks formidable; but notice from these remarks
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how few things you have to look for to recognize a third person.
(1) Check the beginning for signs of augment and/or
reduplication (note that the pluperfect has an augment attached
to the reduplication); (2) note this with the stem for tense; (3)
note the ending as above. 

EXERCISES

1. Begin the construction of a verb chart for yourself, with

the model verbs.  It should have columns for singular and

plural, and also active, middle, and passive; and rows for each of
the persons and tenses. Fill in the first person singular (from the
principal parts) of each of the tenses of the indicative mood, and
then the third person singular and plural for each of them. Leave
room for the subjunctive and optative moods (which also have
person and number) and the infinitives and participles.
Eventually, you will have a complete picture of all the model
verbs.

2. Give the third person singular and plural of the present,
imperfect, future, aorist, perfect, and pluperfect active of the
following verbs, and state what each form means: •((X88T,
6"8XT, 8X(T, •6@ÛT, $"\<T, NXDT, §PT, •<@\(T, BDVFFT,
N"<gD`T, 60DbFFT, "ÇDT.

3. Translate. This will still be a little “Dick and Jane”-ish, but
we’ll soon graduate.
 

a) Ò •<ZD @Û B"ÃH ¦FJ\<. 
b) •("2Z µ< º µZJ0D; <"4. 
g) Ò $"F48gØH µg< ¦FJ\ F@N`H, º *¥ (b<0 6"8Z. 
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5.1. The third person indicative active

d) 8X(g4 J4H, “Ò –<2DTB@H ¦FJ\< B8gÃT< ´ Fäµ".” 
e) µ82g< Ò OD4FJ`H. 
z) @âJ@H @Ï6 ¦FJ\< LÊ`H, •88� B"JZD. 
h) Ò –((g8@H ¦6ZDL>g, “¦8Z8L2g< Ò 2g`H. 

4. Vocabulary
Ò –<2DTB@H J@Ø •<2DfB@L human being [anthropology]
Ò •<ZD J@Ø •<*D`H man (male human being) [androgynous]
º (L<Z J−H (L<"46`H woman [gynecology, androgynous]
Ò, º B"ÃH J@Ø, J−H B"4*`H (male or female) child, slave (“boy”)
Ò LÊ`H J@Ø LÊ@Ø son
º 2L(VJ0D J−H 2L("JD`H daughter 
B÷H B÷F" B÷< all, everything [pantograph, panic (from the god

Pan)]

F@N`H F@NZ F@N`< wise [sophisticated]
§PT ª>T (FPZFT) §FP@< §FP06" – –  have
NXDT @ÇFT ³<g(6@< ³<g(6" (¦<Z<@P") ¦<Z<g(µ"4< ²<XP20<
bring, carry
§DP@µ"4 ¦8gØF@µ"4 µ82@< ¦8Z8L2" – – go, come
³ than (in comparisons)
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6.1. Attributive

adjectives 

LESSON SIX

Adjectives, Nouns, Accusative Case

You have already seen one use of
adjectives: as the “predicate” of “linking

verbs” like “to be” and “to become,” as well as “to seem,” and

so on. These are called predicate adjectives.

But adjectives generally are attached to nouns, and modify

them; that is, change the meaning or character of the noun they
are attached to. “The boy” is one thing; “the good boy” is

another. Adjectives used in this way are called attributive

adjectives.

• General rule: An adjective, whether attributive or predi-

cate,  agrees with its noun in gender, number, and case. 

That is, it has the same number (singular, dual, or plural), the
same gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter), and case
(nominative, genitive, etc.) as its noun.

Note that this does not necessarily mean that it has the same
ending. If the noun is a third declension noun, for instance, and
the adjective is not, then the adjective will have its (first or
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second) declension ending.
Thus Ò •("2ÎH B"JZD has the adjective agreeing with the

noun, but the endings are different. It is masculine, nominative
singular. Similarly, Ò4 •802gÃH –<2DTB@4  also has an
agreement, but the adjective behaves like a third-declension
noun, and the noun is second declension.

In general, you won’t need to worry about this, if you know
what case and gender and so on is signaled by the endings of a
given word. You would need to know it if you were writing
Greek; but if you can recognize a nominative when you see it,
you know that a nominative adjective goes with a nominative
noun, and so on.
   

• In Greek an attributive adjective comes after the article of

the noun it modifies if the noun has an article (remember,

Greek has no indefinite article “a” or “an”; so it would only be
a definite reference to some object [“the”] which would have an
article.)

There are two possibilities, then, if the noun has an article:

   Ò •("2`H –<2DTB@H       Ò –<2DTB@H Ò •("2`H 

The first instance is the normal one; just like English, the
adjective comes between the article and the noun. However, for
emphasis, the Greek can repeat the article afterward, and put the
adjective after the noun (but also after the article). Thus, the
second of the two instances would mean “the good man.” (“The
man the good” makes no sense in English. This funny usage
happens because Greek, as a sing-song language, could not easily
emphasize by changes of voice or stress.)

Adjectives that modify nouns without articles can be either
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6.2. The accusative 

case

6.2.1. Syntax of

the 

accusative case

before or after them. The rule is as in English that the adjective
should be close to its noun, to avoid confusion. This is true even
though the gender, number, and case of the adjective will be the
same as the noun it modifies. But just because the form of an
adjective can identify what noun it modifies, then sometimes in
Greek, for the sake of sound and emphasis, you will find
adjectives fairly far away from the nouns they modify.  This is
especially true in poetry.
 

We are now going to study the
second most important inflection of

nouns: the accusative case, whose main function is to indicate

the direct object of an active verb (i.e. a transitive verb, which

does something to something; the accusative case indicates this
second “something” that receives the action). 
However, there are other uses, and I will list them all here:

•   1. The accusative case is the direct

object of a transitive verb.

•   2. As in English, the accusative is the subject of an infinitive.

Since we haven’t yet seen any infinitives, I will simply give an
English example. We would say “For me to go would be good.
He told me to look at him.”

•   3. The accusative is the object of prepositions expressing

motion toward: BD`H, gÆH, B"DV, meaning “toward, into, to

the side of” (i.e. to a position beside the noun in question; very
often we would simply say “to” here).

•   4. The accusative in time expressions indicates how long.
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6.2.2. Forms of the accusative case

6.2.2. Forms of the

accusative case

•   5. The accusative is sometimes used in an adverbial sense;

e.g. µ`<@< (“only”) when it is an accusative not modifying a
noun is used like the adverb “only,”  as in “not only did I go,
but I saw him go too.”

•   6. Certain prepositions have a special meaning when used
with the accusative:

*4V  + acc. = because of; + genitive = through

   µgJV + acc. = after; + gen. = with

   ßBXD + acc. = above; + gen. = on behalf of    

ßB` + acc. = under; + gen. = by

   6"JV  + acc. = according to; + gen. = against

Here is the way the accusative case
looks. I will follow the same order I

followed for the nominative case.

The article

J`< JZ< J` J@bH JVH JV 

Nouns

First declension

J¬< •DPZ< (beginning) J�H •DPVH 
J¬< ºµXD"< (day) J�H ºµXD"H 
JÎ< BD@NZJ0< (prophet) J@×H BD@NZJ"H 
JÎ< <g"<\"< (young man) J@×H <g"<\"H 
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6.2.2. Forms of the accusative case

Second declension

JÎ< 8`(@< (word) J@×H 8`(@LH 
J` §D(@< (deed) J� §D(" 

Third declension

JÎ< •FJXD" (star) J@ßH •FJXD"H
JÎ< B"JXD" (father) J@ßH B"JXD"H 
JÎ Fäµ" (body) J� Ffµ"J" 
JÎ (X<@H (kind) J� (X<0 
JÎ< ÆP2b< (fish) J@×H ÆP2bgH
J¬< B`84< (city) J�H B`8g4H (= ggH)
JÎ< $"F48X" (king) J@×H $"F48gÃH (= ggH)

Remarks

Neuter accusatives are just like their nominative cases.  

-0<, -"<,  and -@< are accusative singulars. The -< is the real

clue here. (Note that B`84< and ÆP2b<  have the telltale -< to
indicate that they are accusative, though they aren’t -@< or -0<.)
-@LH, -g4H, -gH,  and especially -"H are the common signs of

accusative plurals. Here, the -H  is the real clue, though some

nominatives have this also.  

-" indicates either an accusative singular of nouns that are not

first declension. Otherwise, it is either a nominative singular

feminine or a nominative or accusative plural neuter.  

Adjectives

•("2`< •("2Z< V("2`< (good)        •("2@bH •("2VH •("2V
ā(4@< e(\"< ā(4@< (holy)                 e(\@LH e (\"H ā(4"
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J`<*g JZ<*g J`*g (this, that)          J@bF*g JVF*g JV*g 
J@ØJ@< J"bJ0< J@ØJ@ (this)            J@bJ@LH J"bJ"H J"ØJ" 
¦6gÃ<@< ¦6gÆ<0< ¦6gÃ<@< (that)      ¦6g\<@LH ¦6g\<"H ¦6gÃ<" 
B@8b< B@88Z< B@8b (many)          B@88@bH B@88VH B@88V 
µX("< µgJV80< µX(" (big)               µg(V8@LH µg(V8"H µg(V8"
B8g\@<" B8g\@<" B8gÃ@< (more)    B8g`<"H B8g\@<"H B8g\@<"
•802Z •802Z •802XH (true)         •802gÃH •802gÃH •802− 
J\<" J\<" J4 (some)                      J4<VH J4<VH J4<V

       Remarks

Again, -@LH, -"H,  and -" are signs of accusative plurals,

masculine, feminine, and neuter–except that in the third

declension adjectives (as in many third declension nouns) -"H is

also a masculine. In the singular, the most common signs of the

accusative are -@< and -0< or -"<. Note that third declension

adjectives have masculine and feminine forms the same. The -0

of •802Z  is actually contracted from -g".

Intensive

"ÛJ`< "ÛJZ< "ÛJ` (-self)                   "ÛJ@bH "ÛJVH "ÛJV 

 Pronouns

Demonstrative

   
These forms are the same as the demonstrative adjectives

meaning “this” and “that,” (J@ØJ@<, ¦6gÃ<@<) above.
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Reflexive and reciprocal

¦µ"LJ`< ¦µ"LJZ< (myself)
Fg"LJ`< Fg"LJZ< (yourself)
©"LJ`< ©"LJZ< ©"LJ` (him-, her- , itself)
                                  ©"LJ@bH ©"LJVH ©"LJV  (themselves)
•88Z8T •88Z8" •88Z8T           •88Z8@LH •88Z8"H •88Z8" 
                                (each other)

Remarks:

The first two persons of the reflexive, of course, have no

neuter (I or you have to be masculine or feminine). The plurals

of these reflexives (ourselves, yourselves) use the personal and

intensive pronouns as two words (ºµ�H "ÛJ@bH (-VH) ; ßµ�H

"ÛJ@bH (-"H)).The “singular” of “each other” is, of course a

dual (you can’t have one “each other”), which accounts for the
odd form.

Numerical

ª<" µ\"< ª< (one)
@L*X<" @b*gµ\"< @Û*X< (no one, none)
µ0*X<" µ0*gµ\"< µ0*X< (no one in subordinate uses) 
*b@ (two)
JDgÃH JDgÃH JD\" (three)
JXFF"D"H JXFF"D"H JXFF"D" (four)

relative

Ó< »< Ó (whom, which, that)                      @àH āH ā 
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6.2.2. Forms of the accusative case

 Remark

Note that the difference between the relative pronoun
and the article is that the article in everything but the
nominative case begins with a J, while the relative pronoun
always beings with a rough breathing.

Interrogative

   
J\<" J\<" J\ (whom? which? what?)           J4<XH J4<XH J4<V

Remark:

This differs from the indefinite adjective only in the
accent on the neuter singular.

Indefinite

The same as for the indefinite adjective 
and

Ó<J4<" »<J4<" Ò J4                           @àHJ4<"H āFJ4<"H āJ4<"
                       (whoever, whatever)

Personal

¦µX  (me)                                        ºµVH (us) 
FX (you)                                          ßµVH 

EXERCISE

1. Fill in the proper places on your noun chart with the
accusatives.
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     1To them (dative).

     2Of God (genitive).

     3To become (infinitive).

     4Lit. “to believings” (dative plural of the participle). But as masculine it means

“to the ones believing,” or, as we would say, “to those who believe.” This is an

appositive of "ÛJ@ÃH above (a word or phrase repeating what was said before).

     5His (genitive).

6.2.2. Forms of the accusative case

2. Translate: 
a) (Jn 1:11-12):

,ÆH J� Ç*4" µ82,<, 6"Â @Ê Ç*4@4 "ÛJÎ< @Û B"DX8"$@<.  ÓF@4 *,
§8"$@< "ÛJ`<, §*T6,< "ÛJ@ÃH1 ¦>@LF\"< JX6<" 2,@Ø2

(,<XF2"4,3 J@ÃH B4FJ,b@LF4<4 ,ÆH JÎ Ð<@µ" "ÛJ@Ø5. 
b) Ò 2g`H µg< •<2DfB@LH N\8g4, @Ê *¥ •<2DfB@4 JÎ

Fäµ" N48@ØF4<. 
c) Ò B"ÃH Ò ā(4@H (<fFg4 JÎ< 6bD4@<, 6"Â "àJ0 º

¦B4FJZµ0 "ÛJÎ< FfFg4. 
d) Ò BD@NZJ0H z3TV<<0H gÆH J¬< B`84< −82g, ³<@4.g<

JÎ Fäµ", 6"Â ¦6ZDL>g< JÎ gÛ"((X84@<. 
e) Ò $"F48gØH JÎ< <g"<\"< §8"$g< 6"Â Ò <g"<\"H "ÛJÎ<

6bD4@< ¦6V80Fg. 
f) ÓF@4 ©"LJ@×H N48@ØF4<, @Û*¥< *4*`"F4<. 

3. Vocabulary
Ò 6bD4@H J@Ø 6LD\@L master, lord (slave-owner)
º ¦B4FJZµ0 J−H ¦B4FJZµ0H knowledge (of facts, scientific)
[epistemology]

ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< as many as (translate: “all those that”)
Ç*4@H Æ*\" Ç*4@< one’s own [idiom, idiot]    
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º ¦>@LF\" J−H ¦>@LF\"H power, authority, ability
JÎ JX6<@< J@Ø JX6<@L offspring, child (compare B"ÃH)
JÎ Ð<@µ"4 J@Ø Ï<`µ"J@H name [onomatopoeia]

B"D"8"µ$V<T B"D"8ZR@µ"4 B"DX8"$@< B"Dg\80N"
B"Dg\80µµ"4 B"Dg8ZN20< (B"DV [beside] + 8"µ$V<T [take])
accept, receive
B4FJgbT B4FJgbFT ¦B\FJgLF" BgB\FJgL6" BgB\FJgLµ"4
¦B4FJgb20< believe
Ff.T FfFT §FTF" FXFT6" FXFTµ"4 ¦Ff20< save [soteriology]
JÎ gÛ"((X84@< J@Ø gÛ"((g8\@L good (gL) news, message;
Gospel [evangelical]
*4V + acc. = because of; + genitive = through
µgJV + acc. = after; + gen. = with
ßBXD + acc. = above; + gen. = on behalf of [hyperactive]
ßB`  + acc. = under; + gen. = by [hypodermic]

6"JV + acc. = according to; + gen. = against
BD`H + acc. toward
gÆH + acc. into, to
B"DV + acc. to, to the side of [parapsychology]
JÎ FJäµ" J@Ø FJfµ"J@H mouth [stomach]

µ`<@H µ`<0 µ`<@< only, sole [monoplane]
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7.1. The infinitive

7.2. Syntax of 

the infinitive

LESSON SEVEN

Verbs, the Infinitive

In English, we can use a verb as a noun in
two different ways: the gerund (eating in

moderation is good), or the infinitive (to err is human; to
forgive, divine). Greek, fortunately, has no gerund, but only the
infinitive mood. “Infinitive,” of course, means “not
limited”–here, not limited in person, the way “finite” verbs are.
The infinitive, however, does have tense and voice.

Here are the ways the infinitive is used in
Greek:

•  1. Generally speaking, the infinitive functions as a verbal

noun, neuter gender.

It can therefore be the subject or the direct object of a

verb. These are its most common uses, but it can also be used
wherever a noun would be used. (Yes, there are infinitives in the
dative and genitive cases.) It will carry with it the neuter article,
and the case of the article will tell you how it is being used.

•   2. The negative (the “not”) used with the infinitive is µZ,
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not @Û.

•   3. As in English, the infinitive itself can have a subject, and

when it does the subject is in the accusative case.

For example, in English, we say, “I told him to go.” In
English, when the infinitive is used with a subject, we most often
make it the object of the preposition “for”: “For him to go would
be a good thing.” In Greek, this would be a simple accusative
and infinitive (the whole combination, of course, being in the
nominative case, because it is the subject of the sentence): "ÛJÎ<
§DPgF2"4 –("2@< gÇ0 –<. [the last two words are “would be,”
a subjunctive use of gÆµ\.] 

•   4. Since the infinitive is a verb, though used as a noun, it can

have its own object, which, of course would also be in the

accusative case. 

“For you to conquer him is good” in Greek is less clear:
F¥ "ÛJÎ< <46÷< –("2@< ¦FJ\<. In English, the subject is
obviously “you,” because it follows the “for” immediately. But
Greek is not a language of position, so the Greek could mean
either “for you to conquer him” for “for him to conquer you
(emphatic).” Oracles were said to have exploited this ambiguity,
sometimes to the sorrow of those who sought their advice before
a battle.

•   5. In Attic Greek, the infinitive with its accusative subject

(plus any objects) is used for indirect statements.  

An indirect statement does not quote the actual words
you are referring to, but states what was said. For example, in
English, we could relate a conversation either this way (by a
direct quote): He said, “I am going,” or this way (indirectly): He
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said that he was going.
There are several ways of making indirect statements in

Greek; the accusative and infinitive is one of them. The
preceding statement in Greek would be said, §8g(g< "ÛJÎ<
§DPgF2"4 (Literally this translates, “He said him to go.”) The
corresponding direct quotation would be “§DP@µ"4,” §N0.

 Notes

• N0µ\ is the normal verb for “to say” used for direct

quotations.
• 5@4<Z Greek does not use the accusative and infinitive for
indirect statements; in fact, 6@4<Z is much more prone simply to
make direct quotations when we (and earlier Greek) would use
indirect discourse. This is partly because 6@4<Z was spoken by
foreigners, and whenever this happens, the grammar gets
simplified. But unless many of the direct quotations of the Bible
are translated by indrect statements, the translation is apt to
sound strange and  “Biblical.”

•  6. Some 6@4<Z uses of the infinitive:

a. Introduced by òFJg to express result or

consequence.

b. Alone or after J@Ø to express purpose. (tou is the

genitive of the article, and so this purpose usage is in the genitive
case.

c. With the article after the following prepositions:

1) ¦< Jè (dative)  time at which   ¦< Jè B"bgF2"4 in
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     1The middle voice has sometimes a kind of reflexive significance (as well as this

absolute-without-the-object one). So here, it has the force of “to love oneself” (as

in English, when I “wash,” what I mean is “I wash myself”). 

7.2. Syntax of the infinitive

7.3. Forms of

the infinitive

stopping.

2) BDÎ J@Ø (genitive)  before BDÎ J@Ø B"bgF2"4  before
stopping.

3) µgJ� JÎ (accusative) after µgJ� JÎ B"bgF2"4 after
stopping.

4) *4� JÎ (accusative) because *4� JÎ B"bgF2"4 because
of stopping

5) gÆH or BDÎH JÎ (accusative) purpose gÆH JÎ B"bgF2"4
to stop. 

Since we are about to introduce the middle
and passive voices, we will give all the forms,

active, middle, and passive of the infinitive.

Present tense

   Active                             Middle                 Passive

B"bg4< (to stop [x]) B"bgF2"4 (to stop)  B"bgF2"4 (to be
stopped)

N48gÃ< (to love [x]) N48gÃF2"4 (to love)1 N48gÃF2"4 (to be
loved)
J4µ÷< (to honor [x]) J4µ÷F2"4 (to honor)  J4µ÷F2"4 (to be
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honored)
N"<gD@Ø<            N"<gD@ØF2"4                N"<gD@ØF2"4
 (to clarify [x])       (to clarify)                  (to be clarified)
*4*`<"4 (to give [x]) *\*@F2"4 (to give) *\*@F2"4 (to be given)
ÊFJV<"4 (to stand [x]) ËFJ"F2"4 (to stand) ËFJ"F2"4 (to be
stood)
J42X<"4 (to put [x])  J\2gF2"4 (to put)   J\2gF2"4 (to be put)

NV<"4 (no middle or passive) (to say)
gÃ<"4 (no middle or passive) (to be)

Remarks:

The present active infinitive is generally -g4<, or one of its

contractions with verbs whose stem ends in a vowel. However,

-"4 can also be a sign of a present active infinitive (with -µ4
verbs). The present middle and passive infinitives are

indistinguishable in form, and always end in -F2"4. (How do

you know which is which? Context.)

Aorist tense

The aorist infinitives of all verbs except those that have a
second aorist active is like the following verb:
 
B"ØF"4                         B"bF"F2"4                    B"L2−<"4
  (to have stopped [x])  (to have stopped)          (to have been
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 stopped)

Remarks:

The sign of the aorist infinitive active is -F"4 on the

aorist stem (the third principal part). The middle is -F2"4 like

the present middle, but it is preceded by -"- from the aorist

stem, while the future infinitive middle looks like it, but has -
gF2"4 instead of  -"F2"4. 

Ihe aorist passive infinitive is formed from the last

principal part of the verb (the aorist passive), and looks a little

like an active -µ4 verb (-0<"4).

Note

English has no simple past infinitive (to

stopped), and so we have to use the English

perfect infinitive to translate the Greek aorist

infinitive.

   Here is a second aorist active infinitive

$"8gÃ<  to have thrown

The middle and passive aorist infinitives are regular. Note
that this looks like a present infinitive, except that it is using the
(second) aorist stem ($"8- instead of $"88-).

Perfect tense

Again, all forms follow the model of the regular verb:

BgB"L6X<"4                BgB"bF2"4                 BgB"bF2"4
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7.3. Neuter plural

subjects

(to have stopped [x]) (to have stopped) (to have been
stopped)

Remarks:

Once again, the middle and passive are indistinguishable
in form, and again their ending is like the middle of the present
and the aorist infinitive. The stem has the perfect’s reduplication,
and is formed from the fourth principal part. Note that the

active infinitive has the -"4 like the active present infinitive of -µ4
verbs.

General remarks:

The infinitive, therefore, is fairly easy to recognize.

Anything verbal ending in -g4< or -"4, especially when preceded

by -F2- is an infinitive. There is often an article associated with

it, giving its use in the sentence.

Let us finish off this lesson with a
peculiar little point of Greek grammar,

mentioned earlier in passing, which you will see in the quotation
from Aristotle below:

•   Neuter plural subjects have singular verbs. 

So if you were Greek, it would be perfectly legit to say
“These things is good.”

EXERCISE

   1. Try this from Aristotle’s J� µgJ� J� NbF46"  (the things
after the nature-things–the metaphysics), Bk XII, c. 3:
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     1The words in brackets are understood. Aristotle’s writings were his class

notes, and so are abbreviated. The *X here is just an indication that this is a
continuation of something he has been talking about.  The º µg< indicates that
something else is coming (what is expressed by º *X and §J4 JD\J0). What he is

doing is enumerating the three kinds of @ÛF\". So the º µg< should be translated,
“one [of them] is,” º *X, “another is,” §J4 JD\J0, “and a third sense is” lit. “still
a third [meaning] is.”

     2What is in curly brackets from now on is a phrase the note that follows deals

with. This phrase literally translates, “being some ‘this,’” which should be

rendered, “which is some definite thing.”

     3“In appearing,” or “in appearance.” The dative indicates the respect in which

something is something. 

     4 “As many [things] as [are]...” We would say, “Whatever is...” 

     5The dative here is again the dative of respect. “characterized by...” is perhaps

the best translation.

     6Lit. “some having toward which.” Translate, “a tendency of some sort toward

something.”

     7
We would say, “is what comes from both [of ‘reality’ in the other two

senses].”

     8Lit. “the according to each.” An appositive [a restatement in other terms of

what went before]. Translate it, “the individual object.”

7.3. Neuter plural subjects

@ÛF\"4 *, [gÆF4<]1 JD,ÃH, º µ,< [¦FJÂ<] à80 {J`*, J4 @ÞF"}2 Jè
N"\<,F2"43 (ÓF"4 (�D [¦FJÂ<] eN±5 6"Â µ¬ FLµNbF,43, [¦FJÂ<]
à80 6"Â ßB@6,\µ,<@<), º *, NbF4H [¦FJÂ] J`*, J4 6"Â {ª>4H J4H
,ÆH »<}6: §J4 JD\J0 [¦FJ\<] º [(\(<gJ"4]7 ¦6 J@bJT<, {º 6"2'
ª6"FJ"}8,  @Í@< ET6DVJ0H ´ 5"88\"H. 

2. Here is something from Luke (2, v.1 ff.):
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     1“from Augustus Caesar”

     2Lit. “Cyrenius [i.e. Quirinius] governing Syria.” Make English out of it. This

construction is in the genitive case, and is called a “genitive absolute,” and is the

equivalent of a subordinate clause.

     3“They proceeded.” The form here is that of a middle voice, which is why it

looks peculiar.

     4“his own.” Genitive.

     5
Lit. “from the Galilee out of the city Nazareth” Genitives after the

prepositions.

     6“is called” Passive voice.

     7
“From the house and fatherhood [lineage] of David.” )"L\* is actually

genitive, but it doesn’t decline (i.e. all forms are the same).

     8Lit. “With Mary the betrothed to him, being pregnant.” Interestingly, the

adjective “pregnant” looks as if it has a masculine ending, which would seem to

imply that it was Joseph who was pregnant. But of course, it looks that way simply

because it has no form in -0.

7.3. Neuter plural subjects

¦>−82,< *`(µ" {B"D� 5"\F"D@H !Û(@bFJ@L}1 •B@(DVN,F2"4
B÷F"< J¬< @Æ6@LµX<0<. "àJ0 •B@(D"N¬ BDfJ0 ¦(X<,J@
{º(,µ@<,b@<J@H J−H ELD\"H 5LD0<\@L}.2  6"Â ¦B@D,b@<J@3

BV<J,H •B@(DVN,F2"4, ª6"FJ@H ,ÆH J¬< ©"LJ@Ø4 B`84<.
!<X$0 *, 6"Â  3TF¬N {•BÎ J−H '"848"\"H ¦6 B`8,TH
;"."D¥2}5 ,ÆH J¬<  3@L*"\"< ,ÆH B`84< )"LÂ* »J4H 6"8,ÃJ"46

#028X,µ, *4� JÎ ,É<"4 "ÛJÎ< {¦> @Ç6@L 6"Â B"JD4÷H )"L\*},7

•B@(DVR"F2"4 {F×< 9"D4�µ J± ¦µ<0FJ,LµX<0 "ÛJè, @ÜF0
¦(6bå}.8   
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7.3. Neuter plural subjects

3. Vocabulary.

òFJg  with the result that
º @ÛF\" J−H @ÛF\"H reality (It is a noun from the participle of
“to be”: “beingness.” It is usually mistranslated “substance.”)
N"\<T N"<ä §N0<" BXN0<" BXN"Fµ"4 ¦NV<0< shine (active)
appear (middle or passive) [phantasy, fantastic]
º à80 J−H à80H matter (more accurately, “stuff”)
º FbµNLF4H J−H FLµNbFg@H combined nature [Fb<  (with) and
NbF4H]. 
@Í@H @Ë" @Í@< such as, like, for example (in neuter accusative,
used adverbially)
JÎ BØD J@Ø BLD`H fire [pyromaniac]

JÒ FVD> J@Ø F"D6`H flesh [sarcophagus, lit, a flesh-eater]
ET6DVJ0H, 5"88\"H proper names Aristotle uses as examples,
the equivalent of “John Doe and James Roe.”
Jg8gLJ"Ã@H Jg8gLJ"\" Jg8gLJ"Ã@< final, ultimate [teleology]
JD\J@H JD\J0 JD\J@< third
º NbF4H J−H NbFgTH  nature [physics, physiology]
Ò ª>4H J@Ø ª>gTH  a “having” (from §PT); habit, state 
º 6gN"8Z J−H 6gN"8ZH head [cephalopod]
ŸB"H (āB">) eBVF" āB"< emphatic form of B÷H: absolutely all.
ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< as much (as)
³ or
JÎ *`(µ" J@Ø *`(µ"J@H teaching, decree 
•B@(DVNT •B@(DVRT "BX(D"R" "B@(X(D"N" "B@(X(D"µµ"4
"Bg(DVN0< have a census, enroll (write down)
º •B@(D"NZ J−H •B@(D"NZH census
º @Æ6@Lµg<Z J−H @Æ6@Lµg<ZH the (lived-in) world (note the
word for “house” hiding in this. [ecumenical]

BDäJ@H BDfJ0 BDäJ@< first [prototype]
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8.1. The  third person,

middle and passive

8.2. Syntax of the voices

LESSON EIGHT

Verbs, Third Person, 

Middle and Passive

Examining the third person
middle and passive does not,

unfortunately, finish even the various forms of the third person
of the verb. All we are doing so far is the indicative mood, by far
the most common mood, that of making statements. But there
remain the subjunctive and optative among the “finite” moods
(those that have persons), and we still have to see participles and
imperatives. Then, of course, there are the first and second
persons to learn.

So there is still quite a bit of territory to cover; but do not
lose heart. First of all, you already know many of the first person
forms from the principal parts of the verb–and so the second
person will be the “unfamiliar” endings. As to the third person,
once the indicative is learned, you will be able to identify
subjunctives and optatives rather easily by systematic differences
from what you now know. So it’s not really hopeless.

Here is what the grammatical
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8.3. Forms of the voices

8.3. Forms of the

voices

function (the syntax of the two voices) is:

• The middle voice is used to indicate an action that does

not leave the agent. 

• The passive voice is used when the subject receives an

action from someone or something. 

That is, the active voice is used when someone does
something to something or someone, and the middle voice is used
when a person either does something to himself or just does it and

there is no “recipient” of the action. In the passive voice, on the
other hand, it is the subject of the sentence that has something
done to him.

Thus, I can stop the car (active), stop (middle), or be stopped
by the policeman (passive).

You will be noticing, however, that as far as the forms of the
verb are concerned, you very often can’t tell the difference
between a middle and a passive. In addition to there being that
much less to learn, you will find that in reading Greek, it is
usually clear from context whether the verb is middle or passive;
if it’s passive, it will have a “by such-and-such” somewhere in the
sentence.

Here is the morphology (µ@DNZ
[form] 8`(@H [reason, study]–see

how much fancy English you know when you know Greek?) of
the middle and passive voices:
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     1That is, he “loves” in an absolute sense, without loving something. Or “he

loves himself.” The plural does not mean “they love each other.”

8.3. Forms of the voices

Present tense

      Middle Passive

B"bgJ"4   B"b@<J"4  B"bgJ"4  B"b@<J"4
(he stops  they stop) (he is stopped  they are

stopped)

N48gÃJ"4 (ggJ"4) N48@Ø<J"4 (g@<J"4) N48gÃJ"4 N48@Ø<J"4 
(he acts lovingly1 they act lovingly) (he is loved they are loved)

J4µ÷J"4 ("gJ"4)   J4µä<J"4("@<J"4) J4µ÷J"4 J4µä<J"4 
(he acts honoring they are honorers) (he is honored they are honored)

.VT (live) has no middle or passive in the present.

N"<gD@ØJ"4(@g-) N"<gD@Ø<J"4(@@) N"<gD@ØJ"4 N"<gD@Ø<J"4 
(he is a clarifier they are clarifiers) ( he is clarified they are clarified)

*\*@J"4 *\*@<J"4 *\*@J"4 *\*@<J"4 
(he is a giver they are givers) (he is given they are given) 

ËFJ"J"4  ËFJ"<J"4 ËFJ"J"4 ËFJ"<J"4 
(he stands up  they stand up) (he is stood they are stood)

J\2gJ"4 J\2g<J"4 J\2gJ"4 J\2g<J"4 
(he places himself       they place themselves)  (he is put they are put)

N0µ\ and gÆµ\  have no middle or passive.

Remarks:

Present middle and present passive have the same form. The

sign of the middle or passive of the present indicative is -J"4 for

the singular and -<J"4 for the plural. You don’t even have to

know the contractions to recognize this; but you will need to
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know what they look like to recognize subjunctives and
optatives.

Imperfect tense

¦B"bgJ@ ¦B"b@<J@ ¦B"bgJ@  ¦B"b@<J@
(he was stopping      they were stopping) (he was being stopped they were being

stopped) 

¦N48gÃJ@ (ggJ@) ¦N48@Ø<J@ (g@<-) ¦N48gÃJ@ ¦N48@Ø<J@ 
(he was acting lovingly they were acting lovingly)   (he was being loved they were being  

                                                                                                                   loved)

¦J4µ÷J@ ("g-) ¦J4µä0<J@ ("@<-) ¦J4µ÷J@ ¦J4µä<J@ 
(he was an honorer they were honorers) (he was being honored they were being        

                                    honored)

¦N"<gD@ØJ@ (@g-) ¦N"<gD@Ø<J@ (@@-)  gN"<gD@ØJ@¦ N"<gD@Ø<J@
(he was a clarifier they were clarifiers)   (he was being clarified they were being

                                       clarified)

¦*\*@J@ ¦*\*@<J@ ¦*\*@J@ ¦*\*@<J@
(he was a giver they were givers) (he was being given  they were being     

                                  given) 

ËFJ"J@ ËFJ"<J@ ËFJ"J@ ËFJ"<J@
(he was standing up they were standing up) (he was stood they were stood)

¦*\2gJ@ ¦J\2g<J@ ¦J\2gJ@ ¦J\2g<J@
(he was placing himself they were placing themselves) (he was placed they were

                                                                                                                  placed)

Remarks:

Again, the middle and the passive have the same forms. This
completes the present system of the verb, which is where there are
many different types of verbs. From here on, the forms are all
like B"bT, except for the second aorists (which will be
recognizable from the principal parts). 

The sign of the imperfect middle is a) -J@ (sing.) or -<J@

(pl.), b) the present stem (first principal part) and c) the

augment. Note that ËFJ0µ4’s lengthening of the iota doesn’t
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show up (long iota looks like short iota); so you recognize the
pastness of the tense by the endings, and that it is imperfect by
the fact that it is the present stem.

 Future tense

B"bFgJ"4 B"bF@<J"4 B"L2ZFgJ"4 B"L2ZF@<J"4
(he will stop they will stop) (he will be stopped          they will be            

                                           stopped)

Remarks:

The future middle is different from the future passive. The

endings are the same, but the future passive uses the aorist

passive stem (the last principal part), while the future middle

uses the future stem (the second principal part).

Note

The future middle looks just like a present middle,

except for the F coming just before the ending. 

Present and future middle and passive endings, therefore, are -

J"4  and -<J"4.

Aorist tense

¦B"bF"J@ ¦B"bF"<J@ ¦B"b20 ¦B"b20F"<
(he stopped they stopped) (he was stopped t h e y  w e r e

stopped)

Remark: 

The aorist middle has the “past tense” endings -J@, -<J@

(plus the augment), but uses the aorist active stem (the third
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     1Since $V88T has no middle voice, this verb is substituted here as the model

of a second aorist middle

8.3. Forms of the voices

principal part). The aorist passive uses the last principal part, and

the endings (-0, -0F"<) look like active past tenses. The

Greeks understood this to be a passive because of the principal

part, which has the tell-tale 2 in it.

Second aorist middle

¦(X<gJ@ (he became)1 ¦(X<@<J@ (they became) 

Remark:

The second aorist middle is actually regular, given the
second aorist stem. It looks, however, as you notice, like an
imperfect. There is also a “second aorist” passive (i.e. an
irregular stem) sometimes, as in (DVNT, with the stem (D"N-
instead of (D"N2-, for reasons which should be obvious if you
try to pronounce the latter form. I prefer to think of such things

as irregularities rather than “second” tenses. The point is that

the only real “second aorist” (with different endings from a

regular aorist) is the active voice; the others just have different

stems.

Perfect tense

BXB"LJ"4 BXB"L<J"4 BXB"LJ"4 BXB"L<J"4
(he has stopped they have stopped)   (he has been stopped  they have been          

                                       stopped) 
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8.4. Deponent verbs

Remarks:

The perfect tense has the “present” endings, because it has

the sense of the action’s being completed now. Note that it uses

its own special principal part, not the one with the -k in it. Its

signal, of course, is the reduplication.

Pluperfect tense

¦BXB"LJ@ ¦BXB"L<J@ ¦BXB"LJ@ ¦BXB"L<J@
(he had stopped they had stopped)     (he had been stopped      they had been stopped)

Remarks:

Here, the endings are the “past tense” ones, because this

is an action completed in the past. Note the reduplication as

well as the augment, just as in the active voice. The fifth

principal part (the perfect middle) is also the stem used.

General remarks:

So the -J"4 is the sign of a “present” middle or passive, and

the -J@ is the sign of a “past” one. The difference between

singular and plural is indicated by the absence or presence of a

-<- before the ending. Basically, that’s all there is to the

recognition of middles and passives. Noticing what the tense is
comes from recognizing what principal part is being used, and
paying attention to augments and reduplications.

In learning the principal parts of
verbs, you may have noticed that there are some verbs whose
parts look like middles or passives. The future of gÆµ\, for
instance, looks like a middle. It is a middle–in form, though
there is clearly no meaning to “I will be been.”
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8.4. Deponent verbs

These verbs are like our expression, “I am given to making
rash statements,” meaning, “I have a tendency to make rash
statements.” The sense of this expression has nothing to do with
“being given” something by somebody, but is simply a passive
way of expressing an active (or middle) idea. 

We don’t have many such verbs, but Greek has quite a few
of them.

• A deponent verb is a verb which is middle or passive in

form but active in meaning.

There is nothing to worry about in such verbs. The forms
will be recognizable as regular middles or passives, and the sense
will be perfectly clear from the meaning of the verb itself. The
vocabulary will give you a few deponent verbs.

Some verbs, like gÆµ\ and ÒDVT, have some forms that are
active and some forms that are deponent middles or passives.
Other verbs have a different meaning for their middle forms.
Thus, –DPT means “I rule,” and –DP@µ"4 (the middle) means
“I begin.” You can see this from the ambiguous noun º •DPZ,
which means “the beginning, the source, the rule”; it has the
sense of “what initiates,” and the ruler was the one who “began”
things.

EXERCISE

1. This is another passage from the Metaphysics of Aristotle (from
Book V):
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     1Lit. “according to themselves.” It means “The proper senses of ‘to be’ are...”

or “‘To be’ in its proper senses signifies...” gÉ<"4 is the subject of the sentence.
Aristotle is giving the different meanings of “to be.”

     2“as many senses as signify...” followed by the subject of the clause.

     3“of the predicate” (genitive).

     4Lit. “of things being predicated.” “Of predications” [that is, of ways of being

the predicate of a sentence] (genitive).

     5“Some [senses]” [in an enumeration]. This is a neuter plural subject, so it

takes a singular verb.  The J� *gs are the other senses enumerated: “others...”

     6“for each of these [instances]” (dative and genitive) or “in each of these
cases.”

     7“the same thing.” This is not a form of @âJ@H, but a contraction of JÎ "ÛJ`,
which is why the breathing is over the L.

8.4. Deponent verbs

6"2’ "ßJ�1 *, ,É<"4 8X(,J"4 {ÓF"B,D F0µ"\<,4}2 J� FPZµ"J"
J−H 6"J0(@D\"H3: ÒF"PäH (�D 8X(,J"4, J@F"LJ"PäH JÎ ,É<"4
F0µ"\<,4. ¦B,Â @Þ< Jä< 6"J0(@D@LµX<T<4 J� µ,<5 J\ ¦FJ4
F0µ"\<,4, J� *, B@4`<, J� *, B@F`<, J� *, BD`H J4, J� *,
B@4,Ã< ´ BVFP,4<, J� *,  B@b,  J� *, B@JX, {©6VFJå J@bJT<}6

JÎ ,É<"4 J"ÛJÎ7 F0µ"\<,4.

2. Here is some more of the first chapter of John’s Gospel:

5"Â Ò 8`(@H F�D> ¦(X<,J@ 6"Â ¦F6Z<TF,< ¦< ºµÃ<,  6"Â
¦2,"FVµ,2" J¬< *`>"< "ÛJ@Ø, *`>"< {ñH µ@<@(,<@ØH B"D�
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     1
“like [that] of an only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth”

(genitives).

     2Note the present tense here.

     3“about him” (genitive).

     4Lit. “saying,” The ancient Greeks didn’t have the quotation marks I put in,

and this was the way the New Testament authors indicated a direct quotation.

Omit it in English.

8.4. Deponent verbs

B"JD`H, B8ZD0H PVD4J@H 6"Â •802,\"H}1.  3TV<<0H µ"DJLD,Ã2

B,DÂ "ÛJ@Ø3 6"Â 6X6D"(,< 8X(T<4, “?âJ@H µ< Ô< ,ÉB@<, ‘{?
ÏB\FT µ@L ¦DP`µ,<@H §µBD@F2X< µ@L (X(@<,<, ÓJ4 BDäJ`H
µ@L µ<.’” 

3. Vocabulary

º 6"J0(@D\" J−H 6"J0(@D\"H predicate [category]
JÎ FP−µ" J@Ø FPZµ"J@H figure, form [scheme, schema]

BDäJ@H BDfJ0 JDäJ@< first (With a genitive it means earlier
than)
-BgD  emphasizing enclitic (particle stuck onto the end)
¦BgÃ  (conj) since
ÒFVPTH ...J@F"LJVPTH in ass many ways...in this many ways
(adverbs)
B@b (adv) where 
B`Jg (adv) when
ÏB\FT (adv) behind (+ gen.)
§µBD@F2g<  (adv) in front of (+ gen.)
F0µ"\<T F0µ"<ä ¦FZµ0<" FgFZµ"(6" FgFZµ"Fµ"4
¦F0µV<20< signal, mean [semantics]

B@4XT B@4ZFT ¦B@\0F" BgB@\06" BgB@\0µ"4 ¦B@4Z20< do, act
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8.4. Deponent verbs

(on). This is the verb used when doing something to something.
[poet]

BVFPT Bg\F@µ"4 §B"2@< BXB@<2" – – be acted on, suffer.
This is the verb that is used instead of the passive of poiew.
[pathetic]

¦D(V.@µ"4 ¦D(VF@µ"4, gÆD("FVµ0< gÇD("Fµ"4 gÆD(VF20<
work, act [erg]
$@b8@µ"4 $@L8ZF@µ" – – $g$@b80µ"4 ¦$@L8Z20< wish,
want, will
B@Dgb@µ"4 B@DgbF@µ"4 – ¦B@DgLFVµ0< – ¦B`DgLFµ"4 –
proceed, go (on)
¦F2\T NV(@µ"4 §N"(@< – – – eat [bacteriophage]
"ÆF2V<@µ"4 "ÆF2ZF@µ"4 ²F2`µ0< ³F20µ"4 – – perceive
[esthetic]

•B@2<¯F6T •B@2"<@Øµ"4 •BX2"<@< •B@JX2<06" – – die
*b<"µ"4 *L<ZF@µ"4 – – *g*b<0µ"4 ¦*L<Z20< can, be able
[dynamic]

¦B\FJ"µ"4 ¦B4FJZF@µ"4 – – – ²B4FJZ20< understand [epis-
temic]

@Ç@µ"4 @ÆZF@µ"4 – – – íZ20< think
µVP@µ"4 µ"P@Øµ"4 ¦µ"PgFVµ0< – µgµVP0µ"4 – fight
PDV@µ"4 PDZF@µ"4 ¦PD0FVµ0< 6XPD0µ"4 – –  use
F60<`T F60<fFT ¦F6Z<TF" FgF6Z<T6" FgF6Z<Tµ"4
¦F60<f20< make one’s home (“pitch one’s tent” [F60<Z])
2gV@µ"4 2gVF@µ"4 ¦2g"FVµ0< Jg2X"µ"4 – view, look upon
µ"DJLDXT µ"DJLDZFT ¦µ"DJbD0F" µgµ"DJbD06"
µgµ"DJbD0µ"4 ¦µ"DJLDZ20< present evidence, give testimony
[martyr]

6DV.T 6DV>T §6D">" 6X6D"(" – – cry out (the perfect has a
present sense)
– – gÇB@< – – – I spoke [of], I said. This is the second
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8.4. Deponent verbs

aorist of the verb §BT, which actually doesn’t exist in any other
tense. N0µ\ is used as the present of this verb (or alternatively,
gÇB@< is used as the aorist of N0µ\).
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9.1. The

genitive case 

LESSON NINE

Nouns, Genitive Case

The genitive case in Greek corresponds in
part with the possessive case in English; but

there are many more uses in Greek than simply that of showing
whose something-or-other you are talking about (whose, in this
sentence, is, of course, in the possessive case).

Fundamentally, the genitive case, like the English possessive,
is the adjectival case. If you want to turn a noun into an
adjective modifying another noun, it goes into the genitive
case–and in English, it used to go into the possessive case.
Nowadays, we simply attach one noun to another. For instance,
we no longer say (except in special uses) a “car’s radio”; we call
it a “car radio.” The noun used adjectivally comes first. A “radio
car” would be a car used for radioing things (as a police car); the
point here being that the second noun is the noun, and the first
one is the noun-used-as-adjective.

As you can see, it is handier to use nouns as adjectives than
to invent a whole new set of words like “vehicular” when you
want to talk about a “vehicular radio.”  Languages tend to like
to get by with fewer rather than more words.
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9.2. Syntax of the

genitive case
The uses of the genitive case in Greek
are as follows:

• 1. The possessor or owner, like the English possessive. º J@Ø
•<2DfB@L @Æ6\" the man’s house 

 • 2. The time during which something is occurring. ºµXD"H By
day.

• 3. Separation, motion from, with ¦6 (out of), •B` (away
from), B"DV (from the side of). ¦6 J−H @Æ6\"H Out of the house.

• 4. Comparison: “than” such-and-such µg\.T< J@Ø •<2DfB@L
Larger than the man.

• 5. After the following prepositions: BD` (before), ¦<fB4@<
(in the presence of), §µBD@F2g< (earlier than), ÏB\FT (behind),
§>T (outside of), PTD\H (apart from) , –PD4 (as far as), ªTH
(until). ¦<fB4@< J@Ø $"F48XTH In the presence of the king.

• 6. After the the following prepositions, which in other

senses take other cases: *4V (through), µgJV (with), ßBXD
(for,on behalf of), ßB` (by), 6"JV (against), BgD\ (about,
concerning), ¦B\ (in [the time of]). µgJ� J−H (L<"46`H With the
woman.

• 7. As object of •6@bT (hear), āBJ@µ"4 (hold on), –DPT
(begin, rule over). ³6@LFg Jä< 8@(T< He heard the words.

• 8. Genitive absolute. We have not seen participles yet; but
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9.3. Forms of

the genitive 

when a participle and a noun are both in the genitive case, the
phrase stands in place of a clause, as in the following examples:

6"Â B@DgL@µX<T< "ÛJä< ¦< J± Ò*è, gÇBg< J4H BDÎH "ÛJ`<.
And as they ("ÛJä<) were travelling on the road, someone said to
him. Lit: Of them travelling...

6"Â ¦6$8R2X<J@H J@Ø *"4µ@<\@L, ¦8V80Fg< Ò 6TN`H. And
once the demon had been driven out, the dumb man began to
speak. Lit: of the demon having been driven out...

We have a nominative absolute that is rarely used in English:
“This done, I went home.” In Greek, this kind of “absolute”
phrase is in the genitive case.

Those are the uses of the gentive case. You
already know the genitive singular from

vocabularies; but here are all the forms.

The article

J@Ø J−H J@Ø Jä< Jä< Jä<

Nouns

First declension

J−H •DP−H (beginning’s) Jä< •DPä<
J−H ºµXD"H (day’s)       Jä< ºµXDT<
J@Ø BD@NZJ@L (prophet’s) Jä< BD@NZJT<
J@Ø <g"<\@L (young man’s) Jä< <g"<\T<

Second declension
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J@Ø 8`(@L (word’s)      Jä< 8`(T<
J@Ø §D(@L (deed’s)       Jä< §D(T<

Third declension

J@Ø •FJXD@H (star’s)          Jä< •FJXDT<
J@Ø B"JD`H (father’s)   Jä< B"JXDT<
J@Ø Ffµ"J@H (body’s)       Jä< FTµVJT<
JBØ (X<@H (kind’s)       Jä< (X<T<
J@Ø ÆP2b@H (fish’s)       Jä< ÆP2bT<
J−H B`8gTH (city’s)      Jä< B`8gT<
J@Ø $"F48XTH (king’s)       Jä< $"F48XT<

Remarks:

The plurals are all alike: -T<.  The only difficulty you might

find is that -T< is also the sign of the nominative singular of

the present participle of a verb. If the word isn’t a verb, then it’s

genitive plural.

As to the singular, in general, the -H signals a genitive

singular. That is, the sign of the genitive is -"H, -0H, -@H (rarely

TH, which makes the word look like an adverb, or -4H), or @L.

The -@L ending is also sometimes the second person singular of

a verb. Note that the -"H is also the accusative plural, and the

-@H is also nominative singular.

Adjectives
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     1Strictly speaking, this is “of good”; but since adjectives take their case from
the noun they modify, then it is the noun that has the case, really. “The good boy’s

book” in Greek has both the adjective and the noun in the genitive case; but it is

the noun that “really” is there. In English, of course, it would be silly to say, “The

good’s boy’s book.”

9.3. Forms of the genitive

•("2@Ø •("2−H •("2@Ø (good1) •("2ä< •("2T< •("2T< 
e(\@L e(\"H e(\@L (holy) e(\T< e(\T< e(\T<
J@Ø*g J−F*g J@Ø*g (this, that) Jä<*g Jä<*g Jä<*g 
J@bJ@L J"bJ0H J@bJ@L (this)  J@bJT< J@bJT< J@bJT< 
¦6g\<@L ¦6g\<0H ¦6g\<@L (that) ¦6g\<T< ¦6g\<T< ¦6g\<T<
B@88@Ø B@88−H B@88@Ø (much) B@88ä< B@88ä< B@88ä< 
µg(V8@L µg(V80H µg(V8@L(big) µg(V8T< µg(V8T< µg(V8T<
B8g\@<@H B8g\@<@H B8g\@<@H(many)B8g4`<T< B8g4`<T<
                                                                                  B8g4`<T<
•802@ØH •802@ØH •802@ØH (true)   •802ä< •802ä< •802ä<
J4<`H J4<`H J4<`H (some) J4<ä< J4<ä< J4<ä<

Remark:

Again, the genitive plurals are all in -T<, and the singulars

follow the genitive singulars of their declensions. Note that the
feminine plural of @ØJ@H does not have the feminine stem; it is

J@bJT<, not J"bJT<. This occurs only in the genitive plural
(and in all cases of the dual).

Intensive

"ÛJ@Ø "ÛJ−H "ÛJ@Ø (self, same) "ÛJä< "ÛJä< "ÛJä< 

Pronouns
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9.3. Forms of the genitive

Demonstrative

The same as for Ó*g, @àJ@H,  and ¦6gÃ<@H as adjectives, as
above.

Reflexive and reciprocal

¦µ"LJ@Ø ¦µ"LJ−H (of myself) ºµä< "ÛJä< ºµä< "ÛJT< (of   
                               ourselves)

Fg"LJ@Ø Fg"LJ−H (of yourself) ßµä< "ÛJä< ßµä< "ÛJä< (of  
                                                                          yourselves)
©"LJ@Ø ©"LJ−H ©"LJ@Ø (of himself, herself, itself)

     ©"LJä< ©"LJä< ©"LJT< (of themselves)
•88Z8@4< •88Z8"4< •88Z8@4< (each other’s)

•88Z8T< •88Z8T< •88Z8T< (each   
                                                                              others’) 

 Numerical

©<`H µ4VH ©<`H (of one)
@Û*g<`H @Û*gµ4÷H @Û*g<`H (µ0*g<`H µ0*gµ4÷H µ0*g<`H) (no 
                                                                                  one’s)
*L@Ã< *L@Ã< *L@Ã< (of two)
JD4ä< JD4ä< JD4ä< (of three)
JgFFVDT< (JgJJVDT< Attic) JgFFVDT< JgFFVDT< (of four)

Relative

@â ½H @â (whose) ô< ô< ô< 
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     1So that J� Ffµ"J" would not remain. Subjunctive in a purpose clause.

     2On the Sabbath (dative of time when).

9.3. Forms of the genitive

Interrogative

   
J\<@H J\<@H J\<@H (whose?) J\<T< J\<T< J\<T<

Remark:

Note that this is the same as the indefinite pronoun and

adjective except for the accent, which is on the first syllable in

the interrogative and on the last for the indefinite.

Indefinite

   The same as for the indefinite adjective J4H  above, and
@àJ4<@H »FJ4<@H @àJ4<@H (someone’s) ò<J4<T<  ò<J4<T<   

                    ò<J4<T<

Personal

¦µ@Ø (my) ºµä< (our) 
F@Ø (your) ßµä< 

EXERCISE

Here is the scene after the death of Jesus, in John (19:31):
?Ê @Þ< 3@L*"Ã@4, ¦B,Â B"D"F6,L¬ µ<, Ë<" µ¬ µ,\<01 ¦BÂ

J@Ø FJ"LD@Ø J� Ffµ"J" [¦< Jè F"$$VJå],2 µ< (�D µ,(V80 º
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     1
This is a 6@4<Z usage introducing, not a purpose clause, but indirect

statement. The following verbs are in the subjunctive mood. “Asked Pilate to...”

     2Crucified with (the FLF- prefix = FL<) him. The pronoun is dative after the

preposition-prefix

     3Coming. (Participle, modifying @Ê FJD"J4äJ"4).

     4Lit., “having died.” (Participle) Dead.

     5With a spear. (Dative of means)

     6Came out (¦> + §DP@µ"4).

9.3. Forms of the genitive

ºµXD" ¦6,\<@L J@Ø F"$$VJ@L, ²DfJ0F"< JÎ< A48÷J@< Ë<"1

6"J,"(äF4< "ÛJä< J� F6X80 6"Â •D2äF4<. µ82@< @Þ< @Ê
FJD"J4äJ"4, 6"Â J@Ø µ,< BDfJ@L 6"JX">"< J� F6X80 6"Â J@Ø
–88@L J@Ø [FLFJ"LDT2X<J@H "ÛJè]2: ¦BÂ *, JÎ< 30F@Ø<
¦82`<J,H,3 ñH ,É*@< ³*0 "ÛJÎ< J,2<06`J",4 @Û 6"JX">"<
"ÛJ@Ø J� F6X80, •88’ ,ÍH Jä< FJD"J4TJä< 8`(P®5 "ÛJ@Ø J¬<
B8,LD�< §<L>,<, 6"Â ¦>−82,<6 ,Û2×H "Íµ" 6"Â à*TD.   

2. Vocabulary
Ò 3@L*"Ã@H J@Ø 3@L*"\@L Judean (Jew)
º B"D"F6gLZ J−H B"D"F6g−H  preparation (-day; Friday)
µX<T µg<ä §µg4<" µgµX<06" – –  remain
JÒ FJ"LD`H J@Ø FJ"LD@Ø cross
JÎ FV$$"J@< J@Ø F"$$VJ@L Sabbath
¦DTJVT ¦DTJZFT ²DfJ0F" ²DfJ06" ²DfJ0µ"4 ²DTJZ20< ask
Ò FJD"J4fJ0H J@Ø FJD"J4fJ@L soldier [strategy]
6"JV(<Lµ4 6"JV>T 6"JX">" 6"JX"(µ"4 6"JgVP20< break (up)
JÎ F6X8@H J@Ø F6X8@L leg [skeleton]
º B8gLDV J−H B8gLDVH chest [pleurisy]
<bFFT <b>T §<L>" <X<LP" <X<L(µ"4 ¦<bP20< pierce
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9.3. Forms of the genitive

òH (ñH) as, since
³*0 already 
gÛ2bH immediately
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10.1 Adverbs

10.1.  Adverbs 

LESSON TEN

Adverbs, Comparisons, 

The First Person 

Grammatically, adverbs are words which
modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. Words like “very,”
“interestingly,” “quickly,” and so on in English are adverbs. “He

ran fast” is a case of an adverb's modifying a verb; in “this is

very good,” the adverb modifies the (predicate) adjective; and

in “he spoke very interestingly,” the “very” modifies the adverb

“interestingly,” which modifies the verb “spoke.”
As in English, there are single-word adverbs in Greek; but

they can also be phrases (word-groups without a verb) or clauses

(word-groups containing a finite verb). Thus, “he spoke with

great precision,” contains the adverbial phrase “with great

precision”; and “He came when he pleased” contains the

adverbial clause “when he pleased”; in each case, what is

modified is the verb.
What we will be interested in here is what single-word

adverbs look like. Just as in English, many adverbs are formed
from adjectives by putting a different inflection on the stem (in
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10.2. Degrees of adjectives and adverbs

10.2. Degrees of

adjectives and

adverbs

English, it is generally “-ly”).

• The sign of an adverb in Greek is -TH.

   E. g. F@N`H wise F@NäH wisely

Some special cases of adverbs, however, have special endings:

 • Place where uses -24 or -F4.  z!2Z<0F4 in Athens
   

• Place from which uses -2g<. z!2Z<02g< from Athens 

• Place to which uses -*g or -Fg.  z!2Z<".g (=z!2Z<"F*g) to
Athens

Adverbs are not declined, and so have only a single form.

Adjectives and adverbs, in both
English and Greek, admit of
inflections telling how greatly the

quality in question is possessed by what is modified; thus, one
person's knowledge is great, another's is greater, and a third's is
greatest. These are the positive, the comparative, and the
superlative degrees, respectively. They also exist with adverbs;
one person speaks well, another better, and a third best. Note that
with common adverbs and adjectives, sometimes the forms are
not a simple inflection “-er” and “-est,” but use completely
different words. 

Note

Often, with adverbs, in order to distinguish them from
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10.2. Degrees of adjectives and adverbs

adjectives, the phrase “more x-ly” is used in English. Greek also

does this, using µ÷88@< (more) with the positive degree (the

normal one) and µV84FJ" (most).  µ÷88@< N\8TH In a more

friendly way.

Comparison of adverbs

Since adverbs aren't declined, let us take them first:

Positive                   Comparative                          Superlative

F@NäH wisely  F@NfJgD@< more wisely    F@NfJ"J" most wisely
gÛ*4"µ`<THhappily  gÛ*"4µ@<XFJgD@<       gÛ*"4µ@<XFJ"J"
eB8äH simply        eB8@bFJgD@<               eB8@bFJ"J"
6"8äHbeautifully     6V884@<                    6V884FJ"

Remarks:

       There are basically two types, corresponding to second and

third declension adjectives. Note that -JgD- is the usual signal of

a comparative, and the apparent neuter -@< is the sign that it's an

adverb. (Adverbs formed from adjectives ending in -T< and -@LH

put an -gF- before the -JgD for the sake of euphony –pleasant

sound–as do the adjectives themselves). In the “third

declension” type, you just have the -4@< to guide you.

       For the superlative, the parts -J"J- and the -4FJ- signal that

this is a superlative degree, and the apparent neuter plural -" is

the adverbial sign.

Comparison of adjectives

      Adjectives are similar, as you will see; but they have some
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     1When the dash and the ending is given, it simply means that you replace the

ending of the preceding form with this one, the stem remaining the same.

10.2. Degrees of adjectives and adverbs

peculiar forms in some of the cases:

Nominative case

F@N`H -0 -@<1 wise  F@NfJgD@H -0 -@< wiser   F@NfJ"J@H -0 -@<
                                                                                  wisest
gÛ*"\µT< -T< gà*"4µ@< happy gÛ*"4µ@<XFJgD@H -0 -@<         
                                                            gÛ*"4µ@<XFJ"J@H -0 -@<
6"8`H -0 -@< beautiful   6"88\T< -T< -@<        6V884FJ@H -0 -@<

Remarks:

      The positive degree you already know; the superlative degree
declines like •("2`H,  as does the comparative degree of the first

type.  Like the adverbs, the adjectives in -T< and -@LH have the

extra syllable in the middle–which is no problem for

recognition, because the -JgD- for the comparative and the -J"J-

for the superlative tell you what the degree is.
     The comparative of the second type, however (the one whose

stem ends in -4 instead of -JgD) has the following forms:

Nominative

6"88\T< -T< 6V884@< more beautiful      6"88\@<gH -gH -"

                       OR     
                                                              6"88\@LH -@LH -T 
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10.3. The first person, indicative

10.3. The first

person, indicative 

Accusative 

6"88\@<" -" 6V884@<                        6"88\@<"H -"H -" 
                                           OR
6"88\T -T 6V884@<                            6"88\@LH -@LH -T 

Remarks:

That is, -4@<" can get contracted into -4T, and the -4@<gH

or -4@<"H can be contracted into -4@LH. Note that this looks like

an accusative; but in this case, it can be nominative as well.

Genitive

   The genitives, however, are regular:

6"88\@<@H -@H -@H                                6"88\@<T< -T< -T< 

Since the datives are regular also, we will not bother
mentioning the comparative degree of adjectives when we come
to the dative case.   

      It is now time to see what the first
person of the verb looks like. In one

sense, this would seem to be a formidable task, because we now
have to go through the first person singular and plural, active,
middle, and passive, of all of the tenses.

But don't lose heart. You already recognize what the
signs are of the various tenses and the voices; it is just a question
of seeing what the first-person endings look like.

What I will do is give three columns: active, middle, and
passive, for each tense; and give the first person singular, and
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10.3. The first person, indicative

then indented underneath it the first person plural for that tense.
Before we begin, note that the first person singular is the

one you learned in the principal parts–with one exception: In

verbs that have vowel stems, the principal part is given in its un-

contracted form; as it is actually used, it is contracted. The
reason for this is that N48XT contracts into N48ä, J4µVT
contracts into J4µä, and N"<gD`T into N"<gDä; and  so the
contracted form doesn't tell you whether the word's stem is an
g,  an ", or an @.
 
Active                              Middle                                Passive

Present tense

(sing.) B"bT            B"b@µ"4                        B"b@µ"4
I stop [x]                                  I stop                                   I am stopped

(pl.) B"b@µg<               B"L`µg2"                      B"L`µg2"
 we stop [x]                          we stop                                   we are stopped

N48ä                            N48@Øµ"4                      N48@Øµ"4
I love [x]                            I act lovingly                                I am loved

N48@Øµg<                    N48@bµg2"                     N48@bµg2"
we love [x]                        we act lovingly                             we are loved

J4µä                            J4µäµ"4                         J4µäµ"4
I honor [x]                     I am an honorer                            I am honored

J4µäµg<                     J4µfµg2"                         J4µfµg2"
we honor [x]                   we are honorers                           we are honored

.ä I live

.äµg< we live
N"<gDä                    N"<gDäµ"4                       N"<gDäµ"4
 I clarify [x]                      I am a clarifier                              I am clarified

N"<gDäµg<             N"<gDfµg2"                    N"<gDfµg2"
we clarify [x]                  we are clarifiers                              we are clarified
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10.3. The first person, indicative

*\*Tµ4                    *\*@µ"4                             *\*@µ"4 
I give [x]                         I am a giver                                  I am given

*\*@µg<                  *4*`µg2"                           *4*`µg2"
we give [x]                      we are givers                                we are given

ËFJ0µ4                    ËFJ"µ"4                              ËFJ"µ"4 
 I stand [x]                      I stand up                                       I am stood

ËFJ"µg<                  ÊFJVµg2"                           ÊFJVµg2"
we stand [x]                     we stand up                                 we are stood

J\20µ4                     J\2gµ"4                             J\2gµ"4
I put [x]                         I put myself                                     I am put

J\2gµg<                   J42Xµg2"                           J42Xµg2"
 we put [x]                      we put ourselves                             we are put

N0µ\ I say
N"µX< we say 
gÆµ\ I am 
¦FµX< we are

Remarks:

The endings for most verbs, then, are -T in the

singular and -µg< in the plural active; the latter is always the first

person plural ending. In the middle and passive (which are the

same in the present tense), the endings are always -µ"4 and

-µg2". The only odd forms are the singular active of the -µ4

verbs.

 Imperfect tense

§B"L@<¦                      B"L`µ0<                    ¦B"L`µ0<
I was stopping [x]               I was stopping                   I was being stopped

¦B"b@µg<                   ¦B"L`µg2"                  ¦B"L`µg2"
we were stopping [x]          we were stopping               we were being stopped
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10.3. The first person, indicative

¦N\8@L<¦                         N48@bµ0<¦                 N48@bµ0<
I was loving [x]                    I was acting lovingly                  I was being loved

¦N48@Øµg<¦                   N48@bµg2"                   ¦N48@bµg2"
we were loving [x]             we were acting lovingly               we were being loved

¦J\µT<                          ¦J4µfµ0<                     ¦J4µfµ0<
I was honoring [x]              I was an honorer                     I was being honored

¦J4µäµg<                      ¦J4µfµg2"                    ¦J4µfµg2"
we were honoring [x]       we were honorers                    we were being honored

§.T< I was living
§.@µg< we were living
¦N"<XD@L< ¦                N"<gD@bµ0<¦               N"<gD@bµ0<
I was clarifiying [x]                I was a clarifier                         I was being clarified

¦N"<gD@Øµg<               ¦N"<gD@bµg2"              ¦N"<gD@bµg2"
we were clarifying [x]           we were clarifiers                   we were being clarified

¦*\*@L<                       ¦*4*`µ0<                       ¦*4*`µ0<
I was giving                       I was a giver                              I was being given

¦*\*@µg<                  ¦*4*`µg2"                        ¦*4*`µg2"
we were giving                 we were givers                        we were being given

ËF0<                          ÊFJVµ0<                          ÊFJVµ0< 
I was standing [x]             I was standing up                     I was being stood

ËFJ"µg<                     ÊFJVµg2"                        ÊFJVµg2"
we were standing [x]     we were standing up                 we were being stood

¦J\20<                      ¦J42Xµ0<                         ¦J42Xµ0<
I was putting [x]             I was placing myself                   I was being put

¦J\2gµg<                   ¦J42Xµg2"                       ¦J42Xµg2"
we were putting [x]     we were placing ourselves              we were being put

§N0< I was saying
§N"µg< we were saying
µ< I was
µµg< we were       
      

Remarks:

     The tense, of course, is known by the augment (¦) as a past
tense, and by the use of the present stem that it is the imperfect
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10.3. The first person, indicative

and not the aorist. The sign of the first person singular is -@< in

the active, and -µ0< in the middle and passive. The odd forms

of the vowel-stem and -µ4 verbs are because of contractions. The
sign of the plural is, as in the present, -µg< for the active and -

µg2" for the middle and passive.

     This finishes the present system, which is the complex one.
Other tenses will follow the model of B"bT.

Future tense

          
B"bFT                          B"bF@µ"4                   B"L2ZF@µ"4
I will stop [x]                          I will stop                           I will be stopped

B"bF@µg<                    B"LF`µg2"                 B"L20F`µg2"
we will stop [x]                       we will stop                         we will be stopped

 Remarks:

     The future is recognized by the -F-, or by the -20F- in the

passive (the last principal part). Once again, we have -T and

-@µg< for the active and -µ"4 and -µg2" for the middle and

passive endings; though the future passive uses the last principal

part.  Note that the -µ- is a signal that you are dealing with a

first person (and, if you look back, you will see that a J is a signal

of the third–as in B"bgJ"4).

Aorist tense

§B"LF"                      ¦B"LFVµ0<                      ¦B"b20<
I stopped [x]                       I stopped                                 I was stopped

¦B"bF"µg<                ¦B"LFVµg2"                    ¦B"b20µg<
we stopped [x]                    we stopped                              we were stopped

Remarks:
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10.3. The first person, indicative

     The augment (¦) is the sign that this is a past tense, and the
-" stem or ending is a sign that this is a (first) aorist; and we

have the first-person signs of -µ0<, -µg<, and -µg2". Note that

the aorist passive plural looks like an active; you know it is

passive because of the stem, not the ending.

Second aorist

§$"8@<                          ¦(g<`µ0<                         ¦(DVN0<
I threw                                     I became                                    I was written

¦$V8@µg<                      ¦(g<`µg2"                        ¦(DVN0µg<
we threw                                  we became                                we were written

Remarks:

     Three different verbs are used, of course, because not all
verbs that have “second” tenses have them in the different
voices. The passive second aorist, as I mentioned, differs really

only in the stem from a regular aorist passive (it has no 2). Note

that the second aorist active looks like an imperfect; it differs

from the imperfect because it has a different stem. This

applies to the -µ4 verbs also.

Perfect tense

BXB"L6"                       BXB"Lµ"4                        BXB"Lµ"4
I have stopped [x]                 I have stopped                      I  have been stopped

BgB"b6"µg<                 BgB"bµg2"                      BgB"bµg2"
we have stopped [x]              we have stopped                    we have been stopped

Remarks:

     The perfect, of course, is known by the reduplication. Once
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     1Attic form

10.3. The first person, indicative

again we have an -" as a first-person ending, as in the aorist. The

other forms are also the familiar first-person forms. Note by way
of review that the active and the middle-passive in the perfect
each come from different principal parts.

Pluperfect tense

¦BgB"b6g4<                       ¦BgB"bµ0<                 ¦BgB"bµ0<
                                                [¦BgB"b601]

I had stopped [x]                        I had stopped                   I had been stopped

¦BgB"b6g4µg<                  ¦BgB"bµg2"                 ¦BgB"bµg2"
                                                                         [¦BgB"b6gµg<1]
we had stopped [x]                      we had stopped             we had been stopped

Remarks:

    The sign of the pluperfect is the augment (past) with the

reduplication (perfect, completed). The first person active (-g4<

or  -0) are strange, but the other endings (-µ0<, -µg<, µg2") are

the familiar firsJ-person ones. The first person active in 6@4<Z
looks like a (present active) infinitive, but of course it can’t be

one because of the augment, which applies only to finite tenses;
also the perfect infinitive (there is no pluperfect one) looks
completely different: (BgB"L6X<"4). Attic and 6@4<Z forms for
the pluperfect active differ from each other.

General Remarks:

     So it is not so formidable after all: -T, -@< and -" are signs of
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     1Translate this first as what you think it is, and then realize that the way we

would say this in English is, “I have a right to...”

     2“My” first lying charges; but obviously it means the first false accusations

against me.

     3Literally, this is a present middle participle.

     4Supply 6"J0(@D0µX<" and in the parallel just below 6"J0(`D@LH.

     5Saying (participle modifying 6"JZ(@D@4).

10.3. The first person, indicative

first person singular active; -µg< is a sign of first person plural

active; and the middles are -µ0< and -µg2".  Beyond that, it is

a question of discovering the tense from the stem and the
augment or reduplication.

EXERCISE

     1. Fill in the appropriate spaces in your chart of the Greek
verb.

     2. Review the third person endings, and notg the differences
between the third person and the first person.

     3. Here is a selection from Plato's Apologia (section 2): 

     ADäJ@< µ,< @Þ< [*\6"4`H ,Æµ4]1 •B@8@(ZF"F2"4, ì
–<*D,H !20<"Ã@4, BDÎH J� BDäJV µ@L2 R,L*− 6"J0(@D0µX<"3

6"Â J@×H BDfJ@LH 6"J0(`D@LH, §B,4J" *, BDÎH J� àFJ,D@<4

6"Â J@×H ßFJXD@LH. ¦µ@Ø (�D B@88@Â 6"JZ(@D@4 (,(`<"F4
BDÎH ßµ÷H 6"Â BV8"4 B@88� ³*0 §J0 6"Â @Û*,< •802,H
8X(@<J,H,5 @áH ¦(ã µ÷88@< N@$@Øµ"4 ´ J@×H •µNÂ !<LJ@<,
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     1Being. Translate, “although these are...”

     2Taking hold of (participle modifying ¦6gÃ<@4).

10.3. The first person, indicative

6"\B,D Ð<J"H1  6"Â J@bJ@LH *,4<@bHq •88’ ¦6,Ã<@4 *,4<`J,D@4,
ì –<*D,H, @Ì ßµä< J@×H B@88@×H ¦6 B"\*T<
B"D"8"µ$V<@<J,H2 §B,42`< J, 6"Â 6"J0(`D@L< ¦µ@Ø µ÷88@<
@Û*,< •802XH, ñH §FJ4< J4H  ET6DVJ0H F@NÎH •<ZD, JV J,
µ,JXTD" ND@<J4FJ¬H 6"Â J�  ßBÎ (−H BV<J" •<,.0J06ãH 6"Â
JÎ< »JJT 8`(@< 6D,\JJT B@4ä<. 
 
     4. Vocabulary

*\6"4@H *46"\" *\6"4@< honest, fair, just
•B@8@(XT •B@8@(ZFT •BT8`(0F" •B@8@8`(06"
•B@8@8`(0µ"4 •BT8@(Z20< defend oneself (verbally, in a trial)
[apology]

RgL*−H RgL*−H RgL*XH false [all words with pseudo-]
JÎ 6"J0(@DZµg<@< J@Ø 6"J0(@D0µX<@L charge [category]
Ò 6"JZ(@D@H J@Ø 6"J0(`D@L prosecutor, complainant
§Bg4J" afterwards
àFJgD@H ßFJXD" àFJgD@< later, following [hysteria]
N@$XT N@$ZFT ¦N`$0F" BgN`$06" BgN`$0µ"4 ¦N@$Z20<
fear,  be afraid [phobia]
•µN\ on both sides, around [amphibious] 

µV88@< more
6"\BgD even though, although
*g4<`H *g4<Z *g4<`< frightening [dinosaur]
µgJXTD@H µgJXTD@H µgJXTD@< above the ground (J� µ.
heavenly bodies) [meteor]

Ò ND@<J4FJZH J@Ø ND@<J4FJ@Ø  ponderer, thinker
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Ò •<g.0JZ6TH J@Ø •<g.0J06`J@H investigator (actually, a
perfect participle used as a noun–“one who has investigated”)
º (− J−H (−H earth [geology]
»FFT< »FFJT< ½FF@< (Attic: ¼JJT<, etc.) worse, weaker
6Dg\FFT< 6Dg\FFT< 6DgÃFF@< (Attic: 6Dg\JJT<, etc.) better,
stronger
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11.1. The

dative case 

LESSON ELEVEN

Nouns, Dative Case

We are now about to consider the last of
the important forms of the noun and adjective:

the dative case. There is another case, the vocative, which is used
when directly addressing someone, but which we will not
burden you with here, first, because you will be able to
recognize as “the other form” when you see it, and secondly, it
will be obvious from context when it is used. That is, if you see,
6bD4g used, then it isn’t any form you are aware of, and it will be
clear that someone is talking to the 6bD4@H, and so it means,
“Master,” as a form of address.

But the dative case is another matter. This is, as it were, the
“adverbial” case, as the genitive is the “adjectival” case. If you
want a noun to modify a verb, then this is the case to put it in,
just as if you want a noun to modify another noun, it is (in
Greek) in the genitive case. The rule is not hard-and-fast, of
course; nothing in language is hard-and-fast; but that’s the
general idea.

English has no special form of the noun which is dative, the
way the possessive case is used for some aspects of the genitive.
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11.2. Syntax of

the dative

We do have a dative, however. “He gave the boy the book” has
“the boy” used as a dative (we call it the “indirect object” of the
verb). For us, the dative idea is in the position of the word; the
first of two nouns after a verb is the indirect object, and the
second is the direct one (the dative and the accusative,
respectively). The reason the old English “Give it me” sounds
funny is that we know that it means “Give me it,” since it can’t
mean “Give me to it.” Generally, however, and whenever
there is an ambiguity, the dative idea in English is expressed by
a prepositional phrase introduced by to or for. “He told the story
to the boy” is the same as “He told the boy the story.” Note,
however, that “He told the story for the boy” has a different
meaning (i.e. “for the benefit of the boy;” he could have done
this even if he told the story to other people); but it is still the
dative idea.

In Greek, the dative is more complex
than in English. Since it has a recognizable

form, the form can be used for many different purposes. Here
are the basic ones:

• 1. The indirect object of the verb. The one to whom the

(direct)  object is given or referred.  This is generally a person,
but need not be.

• 2. The location in time or space.  The dative tells you where

something is or when it exists or occurs (as well as within what

limits it is in time or space). Note that the genitive tells you

where it came from, and the accusative, where it is going to rather

than where it is.
¦< ºXµD‘  in the day; J@bJ® J± ºµXD‘ on this day
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11.3. Forms of

the dative

¦< BX<Jg ºµXD"4H in five days (i.e. within five days)
¦< J± B`8g4 in the city

• 3. The cause, means, or manner of something. The dative is

used for the “why” or “how” you did something. This is
sometimes called the “ablative dative,” because it does what the

Latin ablative case does. Note that the person who is the

“means” (the agent) by whom something is done is ßB` with
the genitive.

Õ\(g4 •BT88bµg2" we were dying from cold.
8\2@4H "ÛJ@ØH §$"88g< He hit them with stones
6D"L(± µ82g< He went with a shout

• 4. When speaking of a person accompanying, the dative with

Fb< is used. Thus, the dative covers all the meanings of the
English “with”; but in this last instance, the person “with
whom” you do something, it has a preposition.

F×< J@ÃH 2g@ÃH <46ZF@µg< We will win with the gods.

• 5. Datives are also used for degree of difference and

specification:

àFJgD@H B@88"ÃH ºµXD"4H many days later
J± NT<± JD"PbH harsh in voice

• 6. Finally, certain verbs take the dative case: •6@8@L2XT,
follow, •B@6D\<@µ"4, answer, *4"6@<XT, serve, ¦((\.T, near,
§>gFJ4<, it is lawful, B"D"((X88T, announce, B4FJgbT, believe,
trust, BD@FXDP@µ"4, arrive at, BD@F6L<XT, worship, ßB"6@bT,
listen to, ¦B4J4µVT, warn, BXB@42" I trust.

This is the way the dative case of the various
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declensions of nouns and adjectives looks:

Nouns

First declension

J± •DP± (to the beginning)                J"ÃH •DP"ÃH 
J± ºµXD‘ (to the day) J"ÃH ºµXD"4H 
Jè BD@NZJ® (to the prophet)         J@ÃH BD@NZJ"4H 
Jè <g"<\‘ (to the young man)         J@ÃH <g"<\"4H 

Second declension

Jè 8`(å (to the word) J@ÃH 8`(@4H 
Jè §D(å (to the deed) J@ÃH §D(@4H 

Third declension

Jè •FJXD4 (to the star) J@ÃH –FJD"F4<

 Note

The -< is often omitted at the end of these third declension

dative plurals in Attic Greek (it appears at the end of a sentence
or when the next word begins with a vowel. It is always there in
6@4<Z Greek.) This is called the “movable <.”

Jè B"JD\ (to the father) J@ÃH B"JDVF4<
Jè Ffµ"J4 (to the body) J@ÃH Ffµ"F4< 
Jè (X<g4 (to the kind) J@ÃH (X<gF4< 
Jå ÆP2b4 (to the fish) J@ÃH ÆP2bF4< 
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J± B`8g4 (to the city) J"ÃH B`8gF4<
Jè $"F48gÃ (to the king) J@ÃH $"F48gØF4<

Remarks:

Singulars all end in -4; but sometimes this is an iota

subscript. If you see an iota subscript, it is either a form of

one of the vowel-stem verbs, or it is a dative singular. The

plurals all end in -@4H, -"4H, or -F4<.  Note that the ending -F4<

is also a verbal ending.

Adjectives

•("2è •("2± •("2è (good)         •("2@ÃH •("2"ÃH •("2@ÃH
e(\å e(\‘ e(\å (holy)                 e(\@4H e(\"4H e(\@4H 
Jè*g J±*g Jè*g (this, that)           J@ÃF*g J"ÆF*g J@ÃF*g
J@bJå J"bJ® J@bJå (this)             J@bJ@4H J"bJ"4H J@bJ@4H
¦6g\<å ¦6g\<® ¦6g\<å (that)          ¦6g\<@4H ¦6g\<"4H ¦6g\<@4H
B@88è B@88± B@88è (many)        B@88@ÃH B@88"ÃH B@88@ÃH
µg(V8å µg(V8® µg(V8å (big)      µg(V8@4H µg(V8"4H µg(V8@4H
B8g\@<4 B8g\@<4 B8g\@<4 (more)   B8g\@F4< B8g\@F4< B8g\@F4<
•802gÃ •802gÃ •802gÆ (true)     •802XF4< •802XF4< •802XF4<
J4<\ J4<\ J4<\ (some)                    J4F\< J4F\< J4F\< 

Remark:

The adjectives show no difference from their
corresponding nouns.

Intensive

"ÛJè "ÛJ± "ÛJè (-self)                "ÛJ@ÃH "ÛJ"ÃH "ÛJ@ÃH
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Pronouns

Demonstrative

The same as for the respective adjectives, above.

Reflexive and reciprocal

¦µ"LJè ¦µ"LJ± (to myself)   ²µÃ< "ÛJ@ÃH  ºµÃ< "ÛJ"ÃH (to     
                                                                            ourselves)
Fg"LJè Fg"LJ± (to yourself)    ßµÃ< "ÛJ@4H  ßµÃ< "ÛJ"ÃH (to  
                                                                           yourselves)
©"LJè ©"LJ± ©"LJè (to himself)     ©"LJ@ÃH ©"LJ"ÃH ©"LJ@ÃH 

                                                      (to themselves)
•88Z8@4< •8Z8"4< •88Z8@4< (to each other)
                                                 •88Z8@4H •88Z8"4H •88Z8@4H

Remark:

The only odd form is the “singular” of the reciprocal
pronoun; and it is odd, as mentioned earlier, because it is not
singular, but dual. Note that the genitive and the dative of the
dual number is the same (compare lesson 9).

Numerical

¦<\  µ4”  ¦<\ to one
@Û*g<\ @Û*gµ4” @Û*g<\ (µ0*g<\ µ0*gµ4” µ0*g<\) to no one
*L@Ã< *L@Ã< *L@Ã< (to two)
JD4F\ JD4F\ JD4F\ (to three)
JXFF"DF4< (JXJJ"DF4 Attic) JXFF"DF4< JXFF"DF4< (to four) 
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Remark

Of course, *b@ is dual. See the remark above. 
 

Relative

ø Á ø (to whom)                                    @ÍH @ÍH @ÍH

Interrogative

J\<4 J\<4 J\<4 (to whom?)                 J\F4 J\F4 J\F4

Remark:

Again, as remarked with the genitive, note the difference in
accent from the indefinite adjective above. 

Indefinite

The same as for the indefinite J4H above and

øJ4<4 ÁJ4<4 øJ4<4 (to whomever) @ÍFJ4F4< "ÍFJ4F4< @ÍFJ4F4<

personal

¦µ@Ã (to me)                                      ºµÃ< (to us)
F@Ã (to you)                                      ßµÃ< 

EXERCISE

1. Add the dative forms to your noun and adjective chart.
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     1Because

     2Desiring (present participle modifying the subject [=I]). Lit., “needing.”

     3Infinitive after *@6gÃ. (Seems) to aim at (takes genitive).

     4=JÎ •("2`< What is good (“the good”).

11.3. Forms of the dative

2. Here is the beginning (after the salutation) of Paul’s
letter to the Romans (v. 8 ff.):

ADäJ@< µ,< ,ÛP"D4FJä Jè 2,è µ@L *4� 30F@Ø OD4FJ@Ø
B,DÂ BV<JT< ßµä<, ÓJ41 º B\FJ4H ßµä< 6"J"((X88,J"4 ¦< Ó8å
Jè 6`Fµå. µVDJLH (VD µ@b ¦FJ4< Ò  2,`H, ø 8"JD,bT ¦< Jè
B<,bµ"J\ µ@L ¦< Jè ,Û"((,8\å J@Ø LÊ@Ø "ÛJ@Ø, ñH
•*4"8,\BJTH µ<,\"< ßµä< B@4@Øµ"4 BV<J@J, ¦BÂ Jä<
BD@F,LPä< µ@L, *,`µ,<@H2 ,Ç BTH ³*0 B@J, ,Û@*T2ZF@µ"4
¦< Jè 2,8Zµ"J4 J@Ø 2,@Ø ¦82,Ã< BDÎH ßµ÷H. 
 

3. And this is the beginning of Aristotle’s Nicomachean

Ethics:

/135S; ;35?9!O+3S; 

 A÷F" JXP<0 6"Â B÷F" µX2@*@H, Òµ@\TH *, BD÷>\H J, 6"Â
BD@"\D,F4H, •("2@Ø J4<ÎH ¦N\,F2"43 *@6,Ã: *4Î 6"8äH
•B,NZ<"<J@ J•("2`<,4 @â BV<J’ ¦N\,J"4. *4"N@D� *X J4H
N"\<,J"4  Jä< J,8ä<: J� µ,< (VD ,ÆF4< ¦<XD(,4"4, J� *, B"D’
"ÛJ�H §D(" J4<V. ô< *’ ,ÆFÂ JX80 J4<� B"D� J�H BDV>,4H, ¦<
J@bJ@4H $,8J\T BXNL6, Jä< ¦<,D(,4ä< J� §D(". 
 

4. Vocabulary

gÛP"D4FJXT gÛP"D4FJZFT 0ÛP"D\FJ0F" 0ÛP"D\FJ06"
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0ÛP"D\FJ0µ"4 0ÛP"D4FJZ20< Thank, be grateful (to): takes
dative. [eucharist]
*4V prep. with gen. through, because of
BgD\  prep. with gen. about, concerning
º B\FJ4H J−F B\FJgTH faith, belief
6"J"((X88T conjugated like •((X88T with 6"JV prefixed to
each form report, noise abroad
Ó8@H Ó80 Ó8@< whole [holistic]
Ò µVDJLH J@Ø µVDJLD@H witness (also in neuter sense, evidence)
[martyr]

8"JDgbT 8"JDgbFT ¦8"VJDgLF" 8g8VJDgL6" 8g8VJDgLµ"4
¦8"JDgb20< worship
JÎ B<gØµ" J@Ø B<gbµ"J@H breath, spirit [pneumatic]

•*4"8g\BJTH constantly
º µ<g\" J−H µ<g\"H remembrance, mention [mnemonic]

BV<J@Jg all the time, always
º BD@FgLPZ J−H BD@FgLP−H prayer 
BTH (no accent) somehow (BäH how)
B@Jg (no accent) sometime (B`Jg when)
gÛ@*`@µ"4 gÛ@*TF@µ"4 ___ ___ gÛ@*f60µ"4 gÛ@*f20< (a
passive deponent verb from gL- good, prosperous, and Ò*`H
road) have a prosperous journey
JÎ 2X80µ" J@Ø 2g8Zµ"J@H will, wish
º JXP<0 J−H JXP<0H skill, art, applied science [technology]
Ò µX2@*@H J@Ø µg2`*@L (µgJV + Ò*`H, “beside-road”) method
º BD÷>4H J−H BDV>gTH practical activity, action, practice
[practical]

º BD@"\DgF4H J−H BD@"4DXFgTH undertaking, enterprise
•B@N"\<T •B@N"<ä •BXN0<" "B@BXN0<" •BgNV<0< (•B` +
N"\<T) show forth, display, produce
º *4"N@DV J−H *4"N@D÷H difference, distinction
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JÎ JX8@H J@Ø JX8@LH end, purpose, goal [teleology]
º ¦<XD(g4" J−H ¦<XD(g4"H activity [energy]
NbT NbFT §NLF" BXNL6" BXNLµ"4 ¦NbF20< grow, be by
nature (see º NbF4H) 
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12.1. Verbal

adjectives  

LESSON TWELVE

Verbs, Participles

From now on, there remain only the rest
of the many forms of the verb to learn. Earlier

(lesson 7) we saw how to turn a verb into a noun; in Greek, you
use the infinitive; in English, it is either the infinitive or the
gerund. Now we see how the Greeks turned verbs into adjectives
modifying nouns; these (in both Greek and English) are called
participles. Thus, in the phrase, “the following word,” the word
“following” is a participle. The Greek would look the same, with
the participle between the article and the noun: Ò •6@8@L2@Ø<
8`(@H, though, like any Greek adjective, it can also be
“misplaced,” provided it comes after the article: Ò 8`(@H Ò
•6@8@L2@Ø<. 

• Like all adjectives, the participle agrees with the noun it

modifies in gender, number, and case, but of course since it is

also a verb, it has a tense and voice proper to it. 

Thus, we will find various participles for each verb: the
present and future, active and middle (and passive, which has the
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same form), the aorist active, middle, and passive (which has a

different form from the middle), the perfect active and middle

(and passive). There is no pluperfect or future perfect participle.
English has a present participle: “following” and “being

followed,” and a past participle: “having followed” and “having
been followed.” Notice that we lack both a future and a perfect
participle, so that the English translation of a Greek aorist
participle and a Greek perfect participle will be the same, if an
English participle is used for the translation.  

That is, a Greek can say not only Ò $"F48gbT< E`8T<, “the
reigning Solon,” but Ò $"F48gbFT< E`8T< “the ‘to be reigning’
Solon” (in the sense of the one who will reign), Ò $"F\8gLF"
E`8T<, “the having-reigned Solon,” (meaning the Solon who
once was king), and Ò $g$"F48gL6äH E`8T<, which means “The
Solon who has been reigning.” There is no way to make such
distinctions with participles in English, so translations have to
resort to the use of adjectival clauses to get the meaning across.

• NOTE WELL •

There is nothing “wrong” or “dishonest” about translating

a participle by a clause or phrase. In fact, one must not be

slavish about word-for-word translations, since the structure

of the two languages is different. The important thing is to

see what the meaning of the Greek sentence is and translate

that into an English sentence that as closely as possible

means the same thing. This can often require a different

grammatical structure in the English.

Since a participle is also a verb, it can take an object: J@ØH
$"D$VD@LH <46ZF"<JgH @Ç6"*g ¦B@DgbF"<J@. Literally, “[They]
having conquered the foreigners proceeded home.” Or in
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12.2. Syntax of

the participle 

English, “Once they had conquered the foreigners, they went off
home.”

The participle can be used in the following
ways:

• 1. Like an adjective, as we saw above. But just as any

adjective can be used as a noun by simply having an article with
it, the participle can also be used nominally.
   Ò J"ØJ" 8X(T< §BgFg. The one saying this fell.

• 2. Like a kind of adverb, giving the circumstances of the

action: the time, the cause, the condition, a conceded situa-

tion, or the purpose.

The participle still grammatically functions as an adjective;
but its meaning actually is a kind of adverbial one. 

As we saw above: J@ØH $"D$VD@LH <46ZF"<JgH @Ç6"*g
¦B@DgbF"<J@. Once they had conquered the foreigners, they
went off home.
   ßBXD>g Jè 5bDè N48@ØF" "ÛJ`<. She favored Cyrus be-
cause she loved him (Lit: “She, loving him, favored Cyrus.”)

•B@8@Øµ"4 µ¬ J@ØJ@ µ"2ä< I’ll die if I haven’t learned this
(Lit. “I, not having learned this, will die.”)

.0J@Ø<JgH @ÛP gßD\F6@µg< Though we seek we do not find
(Lit. “We, seeking, do not find.”)

³2D@4.g< FJVJgLµ" J± B`8g4 B@8gµZF@< He was gathering
an army to wage war on the city (Lit. “He ‘about to be waging
war’ on the city was gathering an army.”) The participle used in
this purposive sense is always, understandably enough, the future
participle.
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12.3. Forms of

the participle

• 3. In the genitive absolute. A noun in the genitive case with

a participle is used as a phrase attached to a sentence (see Lesson
9).

• 4. In Attic Greek, as a form of indirect discourse after certain

verbs of knowing:
   ³6@LFg 5bD@< ¦< 548\64‘ Ð<J" He heard that Cyrus was in
Cilicia.

• Note •

The tense of the participle is relative to the tense of
the main verb of the sentence: that is, the present
means at the same time as that verb, the future means
after it, the past participles mean before it (the perfect
being something that was completed at the time of
the main verb).

Participles decline (have different forms
for the different cases), I will give the full

declension of the participles of B"bT, except in the cases (like
the present, aorist, and perfect middles) where the declension is
perfectly regular, like •("2`H. But it will be necessary only to
give the nominative and genitive singular of other verbs, since
the other cases can be recognized from the corresponding form
of B"bT. 

Present tense

Active

Nom: B"bT< B"b@LF" B"Ø@< stopping [x] 
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                                                B"b@<JgH B"b@LF"4 B"b@<J"
Gen: B"b@<J@H B"L@bF0H B"b@<J@H   
                                              B"L`<JT< B"L`<JT< B"L`<JT<
Dat: B"b@<J4 B"L@bF® B"b@<J4       
                                             B"b@LF4< B"L@bF"4H B"b@LF4<
Acc: B"b@<J" B"b@LF"< B"Ø@<       
                                               B"b@<J"H B"L@bF"H B"b@<J" 

N48ä< N48@ØF" N48@Ø< loving [x]
     Gen: N48@Ø<J@H N48@bF0H N48@Ø<J@H 
J4µä< J4µäF" J4µä< honoring[x]
      J4µä<J@H J4µfF0H J4µä<J@H 
.ä< .@ØF" .`< living
      .ä<J@H .@bF0H .ä<J@H 
N"<gDä< N"<gD@ØF" N"<gD@Ø< clarifying [x]
      N"<gD@Ø<J@H N"<gD@bF0H N"<gD@Ø<J@H 
*4*@ØH *4*@ØF" *4*`< giving [x]
      *4*`<J@H *4*@bF0H *4*`<J@H 
ÊFJVH ÊFJ÷F" ÊFJV< standing [x]
       ÊFJV<J@H ÊFJVF0H ÊFJV<J@H 
J42g\H J42gÃF" J42X< putting [x]
       J42X<J@H J42g\F0H J42X<J@H 
NVH N÷F" NV< saying [x]
        NV<J@H NVF0H NV<J@H 
ì< @ÞF" Ð< being
        Ð<J@H @àF0H Ð<J@H 
 

Middle and passive

B"L`µg<@H B"L@µX<0 B"L`µg<@< stopping, being stopped
      Gen: B"L@µX<@L B"L@µX<0H B"L@µX<@L etc., as above.
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Since the declension is perfectly regular, I will give
only the nominative for the following forms:

N48@bµg<@H N48@LµX<0 N48@bµg<@< being a lover, being loved
J4µfµg<@H J4µTµX<0 J4µfµg<@< being an honorer, being
honored
N"<gD@bµg<@H N"<gD@LµX<0 N"<gD@bµg<@< being a clarifier,
being clarified
*4*`µg<@H *4*@µX<0 *4*`µg<@< being a giver, being given
ÊFJVµg<@H ÊFJ"µX<0 ÊFJVµg<@< standing up, being stood
J42Xµg<@H J42gµX<0 J42Xµg<@< putting oneself, being put

Remarks:

The masculine and neuter of the active participle look

like third-declension nouns, while the feminine looks like a

peculiar kind of second declension noun. In general -T< and -

@LF" for the nominative and other cases in -<J- and -@LF- are

the signs that you are dealing with an active participle. The

stem is what tells you that it’s a present one.

The middle and passive participles are the -µg<- ones;

and again the principal part will tell you what tense it is. 

Future

Active

B"bFT< B"bF@LF" B"ØF@<
B"bF@<J@H B"LF@bF0H B"bF@<J@H etc., like B"bT<.
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Middle and passive

B"LF`µg<@H B"LF@µX<0 B"LF`µg<@< 
B"LF@µX<@L B"LF@µX<0H B"LF@µX<@L etc., like

B"L`µg<@H.
 And all the other verbs are like B"bT, and simply form the
future participle from the stem of the second principal part.

Remark:

The future is exactly like the present, except for the -F- in

the stem.

Aorist

Active

Nom: B"bF"H B"bF"F" B"ØF"< having stopped [x] (simple past
act)

                                Pl. B"bF"<JgH B"bF"F"4 B"bF"<J"
Gen: B"bF"<J@H B"LFVF0H B"bF"<J@H 

B"LFV<JT< B"LFVFT< B"LFV<JT<
Dat: B"bF"<J4 B"LFVF® B"bF"<J4 

B"bF"F4< B"LFVF"4H B"bF"F4<
Acc: B"bF"<J" B"bF"F"< B"ØF"< 

B"bF"<J"H B"bF"F"H B"bF"<J"

Second aorist active

$"8ä< $"8@ØF" $"8`< throwing [x]
     Gen: $"8`<J@H $"8@bF0H $"8`<J@H etc. like a present
participle.
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• Note •

The present participle of this verb is $V88T< etc.

Middle

B"LFVµg<@H B"LF"µX<0 B"LFVµg<@< having stopped
      Gen:  B"LF"µX<@L B"LF"µX<0H B"LF"µX<@L etc.
                              

Passive

Nom: B"L2g\H B"L2gÃF" B"L2X< having been stopped
Pl. B"L2X<JgH B"L2gÃF"4 B"L2X<J"

Gen: B"L2X<J@H B"L2g\F0H B"L2X<J@H 
B"L2X<JT< B"L2g\FT< B"L2X<JT<

Dat: B"L2X<J4 B"L2g\F® B"L2X<J4 
B"L2gÃF4< B"L2g\F"4H B"L2gÃF4<

Acc: B"L2X<J" B"L2gÃF"< B"L2X< 
B"L2X<J"H B"L2g\F"H B"L2X<J"

Remarks:

The first aorist active has the tell-tale -F"- about it; the

second aorist looks like a present participle, except for the

stem.

Note that there is (of course) no augment in the partici-

ple.

The aorist passive is from the last principal part, and

has the -2g- informing you of that fact.
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     1Some verbs, such as ÈFJ0µ4 and 2<¶F6T, have a “second perfect” participle:

©FJfH ©FJäF" ©FJ`H, etc, and Jg2<gfH Jg2<gäF" Jg2<g`H, etc. They should be

recognizable if you see them.

12.3. Forms of the participle

Perfect

Active

These forms are long enough so that I will put the plurals
beneath the singulars.

Singular

Nom: BgB"L6fH BgB"L6LÃ" BgB"L6`H 1 having stopped [x] (act
continuing to the present)
Gen: BgB"L6`J@H BgB"L6L\"H BgB"L6`J@H 
Dat: BgB"L6`J4 BgB"L6L\‘ BgB"L6`J4 
Acc: BgB"L6`J" BgB"L6LÃ"< BgB"L6`H 

Plural

Nom: BgB"L6`JgH BgB"L6LÃ"4 BgB"L6`J"
Gen: BgB"L6`JT< BgB"L6L\T< BgB"L6`JT< 
Dat: BgB"L6`F4< BgB"L6L\"4H BgB"L6`F4< 
Acc: BgB"L6`J"H BgB"L6L\"H BgB"L6`J" 

Middle and passive

BgB"LµX<@H BgB"LµX<0 BgB"LµX<@< having stopped, having
been stopped

BgB"LµX<@L BgB"LµX<0H BgB"LµX<@L etc.
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     1Second person singular imperative of “be happy,” used as the normal Greek

“hello.” Translate, “Good day.”

     2Subjunctive in an indirect question. “Was.”

     3This indicates that Socrates is the narrator. Plato’s dialogues are written as

plays; but this one is really a story told by Socrates.

12.3. Forms of the participle

Remarks:

The middle and passive are just what you would expect.

The reduplication gives the tense away.

 The active has the reduplication and the -6- that is the

clear sign of the perfect. The forms are odd, but distinctively
those of a participle.

EXERCISES

1. Add these forms to your verb chart.

2. This is the Annunciation scene from Luke (1:26 ff.):

         +< *, Jè µ0<Â Jè ª6Jå •B,FJV80 Ò –((,8@H '"$D4¬8
•BÎ J@Ø 2,@Ø ,ÆH B`84< J−H '"848"\"H Á Ð<@µ" ;"."D,2
BDÎH B"D2X<@< ¦µ<0FJ,LµX<0< •<*DÂ ø  Ð<@µ"  3TF¬N ¦>
@Ç6@L )"L\*, 6"Â JÎ Ð<@µ" J−H B"D2X<@L 9"D4Vµ. 6"Â
,ÆF,82ã< BDÎH "ÛJ¬< ,ÉB,<, “O"ÃD,,1  6,P"D4JTµX<0, Ò
6bD4@H µ,J� F@Ø. º *, ¦BÂ Jè 8`(å *4,J"DVP20 6"Â
*4,8@(\.,J@ B@J"BÎH ,Ç02 Ò •FB"FµÎH @âJ@H. 
 

3. And this is the beginning of Plato’s Republic:

A?73I+3!

ET6DVJ0H3
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     1“The son of Ariston.” The genitive of a person’s name after another person’s

name indicates that the person in the genitive case is the father or husband. See

below with Polemarchus.

     2Accusative singular of a third personal pronoun. The construction is quite

confusing: “Ordered the slave having run  to wait around him to order.” I.e.

“Ordered [his] slave to run and ask [us] to wait for him.”

12.3. Forms of the participle

5"JX$0< P2,H ,ÆH A,4D"4÷ µ,J� '8"b6T<@H J@Ø
!D\FJT<@H1 BD@F,L>`µ,<`H J, J± 2,è 6"Â āµ" J¬< ©@DJ¬<
$@L8`µ,<@H  2,VF"F2"4 J\<" JD`B@< B@4ZF@LF4< āJ, <Ø<
BDäJ@< –(@<J,H.  6"8¬ µ,< @Þ< µ@4 6"Â º Jä< ¦B4PTD\T<
B@µB¬ §*@>,< ,É<"4, @Û µX<J@4 ½JJ@< ¦N"\<,J@ BDXB,4< ¼< @Ê
1D”6,H §B,µB@<. 

BD@F,L>Vµ,<@4 *, 6"Â 2,TDZF"<J,H •B±µ,< BDÎH JÎ
–FJL.  6"J4*ã< @Þ< B`DDT2,< ºµ÷H @Ç6"*, ñDµ0µX<@LH
A@8Xµ"DP@H Ò 5,NV8@L ¦6X8,LF, *D"µ`<J" JÎ< B"Ã*"
B,D4µ,Ã<"\ ©2 6,8,ØF"4. 6"\ µ@L ÐB4F2,< Ò B"ÃH 8"$`µ,<@H
J@Ø Êµ"J\@L, “5,8,b,4 ßµ÷H,” §N0, “A@8Xµ"DP@H
B,D4µ,Ã<"4.” 

    4. Vocabulary.

•6@8@L2XT •6@8@L2ZFT ²6@8@b20F" ²6@8@b206"
²6@8@b20µ"4 ²6@8@b20< follow
$"F48gbT $"F48gbFT ¦$"F\8gLF" $g$"F\8gL6" $g$"F\8gLµ"4
¦$"F48gb20< rule, be king, reign
Ò $VD$"D@H J@Ø $"D$VD@L foreigner (not a >X<@H, a “resident
alien” accepted into the country as a kind of guest, but one of a
different country. A pejorative term, almost “barbarian.”)
<46VT <46ZFT ¦<\60F" <g<\606" <g<\60µ"4 ¦<46Z20< conquer
[The brand name “Nike”]
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ßBVDPT ßBVD>T à0D>" àB0DP" à0D(µ"4 ßBZDP20< favor
(from ßB` under and –DPT begin, rule)
.0JXT .0JZFT ¦.ZJ0F" .g.ZJ06" .g.ZJ0µ"4 ¦.gJZ20< look
for, seek [zetetic]
gßD\FPT gßDZFT 0àD@< (gàD@<) 0àD06" (gàD06") gàD0µ"4
gßDX20< find (Note that “0àD06"!” was what Archimedes said
when he discovered how to find the volume of the King’s
crown.) [heuristics]
Ò µZ< J@Ø µ0<`H month [menstrual]

ª6J@H ª6J0 ª6J@< sixth [hectagon]
•B@FJX88T •B@FJg8ä "BXFJ08" •BXFJg86" •BXFJg8µ"4
•BgFJX820< send out [apostle]
º B"D2X<@H J−H B"D2X<@L maiden, virgin, young girl [parthe-
nogenesis]

gÆFXDP@µ"4 gÆFg8gbF@µ"4 gÆF−82@< ___ ___ gÆFg8Z8L2" go to
P"D4J`T P"D4JfFT ¦P"D\JTF" 6gP"D\JT6" 6gP"D\JTµ"4
¦P"D4Jf20< to favor, to have a favorite (pass: to be the favorite
of) [charity]
*4"J"DVFFT *4"J"DV>T *4gJVD">" *4"JgJVD"P"
*4"JgJVD"(µ"4 *4gJ"DVP20< (*4V through + J"DVFFT stir,
trouble, agitate) alarm thoroughly, disconcert, trouble
*4"8@(\.@µ"4 *4"8@(\F@µ"4 *4g8@(4FVµ0< ___ *48g8`(0µ"4
___ (*4V through + 8@(\.@µ"4 reason about) think about,
ponder, speculate [dialogue]
B@J"B`H what kind of
Ò •FB"Fµ`H J@Ø •FB"Fµ@Ø aspasmou greeting, kiss, embrace 
º B@84Jg\" J−H B@84Jg\"H citizenship, constitution, form of
government (The English name “republic” comes from the
Latin translation “res publica” [lit. “public thing,”: constitution
or a definite “republic”].)
6"J"$"\<T 6"J"$"<ä 6"JX$0< 6"J"$X$06" (6"JV + $"\<T)
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go down
P2XH yesterday
Ag4D"4gbH Ag4D"4XTH Peiraeus (the harbor-town outside
Athens)
BD@gbP@µ"4 BD@Fgb>@µ"4 BD@F0L>Vµ0< ___ BD@FZL(µ"4 ___
(BD`H to + gàP@µ"4 pray, middle deponent) pray to
º ©@DJZ J−H ©@DJ−H festival
eJg seeing that, since
2gV@µ"4 2gVF@µ"4 ¦2g"FVµ0< ___ Jg2X"Fµ"4 ___ (middle
deponent) look at, see
Ò ¦B4PfD4@H J@Ø ¦B4>TD\@L native, person of the country
º B@µBZ J−H B@µB−H procession [pomp]

BDXBT BDXRT §BDgR" ___ ___ ___ shine forth, look very much
like
@Ê 1D”6gH Jä< 1D’6T< the Thracians
BXµBT BXµRT §BgRF" BXB@µN" BXBgµµ"4 ¦BXµN20< send
2gTDXT 2gTDZFT ¦2gfD0F" Jg2gfD06" Jg2gfD0µ"4
¦2gTDZ20< consider, see [theoretical]
–Bg4µ4 (only in pres. and imperf.) go away (•B`  + gÉµ4, to go,
which  is different from the gÆµ\ which means “to be”)
JÎ –FJL J@Ø –FJgTH town
6"2@DVT 6"J`R@µ"4 6"JgÃ*@< 6"2gfD"6" 6"Jäµµ"4
6"JfN20< (6"JV + ÒDVT) catch sight of
B`DDT2g< from a distance
@Ç6"*g homeward
6g6gbT 6g8gbFT ¦6X8gLF" 6g6X8gL6" 6g6X8gLµ"4 ¦6g8gb20<
order
JDXPT *D"µ@Øµ"4 §*D"µ@< *g*DVµ06" *g*DVµ0µ"4 run
[drama]

BgD4µX<T BgD4µg<ä BgD4Xµg4<" BgD4µgµX<06" ___ ___ (BgD\
+ µX<T) remain around 
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JÎ ÊµVJ4@< J@Ø Êµ"J\@L robe, clothes



13.1. The

second person

13.2. Forms of the

second person

LESSON THIRTEEN

Verbs, Second Person, Imperatives

You can see how much real Greek you can
already decode without a great deal of help.
You can also see that the major obstacle to

learning a foreign language (or one’s own, for that matter), is
vocabulary. But we are not home free grammatically yet, by any
means.

In this lesson, we will round out the conjugation of the
indicative mood; in the next, we will consider the subjunctive
and imperative moods, and in the final lesson, the optative. One
might think that it will be a formidable task to take in one lesson
the whole of the subjunctive, when four lessons have been
devoted to the indicative. But of course, the various persons of
the subjunctive and optative will be recognizable as similar to
the corresponding persons of the indicative; and what has to be
learned, really, is to recognize the change in the stem which
indicates the new mood. So there is no real reason to quail.

In any case, here are the forms of the
second person, singular and plural, of the

various tenses and voices of the indicative mood. The plurals will
be placed underneath the singulars.
                                                    
Active                                  Middle                            Passive
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Present tense

B"bg4Hyou stop [x]      B"b® you stop       B"b® you are stopped
     B"bgJg                     B"bgF2g                   B"bgF2g

 N48gÃH you love      N48± you are a lover  N48± you are loved
     N48gÃJg                      N48gÃF2g                 N48gÃF2g
J4µ”H you honor   J4µ” you are an honorer    J4µ” you are honored
    J4µ÷Jg                  J4µ÷F2g                         J4µ ÷F2g
.±H you live
     .−Jg 
N"<gD@ÃH you clarify N"<gD@Ã you are a clarifier  N"<gD@Ã you are clarified

     N"<gD@ØJg             N"<gD@ØF2g             N"<gD@ØF2g
*\*TH you give       *\*@F"4 you are a giver   *\*@F"4 you are given
      *\*@Jg                   *\*@F2g                     *\*@F2g
ËFJ0H you stand [x]  ËFJ"F"4 you stand up ËFJ"F"4 you are stood
     ËFJ"Jg                      ËFJ"F2g                    ËFJ"F2g
J\20H you put [x]   J\2gF"4 you put yourself     J\2gF"4 you are put
     J\2gJg                     J\2gF2g                       J\2gF2g
N±H you say
     N"JX 
gÃ you are
     ¦FJX 

Remarks:

     Thus, the second-person endings are, for the active, -H in

the singular and -Jg in the plural. The preceding vowels differ

depending on the stem. For the middle and the passive, the
endings are either a vowel with an iota (generally subscript: i.e.

-®, -‘, or -@4), or -F"4 in the singular; and in the plural, -F2g. 
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• NOTE •

 -F"4 is also the ending for the aorist infinitive.

Imperfect tense

§B"LgH                          ¦B"b@L                          ¦B"b@L
you were stopping [x]           you were stopping                you were stopped

     ¦B"bgJg                        ¦B"bgF2g                    ¦B"bgF2g
¦N\8g4H                        ¦N48@Ø                          ¦N48@Ø
you were loving                 you were being a lover               you were being loved

     ¦N48gÃJg                      gN48gÃF2g                   ¦N48gÃF2g 
¦J\µ"H                         ¦J4µä                            ¦J4µä
you were honoring              you were being a n honorer                you were being honored

     ¦J4µ÷Jg                      ¦J4µ÷F2g                       ¦J4µ÷F2g
§.0H you were living 
     §.gJg
¦N"<XD@LH                ¦N"<gD@Ø                        ¦N"<gD@Ø
you were clarifying               you were being a clarifier                 you were being clarified

     ¦N"<gD@ØJg               ¦N"<gD@ØF2                g¦N"<gD@ØF2g
¦*\*@LH                    ¦*\*@F@                         ¦*\*@F@
you were giving                     you were being a giver                 you were being given

     ¦*\*@Jg                      ¦*\*@F2g                  ¦*\*@F2g
ËFJ0H                       ËFJ"F@                         ËFJ"F@
you were standing [x]           you were standing up                      you were being stood

     ËFJ"Jg                      ËFJ"F2g                        ËFJ"F2g
¦J\2g4H                   ¦J\2gF@                         ¦J\2gF@
you were putting [x]          you were putting yourself                   you were being put

     ¦J\2gJg                    ¦J\2gF2g                        ¦J\2gF2g
§N0H you were saying
     §N"Jg
µF2" you were
     µJg
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Remarks:

     The endings here are much like the present: -H, -Jg in the

active singular and plural, and -F2g in the middle/passive plural.

The middle/passive singular is distinctive: -@L or -F@. In those

forms whose endings are the same as the present, the augment
at the beginning indicates the imperfect tense.

     As in previous instances, the forms of all other tenses (except
for second aorists) follow the model of B"bT.

Future tense

B"bFg4H you will stop [x]    B"bF® you will stop      B"L2ZF® you will be

                                                                                                       stopped

     B"bFgJg                      B"bFgF2g                 B"L2ZFgF2g

Remarks:

     The future active and middle second person is like the

present, except that the stem is the second principal part (the

one with the -F- in it).  The future passive is formed from the

last principal part, and has the -20- of that part in it However,

it adds the -F of the future to the stem.

Aorist tense

§B"LF"H you stopped [x]   ¦B"bFT you stopped      ¦B"b20H you were

                                                                                                              stopped

     ¦B"bF"Jg                      ¦B"bF"F2g               ¦B"b20Jg

Remarks:

     The aorist middle singular looks as if it has a peculiar form,
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but it is really -"@L. The endings of the other forms are what

you would expect; the -F"- being, of course, the sign of the

aorist active/middle and the -20- the sign of the aorist passive.

Second aorist

§$"8gH you threw     ¦(X<@L you became    ¦(DVN0H you were written
     ¦$V8gJg               ¦(X<gF2g                 ¦(DVN0Jg

Remarks:

    The second aorist active/middle looks, as usual, like an
imperfect; but the stem is not the present stem. The second

aorist passive just doesn’t have the -2- in its stem.

Perfect tense

BXB"L6"H              BXB"LF"4               BXB"LF"4 
you have stopped [x   ]you have stopped      you have been stopped

     BgB"b6"Jg           BXB"LF2g                 BX2"LF2g

Remarks: 

     The endings are regular, and there is the reduplication, and

in the active the -6"-, to tell you what tense you are dealing

with.

 Pluperfect tense

¦BgB"b6g4H             ¦BXB"LF@                ¦BXB"LF@
you had stopped [x]   you had stopped            you had been stopped

     ¦BgB"b6g4Jg            ¦BXB"LF2g              ¦BXB"LF2g
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13.3. Imperatives

Remarks:

     Here again we have a kind of “imperfect perfect”: imperfect
endings on the perfect stem, with augment behind the
reduplication. 

General remarks:

     Second persons, then, are characterized by -H (sing.), and also

by -Jg and -F2g (pl.)in general. First persons, to review, have the

letters -T (sing.) and -µ (pl.)as their signal, and third persons -J

(sing.) and -<J (pl.). This does not cover all instances, but is

usually the case.

     Most imperatives (commands) in
English involve a second-person idea (how do you command
someone who isn’t there?), and so this is probably the
appropriate lesson to put them in. 
     The imperative mood has, like the subjunctive mood which
we will see in the next lesson, only the present, aorist, and (in
Attic) perfect tenses. 

Unlike English, which, as I said, has only a second person
imperative: e.g. “Go away,” Greek has in addition a third person
imperative, which is usually translated, “Let him go away,” or,
in more contemporary English, “Have him go away”; but it can
often be rendered only by some circumlocution like, “He should
go away.”  

I will give the second person singular, below that the third
person singular; then the second person plural and the third
person plural. 

Active                        Middle                               Passive
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Present tense

B"Øg stop [x]                   B"b@L stop             B"b@L be stopped
B"LXJT he should stop [x]  B"LXF2T he should stop   B"LXF2T he should be

                                                                                                                       stopped

  B"bgJg stop [x] (pl.)    B"bgF2g stop    B"bgF2g be stopped
 B"L`<JT< (B"LXJTF"<)        B"LXF2T< (B"LXF2TF"<) B"LXF2T<         

                                                                                                     (B"LXF2TF"<)

       they should stop [x]          they should stop      they should be stopped

N\8g4 love                    N48@Ø be a lover         N48@Ø be loved
N48gÃJT                       N48XF2T                    N48XF2T
he should love                he should be a lover he should be loved

N48gÃJg                        N48gÃF2g                    N48gÃF2g
N48@b<JT<                   N48g\F2T<          N48g\F2T<

J\µ" honor                J4µä be an honorer        J4µä be honored
J4µVJT                     J4µVF2T                       J4µVF2T
he should honor                       he should be an honorer            he should be honored

J4µ÷Jg                      J4µ÷F2g                       J4µ÷F2g
J4µf<JT<                  J4µVF2T<                   J4µVF2T< 

N"<XD@L clarify         N"<gD@Ø be a clarifier         N"<gD@Ø be clarified

N"<gD@bJT              N"<gD@bF2T               N"<gD@bF2T

N"<gD@ØJg              N"<gD@ØF2g                 N"<gD@ØF2g
N"<gD@b<JT<         N"<gD@bF2T<               N"<gD@bF2T<

*\*@L give               *\*@F@ be a giver         *\*@F@ be given
*\*@JT                *4*`@F2T                      *4*`F2T
may he give                         may he be a giver                            may he be given
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*\*J@Jg                         *\*@F2g                   *\*@F2g
*4*`<JT<                      *4*`F2T<                *4*`F2T<

ËFJ0 stand [x]               ËFJ"F@ stand up       ÊFJ"F@ be stood
ÊFJVJT                          ÊFJVF2T                  ÊFJVF2T
let him stand [x]                            let him stand up                     let him be stood

ËFJ"Jg                           ËFJ"F2g                   ËFJ"F2g
ÊFJV<JT<                      ÊFJVF2T<                 ÊFJVF2T<

J\2g4 put [x]                 J\2gF@ put yourself   J\2gF@ be put
J42XJ@                           J42XF2T                   J42XF2T 
he should put [x]                           he should put himself             he should be put

 J\2gJg                           J\2gF2g                   J\2gF2g
J42X<JT<                       J42XF2T<                J42XF2T<

N"2\ (NV24) say
NVJT let him say

NVJg
NV<JT<

ÇF24 be
§FJT let him be
 §FJg
§FJT< (Ð<JT<, §FJTF"<)

Remarks:

The endings are basically these: -g and -@L for the second

person singular (the actual form of the middle/passive is the

one found in the more ancient -mi verbs: -F@; but the -gF@
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     1Here we will use the second aorist passive of N"\<T as the model.

13.3. Imperatives

contracts to -@L); -T for the third person singular; -gJg for the

second person plural, and -TF"< for the third person plural.

The middle/passive has the -F2- to signal what it is.

There is no imperfect imperative.

As in other instances, the irregular forms such as the
contractions are in the present system (present and imperfect)
only, and the other tenses all follow the model of B"bT.

Aorist tense

B"ØF@< have stopped [x]   B"ØF"4 have stopped    B"b20J4 have been stopped

B"LFVJT                  B"LFVF2T            B"L2ZJT
he has to have stopped [x] he has to have stopped he has to have been stopped 

B"bF"Jg                  B"bF"F2g              B"b20Jg
B"LFV<JT< (B"LXJTF"<)  B"LFVF2T< (B"LXF2TF"<) B"LX<JT<              
                                                                                                    (B"L2ZJTF"<)

Second aorist

$V8g have thrown   (g<@Ø have become  NV<0241 have appeared
$"8XJT                 (g<XF2T                 N"<ZJT
he should have thrown  he should have become         he should have appeared

  
$V8gJg                  (X<gF2g                  NV<0Jg
$"8`<JT<             (g<XF2T<               N"<X<JT<
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Remarks:

Translating an aorist imperative as a past imperative is a
little difficult to conceive. How can you (now) command a
person to have done something? You have to think of it as “You
should have done X.” The third person is a little easier: “Let him
have done X.” 

But the aorist is also used for general expressions, as we use
the present for our “timeless” tense. Hence when you want to
say “Stop doing evil!” as a kind of general command for all time,
then the Greek might put this in the aorist imperative.

As to forms, note that the aorist imperative has no

augment, and that the passive is formed from the last prin-

cipal part. Everything but the stem is like the present, except for

the second person singular; and in the second aorist active and
middle, even that is like the present.

Perfect tense

BXB"L6g                  BXB"LF@                        BXB"LF@
BgB"L6XJT              BgB"bF2T                     BgB"bF2T

BgB"b6gJg               BXB"LF2g                     BXB"LF2g
BgB"L6`<JT<          BgB"bF2T<                  BgB"bF2T<

Remarks:

It is impossible to translate this sort of imperative: “Have
stopped! (but not in the aorist sense.)” That is, I now command
you to have been stopping something up to the present. It is
hard even to imagine a context when it could be used. Probably
the Greeks found this to be the case also, since by the time of
Jesus, the perfect imperative had dropped out of 6@4<Z Greek.
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     1This form, though the same morphologically as the indicative, is actually a

subjunctive after the notion of a commandment.

13.3. Imperatives

The second person singular active looks like a third

person singular perfect active indicative. Context will tell you

which it is. (Let’s face it; you’ll never see one.) The second
person singular middle/passive is the old form (like the -µ4
verbs), probably again because this imperative is very rarely used.

EXERCISE

1. Fill in the second person and the imperatives in your
verb chart. You should now have a complete chart of the
indicative mood, imperative mood, infinitive, and participle.

2. This is part of Jesus’ last address to his students from
John’s Report of the Good News (13:31 ff.):

7X(,4  30F@ØH, “;Ø< ¦*@>VF20 Ò LÊÎH J@Ø •<2DfB@L, 6"Â
Ò 2,ÎH ¦*@>VF20 ¦< "ÛJèq gÆ Ò 2,ÎH ¦*@>VF20 ¦< "ÛJè 6"Â Ò
2,ÎH *@>VF,4 "ÛJÎ< ¦< "ÛJè, 6"Â ,Û2×H *@>VF,4 "ÛJ`<. 

“I,6<\", §J4  µ46DÎ< µ,2’ ßµä< ,Æµ4: .0JZF,JX µ,, 6"Â
6"2ãH ,ÉB@< J@ÃH 3@L*"\@4H ÓJ4 ‘~?B@L ¦(ã ßBV(T ßµ,ÃH @Û
*b<"F2, ¦82,Ã<,’ 6"Â ßµÃ< 8X(T –DJ4. ¦<J@8¬< 6"4<¬< *\*Tµ4
ßµÃ<, Ë<" •("B÷J,1 •88Z8@LH: 6"2ãH ²(VB0F" ßµ÷H Ë<" 6"Â
ßµ,ÃH •("B÷J, •88Z8@LH. ¦< J@bJå (<fF@<J"4  BV<J,H ÓJ4
¦µ@Â µ"20J"\ ¦FJ,, ¦�< •(VB0< §P0J, ¦< •88Z8@4H.” 

7X(,4 "ÛJè E\µT< AXJD@H, “5bD4,, B@Ø ßBV(,4H;” 
z!B,6D\20 "ÛJè 30F@ØH, “~?B@L ßBV(T @Û *b<"F"\ µ@4

<Ø< •6@8@L2−F"4, •6@8@L2ZF,4H *, àFJ,D@<.” 
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7X(,4 "ÛJè Ò AXJD@H, “5bD4,, *4� J\ @Û *b<"µ"\ F@4
•6@8@L2−F"4 –DJ4; J¬< RLPZ< µ@L ßB,D F@Ø 2ZFT.” 

z!B@6D\<,J"4  30F@ØH, “I¬< RLPZ< F@L ßB,D ¦µ@Ø
2ZF,4H; •µ¬< •µ¬< 8X(T F@4, @Û µ¬ •8X6JTD NT<ZF0 ªTH @â
•D<ZF0 µ, JD\H.”

3. Vocabulary

*@>V.T *@>VFT ¦*`>"F" *g*`>"6" *g*`>"Fµ"4 ¦*`>VF20<
glorify, show the greatness or reality of [doxology]
JÎ Jg6<\@< J@Ø Jg6<\@L child (a diminutive of “child”: “kid”)
µ46D`H µ46DV µ46D`< little As adv. “a little while” [all words
with micro-]

6"2fH emphatic form of òH Just as
ÓB@L where(ever) an indefinite form of “where” 
ßBV(T ßBV>T ßBZ("(@< ßBZP" ßBZ(µ"4 ßBZP20< go away to
–DJ4 now (as opposed to “then” or “once”) <Ø< is “now” in the
sense of “at the present moment.”
º ¦<J@8Z J−H ¦<J@8−H command, commandment
Ò µ"20J−H J@Ø µ"20J@Ø student, learner [mathematics]

àFJgD@H ßFJXD" àFJgD@< after  As adv. “afterwards, later”
[hysteria]

º RLPZ J−H RLP−H soul, source of life, life [psychology]
Ò •8X6JTD J@Ø •8X6J@D@H rooster
NT<XT NT<ZFT ¦Nf<0F" BgNf<06" BgNf<0µ"4 ¦NT<Z20<
make a sound (here, “crow,” since it is the rooster that is doing
it) [phone]
ªTH before, until
•D<X@µ"4 •D<ZF@µ"4 ²D<0FVµ0< ___ ³D<0µ"4 ²D<Z20< deny,
dissociate oneself from, repudiate 
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LESSON FOURTEEN

Verbs, Subjunctive Mood

Verbs with certain subordinate uses indicate
that they are not the main action of the
sentence by using a special “subjoined” mood,

the subjunctive mood. English has a subjunctive mood, which is
rapidly going out of usage, but still appears in a few places, such
as, “He requested that we be here by nine o’clock.”  

In general, however, Greek subjunctives are to be translated
by English indicatives; one of the things that makes translations
sound like translations is the attempt to manufacture a kind of
subjunctive-sounding way of phrasing the English, as in, “He
said this in order that he might win the argument,” or “He fears

lest he may be lost.” That is not English. The English of these

would be, “He said this so he could win the argument,” and
“He is afraid that he will be lost.” Note that the future here is
used instead of a kind of “iffy” expression; “He is afraid he
might be lost” indicates that his fear is of something unlikely. 

In Greek, the subjunctive mood has a
large number of uses. But before we get to

them, pay attention to the following: 

• Note •

The negative word that goes with the subjunctive is
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µZ, not @Û.   

Here is the syntax of the subjunctive mood:

1. In simple sentences, the subjunctive (without its usual

accompanying word –<) is used for:

• a. exhortations:

•B4äµg< 6"Â µ¬ •6@LFäµg< Let’s go away and not listen.
This is called the hortatory subjunctive, and is in effect a first
person plural imperative, just as it is in English.

• b. pondering-type questions (deliberations):

B@Ã JD"Bäµ"4; Where shall I turn? This (surprise!) is called
the deliberative subjunctive. 

• c. prohibitions:

µ¬ (DVN®H J"ØJ" Don’t write that (Note that English uses
the singular “that,” whereas in Greek it is the plural “those
things.”)
           

2. In dependent clauses, the subjunctive is used

• a. in purpose clauses, after Ë<",   ñH (òH), or ÓBTH: 

B"D"6"8gÃH Æ"JD@ØH Ë<" µ¬ •B@2"<− You call in doctors so
that he won’t die.

• b. as the object of present-tense verbs of planning or

fearing (with µZ for the affirmative; negative, µZ @Û) (past uses

optative):
$@b8gJ"4 ÓBTH µZB@Jg §J4 §FJ"4 ¦BÂ Jè •*g8Nè He plans
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14.3. Forms of

the subjunctive

never again to be under his brother [’s power].
N@$ä µ¬ ¦B48"2fµg2" I am afraid we will forget.

(This “negative affirmative” [the µZ] is what incites
translators to use the non-English “lest” “I am afraid lest we
forget” in the name of what they call “accuracy.” It isn’t
accurate, since what they’re doing is using Greek construction
with English words, and in translation you’re supposed to be
translating into the language, not just into the words of the
language. It’s no more accurate than to translate the French for
“How old are you?” into “What age do you have?”

c. in conditions, when the condition is

• ". present general. (That is, “if x, then y,” in the sense

“whenever x, then y.”) 

The protasis (the “if” clause) is ¦V< with the subjunctive; the

apodosis (the “then”) uses the indicative. (Note that past
general conditions use the optative.)

¦V< J4H J"ØJ" B@4±, *\60< *\*TF4<. If anyone does this, he
is punished. (Expresses a general rule.)

• $. future, and likely to happen (more vivid). The form

is like the general condition above.
¦V< B"DX820, FP0Fg4 B@88V. If he comes, he’ll have a lot.

(Note: FPZFT  is an alternate future of §PT ª>T etc.)            

• (. in other clauses that are actually implied conditions.

Ò J4 –< $@b80J"4, *\*Tµ4 I give him whatever he wishes.
The implication here is that I give him something (in general) if
he wishes it.

In the examples above, you may have
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thought that the subjunctives didn’t look all that strange; and

they don’t. They have the regular personal endings, but the

verb looks as if it belongs to the “wrong” conjugation (e.g.

that it’s a vowel-stem verb instead of a regular one).
Since we now know all persons, as well as active, middle, and

passive, I will give the complete conjugation of the verbs in the
subjunctive mood.  I will list active, middle, and passive across
the page, and down the page list first, second, and third person
singular, and then first, second, and third persons plural.

I will not give translations for the forms, since the forms
make sense only in a context.

Active                                   Middle                      Passive

Present tense

B"bT                               B"bTµ"4                 B"bTµ"4 
B"b®H                              B"b®                        B"b®
B"b0                               B"b0J"4                   B"b0J"4
B"bTµg<                         B"Lfµg2"                B"Lfµg2"
B"b0Jg                           B"b0F2g                  B"b0F2g
B"bTF4<                        B"bT<J"4                 B"bT<J"4

N48ä                              N48äµ"4                   N48äµ"4
N48±H                             N48±                        N48±
N48±                               N48−J"4                   N48−J"4
N48äµg<                         N48fµg2"                N48fµg2"
N48−Jg                            N48−F2g                  N48−F2g
N48äF4<                         N48ä<J"4                 N48ä<J"4

J4µä                                J4µäµ"4                   J4µäµ"4
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J4µ”H                                J4µ”                        J4µ”
J4µ”                                 J4µ÷J"4                    J4µ÷J"4
J4µèµg<                           J4µfµg2"                 J4µfµg2"
J4µèJg                             J4µ÷F2g                    J4µ÷F2g
J4µèF4<                           J4µä<J"4                   J4µä<J"4

.VT (.ä),  like B"bT above, except it has only the active voice.

N"<gDä                            N"<gDäµ"4               N"<gDäµ"4
N"<gD@ÃH                         N"<gD@Ã                     N"<gD@Ã
N"<gD@Ã                           N"<gDäJ"4                N"<gDäJ"4
N"<gDäµg<                      N"<gDfµg2"              N"<gDfµg2"
N"<gDäJg                        N"<gDäF2g                N"<gDäF2g
N"<gDäF4<                      N"<gDä<J"4               N"<gDä<J"4

*4*ä                                *4*äµ"4                     *4*äµ"4
*4*èH                              *4*è                           *4*è
*4*è                               *4*äJ"4                      *4*äJ"4
*4*äµg<                          *4*fµg2"                   *4*fµg2"
*4*äJg                            *4*äF2g                     *4*äF2g
*4*äF4<                          *4*ä<J"4                    *4*ä<J"4

ÊFJä                               ÊFJäµ"4                      ÊFJäµ"4
ÊTJ±H                             ÊFJ±                            ÊFJ±
ÊFJ±                               ÊFJ−J"4                       ÊFJ−J"4
ÊFJäµg<                         ÊFJfµg2"                    ÊFJfµg2"
ÊFJ−Jg                           ÊFJ−F2g                       ÊFJ−F2g
ÊFJäF4<                         ÊFJä<J"4                     ÊFJä<J"4

J\20µ4 like ËFJ0µ4 just above.
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N0µ\ like ËFJ0µ4 above, except only active.

ì
¹H
¹
ìµg<
µJg
ìF4<

Remarks:

So the subjunctive is like the indicative, except that the

vowel which ends the stem is lengthened. Note that the third

person singular active looks the same as the second person

singular middle/passive, in general. Note also that some first

person singulars look like indicatives. How do you tell the dif-

ference? Context. 

Imperfect tense

   Rejoice! It doesn’t exist.

Beyond the “present system” (present, imperfect), all verbs,
with the exception of the “second tenses” look like B"bT.

Future tense

   
   No future subjunctive either.

Aorist tense

B"bFT                             B"bFTµ"4                    B"L2ä
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B"bF®H                              B"bF®                       B"L2±H
B"bF®                               B"bF0J"4                  B"L2±
B"bFTµg<                         B"LFfµg2"               B"L2äµg<
B"bF0Jg                            B"bF0F2g                 B"L2−Jg
B"bFTF4<                          B"bFT<J"4               B"L2äF4<

Second aorist

$V8T                                 (X<Tµ"4                    (D"Nä
$V8®H                                (X<®                          (D"N±H
$V8®                                  (X<0J"4                    (D"N±
$V8Tµg<                            (g<fµg2"                 (D"Näµg<
$V80Jg                              (X<0F2g                    (D"N−Jg
$V8TF4<                            (X<T<J"4                  (D"NäF4<

Remarks:

The aorist passive subjunctive, of course, is formed from

the last principal part. Note that it has the “active” endings.

There is no augment for the aorist subjunctive. This

makes the first aorist active and middle look a little like a future;
but since it has the lengthened vowel on the end of the stem, it
would be a “future subjunctive,” which doesn’t exist. Therefore,
it’s an aorist.

The second aorist is like a present subjunctive, except for

the difference in stem.

Perfect tense

There is no perfect subjunctive in 6@4<Z Greek; but Attic
Greek has one; and, as usual, all verbs look like B"bT. 
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BgB"b6T                 BgB"LµX<@H (-0 -@<) ì        BgB"LµX<@H ì
BgB"b6®H                 BgB"LµX<@H ¹H                  BgB"LµX<@H ¹H
BgB"b6®                  BgB"LµX<@H ±                  BgB"LµX<@H ¹
BgB"b6Tµg<            BgB"LµX<@4 ìµg<           BgB"LµX<@4 ìµg<
BgB"b60Jg             BgB"LµX<@4 µJg            BgB"LµX<@4 µJg
BgB"b6TF4<            BgB"LµX<@4 ìF4<          BgB"LµX<@4 ìF4<

Remarks:

The active is the perfect stem with present subjunctive

endings. The middle/passive is the perfect middle/passive

participle with the present subjunctive of gÆµ\. The

participle, of course, changes ending depending on whether

the subject is masculine, feminine, or neuter, and singular or
plural. 

General remarks:

So the subjunctive should be fairly easy to recognize; it looks
like a regular tense, except that there is that lengthening of the
vowel just before the ending. The perfect middle/passive is, of
course, very distinctive.

EXERCISE

1. Fill in your verb chart with the subjunctive mood.

2. Let us take up where we left off a few lessons ago with the
beginning of Plato’s Republic (Stephanus ed. p.328b):

5"\ µ@L ÐB4F2,< Ò B"ÃH 8"$`µ,<@H J@Ø Êµ"J\@L, “5,8,b,4
ßµ÷H,” §N0, “A@8Xµ"DP@H B,D4µ,Ã<"4.”

5"Â ¦(ã µ,J,FJDVN0< J, 6"Â ²D`µ0< ÓB@L "ÛJÎH ,Ç0.
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     1Note the BgD\ (around). “Stick around.”

     2Idiom for “he said,” more or less like our slang, “And he goes...” or “And

he’s like ...” First person “−< *’ ¦(f” (see below). 

     3Another idiom. Literally, “because how not?” It means “Of course.”

14.3. Forms of the subjunctive

?âJ@H, §N0, “ÐB4F2,< BD@FXDP,J"4: •88� B,D4µX<,J,.1”  
“!88�  B,D4µ,<@Øµ,<,” µ *’ ÔH2 Ò '8"b6T<. 
5"Â Ï8\(å àFJ,D@< Ó J, A@8Xµ"DP@H ½6, 6"Â !*,\µ"<J@H

Ò J@Ø '8"b6T<@H •*,8NÎH 6"Â ;46ZD"J@H Ò ;46\@L 6"Â –88@4
J4<,H ñH •BÎ J−H B@µB−H. 

{? @Þ< A@8Xµ"DP@H §N0 “‚S Ef6D"J,H, *@6,ÃJX µ@4 BDÎH
–FJL ñDµ−F2"4 ñH •B4`<J,H.” 

“?Û (�D 6"6äH *@>V.,4H,” µ< *’ ¦(f. 
“?D”H @Þ< ºµ÷H,” §N0, “ÓF@4 ¦FµX<;” 
“AäH (�D @Ü;3” 
“‚/ J@\<L< J@bJT<,” §N0, “6D,\JJ@LH (X<,F2, ´ µX<,J’

"ÛJ@Ø.” 
“?Û6@Ø<,” µ< *’ ¦(f, “§J4 «< 8,\B,J"4, JÎ ´< B,\FTµ,<

ßµ÷H  ñH PD¬ ºµ÷H •N,Ã<"4;” 
“‚/ 6"Â *b<"4F2’ –<,” µ *' ÓH, “B,ÃF"4 µ¬ •6@b@<J"H;” 
“?Û*"µäH,” §N0 Ò '8"b6T<. 

3. Here is the episode of the shepherds from Luke (2, 8 ff):

5"Â B@4µX<,H µF"< ¦< J± PfD‘ J± "ÛJ± •(D"L8@Ø<J,H 6"Â
NL8VFF@<J,H NL8"6�H J−H <L6JÎH ¦BÂ J¬< B@\µ<0< "ÛJä<.
6"Â –((,8@H 6LD\@L ¦BXFJ0 "ÛJ@ÃH 6"Â *`>" 6LD\@L
B,D4X8"µR,< "ÛJ@bH, 6"Â ¦N@$Z20F"< N`$@< µX("<. 

K"Â ,ÉB,< "ÛJ@ÃH Ò –((,8@H, “9¬ N@$,ÃF2,, Æ*@× (�D
,Û"((,8\.@µ"4 ßµÃ< P"D�< µ,(V80< »J4H §FJ"4 B"<JÂ Jè
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8"è, ÓJ4 ¦JXP20 ßµÃ< FZµ,D@< FTJ¬D ÓH ¦FJ4< OD4FJÎH
6bD4@H ¦< B`8,4 )"L\*q 6"Â J@ØJ@ ßµÃ< JÎ F0µ,Ã@<, ,ßDZF,J,
$DXN@H ¦FB"D("<TµX<@< 6"Â 6,\µ,<@< ¦< NVJ<0.”

5"Â ¦>"\N<0H ¦(X<,J@ F×< Jè •((X8å B8−2@H FJD"J4÷H
@ÛD"<\@L "Æ<@b<JT< JÎ< 2,Î< 6"Â 8,(`<JT<, 

“)`>" ¦< ßR\FJ@4H 2,è 
“6"Â ¦BÂ (−H ,ÆDZ<0 ¦< •<2DfB@4H ,Û*@6\"H.” 
5"Â ¦(X<,J@ ñH •B−82@< •B' "ÛJä< ,ÆH JÎ< @ÛD"<Î< @Ê

–((,8@4, @Ê B@4µX<,H ¦8V8@L< BDÎH •88Z8@LH, “)4X82Tµ,<
*¬ ªTH #028X,µ 6"Â Ç*Tµ,< JÎ D−µ" J@ØJ@ JÎ (,(@<ÎH Ô Ò
6bD4@H ¦(<fD4F,< ºµÃ<.”
 

4. Vocabulary
JDXBT JDXRT §JDgR" JXJD@N" JXJD"µµ"4 ¦JDXN20< turn (2
aor. mid. ¦JD"B`µ0< fled; pass. ¦JDVB0<) [trope]
Ò Æ"JD`H J@Ø Æ"JD@Ø physician, doctor [pediatrician]
8"<2V<T 8ZFT §8"2@< 8X806" 8X80Fµ"4 ___ escape notice of
º *\60 J−H *\60H justice, sentence, punishment, penalty
FBg\DT ___ §FBg4D" ___ §FB"Dµ"4 ¦FBVD0< sow, plant
µgJ"FJDXNT µgJ"FJDXRT µgJXFJDgR" ___ µgJXFJD"µ"4
µgJgFJDVN0< (µgJV + FJDXNT) turn around
§D@µ"4 ¦DZF@µ"4 ²D`µ0< ___ ___ ___ ask
ÒDµVT ÒDµZFT òDµ0F" òDµ06" òDµ0µ"4 ñDµZ20< start
ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< how much, how many
J@\<L< well then, very well
@Û6@Ø< yes, but; wait a minute, now
PD− it is necessary. Translate backwards “(I) have to ...”
@Û*"µäH not at all
*4"<@XT *4"<@ZFT *40<`0F" *40<`06" *40<`0µ"4 *40<@Z20<
reason. Here, “get into your head.” [noetic]
Bg\2T Bg\FT §Bg4F" BXBg46" BXBg4µ"4 ¦Bg\20< persuade
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(middle, believe)
Ò B@4µZ< J@Ø B@4µX<@H shepherd
º PfD" J−H PfD"H land, region, area
•(D"L8XT •(D"L8ZFT ²(D"b80F" ²(D"b806" ²(D"b80µ"4
²(D"L8Z20< stay in the field
NL8VFFT (Attic, NL8VJJT) NL8V>T ¦Nb8">" BgNb8"6"
BgNb8"(µ"4 ¦NL8VP20< guard
Ò Nb8"> J@Ø Nb8"6@H guard
º <b> J−H <L6J`H night
º B@\µ<0 J−H B@\µ<0H flock
¦B\FJ0µ4 ¦B4FJZFT ¦BXFJ0F" (¦BXFJ0<) ¦NXFJ06" ___
¦BgFJV20< stand among
8VµBT 8VµRT §8"µR" 8X8"µB" 8X8"µµ"4 ¦8Vµ20< shine
[lamp]

Ò N`$@H J@Ø N`$@L fear [phobia]
º P"DV J−H P"DVH joy
Ò 8V@H J@Ø 8V@L people [layman]

FZµgD@< today
Ò FTJZD J@Ø FTJ−D@H savior [soteriology]
JÎ F0µgÃ@< J@Ø F0µg\@L sign, evidence [semantics]

JÎ $DXN@H J@Ø $DXN@L infant
6gÃµ"4 (perfect in form; present in meaning) lie
º NVJ<0 J−H NVJ<0H feed-box, manger
¦>"\N<0H suddenly
JÎ B8−2@H J@Ø B8Z2@L fullness, crowd [plethora]
º FJD"J\" J−H FJD"J\"H army [strategy] 
"Æ<XT "Æ<ZFT ³<0F" ³<06" ³<0µ"4 ²<Z20< praise
J� àR4FJ" the highest things (places)
º gÆDZ<0 J−H gÆDZ<0H eirhnhj peace [the name Irene, irenic]

º gÛ*@6\" J−H gÛ*@6\"H favor
JÎ Õ−µ" J@Ø ÕZµ"J@H word, thing said
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15.2. Syntax of
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LESSON FIFTEEN

Verbs, Optative Mood

The final thing you have to know before
you can decode Greek texts is the optative
mood, which is used for wishes (as the name
implies), and in certain kinds of conditions,

where you have hope for the outcome, but not certainty. We
have a kind of optative construction when we say, “If only this
course would end,” or “If you were to study, you would find
Greek easier.” 
      Note that this last condition is not actually contrary to fact:
“If you studied, you would find Greek easier,” implying that you
don’t study; nor is it “future more vivid,” as telling you what
will happen, “If you study, you will find Greek easier.” It talks
about a condition that might not be fulfilled, and what its
hoped-for outcome is if it is fulfilled. We actually use a version
of a subjunctive for this; but the force is optative.

In 6@4<Z Greek, the optative is used very
little, only for wishes and for deliberative-

type questions. In Attic, it has the following uses:

1. In simple sentences

• a. to express an attainable wish (without –<)
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gÇ2g N\8@H ºµÂ< (\<@4@ If only you would become our
friend. 

• b. to express future potentiality (with –<)

ÇFTH –< J4H gÇB@4 Perhaps someone would say

2. In dependent clauses

• a. after verbs of fearing in the past tense (in the present, the

subjunctive is used). With µZ for the “affirmative” and µZ @Û for

the negative.
¦N`$0Fg µZ @Û <46ZF"4g< He was afraid that they would not

win.

• b. in both the protasis (the “if”) and the apodosis (the

“then”) of future less vivid conditions (possible, not certain,

condition and results of the condition).
gÆ B"DX82@4, §P@4 B@88V If he were to come, he would have

a lot.         

• c. in the protasis of a past general condition

gÆ J4H J"ØJ" B@4@\0, *\60< ¦*\*@L If anyone were to have
done  this, he would have been punished. 

• NOTE •

In Greek, conditions using the optative indicate a possible result
of a condition that could be fulfilled. Conditions that are not or

were not fulfilled (contrary to fact) use the indicative.

Conditions whose results will occur if the condition is fulfilled

(future more vivid) use the subjunctive for the condition and

the indicative for the result; conditions whose results would

happen if an unlikely future event were to happen (future less
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vivid) take the optative both times; conditions that are present

general ones use the subjunctive and the present indicative; those

that are past general ones, as we just saw, use the optative and

the imperfect.

In English, the contrary to fact uses the past of the time
involved for the condition, and the past with “would” for the
result: “If you came, you would have got something.” “If you
had come, you would have got something.” For the general
condition, it uses the present, “If a person sins, he is punished.”
For the future more vivid, it uses the present and the future: “If
you come, you will get something”; for the less vivid, it uses the
subjunctive and the “would” form: “If you were to come, you
would get something.” 

In general, the optative is the “would” kind of sense,

of something fulfillable, but not necessarily fulfilled.

• d. in clauses (such as relative or temporal) which are the

equivalent of conditions in which the optative appears

¦BgÂ µ06XJ4 J4 $@b8@4J@, –Bg4µ4 When he no longer wants
anything, I would go away. (I.e. if he wouldn’t want anything
any more, I would go away.)

• e. in indirect discourse (with ÓJ4 or òH) after a past tense
§8g>g< ÓJ4 ¦B4FJ@8¬< (DVN@4. He said that he was writing

a letter.
In this case, the tense of the optative is what the tense of the

direct statement would be.  (In the case above, what he said was
“I am writing a letter,” and so it is the present optative. Note
that this sequence of tenses is not the same in English; so it has to
be translated into a past tense.)
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• NOTE •

Since you will be reading rather than writing Greek, the
particular sequence of tenses need not bother you. You
can presume that the Greek author got it right. The same
applies to what was said above about the various
conditions; your job is to be able to recognize the sense of
what you see, not to be able to produce a grammatically
correct conditional sentence in Greek.

There are present, future, aorist, and perfect
optatives in Attic Greek.

Present tense

Active                          Middle                             Passive

B"b@4µ4                     B"L@\µ0<                      B"L@\µ0<
B"b@4H                       B"b@4@                          B"b@4@
B"b@4                        B"b@4J@                         B"b@4J@
B"b@4µg<                   B"L@\µg2"                     B"L@\µg2"
B"b@4Jg                     B"b@4F2g                       B"b@4F2g
B"b@4g<                     B"b@4<J@                       B"b@4<J@

N48@\0<                    N48@\µ0<                       N48@\µ0<
N48@\0H                    N48@Ã@                           N48@Ã@
N48@\0                      N48@ÃJ@                         N48@ÃJ@
N48@Ãµg<                   N48@\µg2"                     N48@\µg2"
N48@ÃJg                     N48@ÃF2g                       N48@ÃF2g
N48@Ãg<                     N48@Ã<J@                       N48@Ã<J@
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J4µæ0<                        J4µæµ0<                      J4µæµ0<
J4µæ0H                         J4µè@                          J4µè@
J4µæ0                           J4µèJ@                        J4µèJ@
J4µèµg<                       J4µæµg2"                    J4µæµg2"
J4µèJg                         J4µèF2g                      J4µèF2g
J4µèg<                         J4µè<J@                      J4µè<J@

N"<gD@\0<                   N"<gD@\µ0<                N"<gD@\µ0<
N"<gD@\0H                   N"<gD@Ã@                    N"<gD@Ã@
N"<gD@\0                     N"µgD@ÃJ@                  N"<gD@ÃJ@
N"<gD@Ãµg<                  N"<gD@\µg2"              N"<gD@\µg2"
N"<gD@ÃJg                    N"<gD@ÃF2g                N"<gD@ÃF2g
N"<gD@Ãg<                    N"<gD@Ã<J@                N"<gD@Ã<J@

*4*@\0<                        *4*@\µ0<                     *4*@\µ0<
*4*@\0H                        *4*@Ã@                          *4*@Ã@
*4*@\0                          *4*@ÃJ@                        *4*@ÃJ@
*4*@Ãµg<                       *4*@\µg2"                    *4*@\µg2"
*4*@ÃJg                         *4*@ÃF2g                      *4*@ÃF2g
*4*@Ãg<                         *4*@Ã<J@                      *4*@Ã<J@

ÊFJ"\0<                        ÊFJ"\µ0<                      ÊFJ"\µ0<
ÊFJ"\0H                        ÊFJ"Ã@                           ÊFJ"Ã@
ÊFJ"\0                          ÊFJ"ÃJ@                         ÊFJ"ÃJ@
ÊFJ"Ãµg<                       ÊFJ"\µg2"                    ÊFJ"\µg2"
ÊFJ"ÃJg                         ÊFJ"ÃF2g                       ÊFJ"ÃF2g
ÊFJ"Ãg<                         ÊFJ"Ã<J@                       ÊFJ"Ã<J@

J42g\0<                        J42g\µ0<                       J42g\µ0<
J42g\0H                        J42gÃ@                            J42gÃ@
J42g\0                          J42gÃJ@                          J42gÃJ@
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J42gÃµg<                       J42g\µg2"                      J42g\µg2"
J42gÃJg                         J42gÃF2g                        J42gÃF2g
J42gÃg<                         J42gÃ<J@                         J42gÃ<J@

N"\0<
N"\0H
N"\0
N"Ãµg<
N"ÃJg
N"Ãg<

gÇ0<
gÇ0H
gÇ0
gÉµg< (gÇ0µg<)
gÉJg (gÇ0Jg)
gÉg< (gÇ0F"<)

Remarks:

     The optative has a stem that ends in @4, generally speaking,

or at any rate, some vowel followed by an 4. The endings are

regular, though somewhat like a -µ4 verb; but like the

imperfect endings rather than the present. The optative has

the “feel” of pastness about it (which is why it is the tense used
as a kind of subjunctive after past tenses). There are alternate
plurals of the present optative of gÆµ\.

Future tense

B"bF@4µ4                      B"LF@\µ0<                   B"L20F@\µ0<
B"bF@4H                        B"bF@4@                       B"L2ZF@4@
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B"bF@4                        B"bF@4J@                   B"L2ZF@4J@
B"bF@4µg<                  B"LF@\µg2"                B"L20F@\µg2"
B"bF@4Jg                    B"bF@4F2g                  B"L2ZF@4F2g
B"bF@4g<                    B"bF@4<J@                  B"L2ZF@4<J@

Remarks:

     The future active and middle is just like the present, but with

the -F- added to the stem (the second principal part); the

passive, of course, is formed from the last principal part, which

accounts for the -20- in the stem; the -F after the -20- is the

signal that this is a future passive, not an aorist.

 Aorist tense

B"bF"4µ4                   B"LF"\µ0<                    B"L2g\0<
B"bF"4H (-g4"H)         B"bF"4@                         B"L2g\0H
B"bF"4 (-g4g)             B"bF"4J@                       B"L2g\0
B"bF"4µg<                 B"LF"\µg2"                   B"L2gÃµg<
B"bF"4Jg                   B"bF"4F2g                     B"L2gÃJg
B"bF"4g< (-g4"<)       B"bF"4<J@                      B"L2gÃg<

Second aorist

$V8@4µ4                    (g<@\µ0<                         (D"Ng\0<
$V8@4H                      (X<@4@                             (D"Ng\0H
$V8@4                       (X<@4J@                            (D"Ng\0
$V8@4µg<                  (g<@\µg2"                        (D"NgÃµg<
$V8@4Jg                    (X<@4F2g                          (D"NgÃJg
$V8@4g<                    (X<@4<J@                          (D"NgÃg<
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Remarks:

     The first aorist active and middle has the -@4 become -"4

because of the " in the aorist stem. The alternate forms of the

active are because the normal endings sound funny. The passive
has the “active”-looking endings; its passivity is obvious from the

stem with its -2-. The fact that it is -2g4- and not -2@4- is due to

the stem’s actually being -20- and the impossibility of saying

B"L20@\0 for example.

Perfect tense

BgB"b6@4µ4                BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0<      BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0<
BgB"b6@4H                  BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0H      BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0H
BgB"b6@4                   BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0        BgB"LµX<@H gÇ0
BgB"b6@4µg<              BgB"LµX<@4 gÉµg<     BgB"LµX<@4 gÉµg<
BgB"b6@4Jg                BgB"LµX<@4 gÉJg       BgB"LµX<@4 gÉJg
BgB"b6@4g<                BgB"LµX<@4 gÉg<       BgB"LµX<@4 gÉg<

Remarks: 

     Like the subjunctive, the active optative looks like a

present except for the reduplication, and the middle/passive

is the perfect middle/passive participle with the present

optative of ¦4µ\.

EXERCISE

1. Complete your verb chart by adding the optatives. (Actually,
there is more, since we didn’t put the [very rare] dual forms in;
but context should tell you when something is a dual. There are
also various irregular verbs and some more second tenses. But
this should see you through 95 per cent of the Greek you will
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encounter; and a standard grammar can help you with the rest.)

2. You rarely find passages that have whole clusters of optatives;
so here are a couple of places in Book I of the Republic where
you find an optative used (328d and 330a): 

“5"Â µZ<,” µ< *' ¦(f, “ì 5XN"8,, P"\DT (, *4"8,(`µ,<@H
J@ÃH FN`*D" BD,F$bJ"4H: *@6,Ã (VD µ@4 PD−<"4 B"D’ "ÛJä<
BL<2V<,F2"4, òFB,D J4<� Ò*Î< BD@,808L2`JT< ¼< 6"Â ºµ÷H
ÇFTH *,ZF,4 B@D,b,F2"4, B@\" J\H ¦FJ4<, JD"P,Ã" 6"Â
P"8,BZ, ´ D‘*\" 6"Â ,ÜB@D@H. 6"Â *¬ 6"Â F@Ø º*XTH —<
BL2@\µ0< ÓJ4 F@4 N"\<,J"4 J@ØJ@, ¦B,4*¬ ¦<J"Ø2" ³*0 ,É J−H
º846\"H Ô *¬ ‘¦BÂ (ZD"@H @Û*è’ N"F4< ,É<"4 @Ê B@40J"\.” 
 
K"Â J@ÃH *¬ µ¬ B8@LF\@4H, P"8,BäH *,  JÎ (−D"H NXD@LF4<,
,Þ §P,4 Ò "ÛJÎH 8`(@H, ÓJ4 @ÜJ’ —< Ò ¦B4,46¬H BV<L J4 D‘*\TH
(−D"H µ,J� B,<\"H ¦<X(6@4 @Ü2’  Ò µ¬ ¦B4,46¬H B8@LJZF"H
,Ü6@8`H B@J’ —< ©"LJè (X<@4J@. 
 
3. And here’s a place in the New Testament (Romans 5:20 ff.)

N`µ@H *, B"D,4F−82,< Ë<" B8,@<VF0 JÎ B"DVBJTµ": @â *,
¦B8,`<"F,< º eµ"DJ\", ßB,D,B,D\FF,LF,< º PVD4H, Ë<"
òFB,D ¦$"F\8,LF,< º eµ"DJ\" ¦< Jè 2"<VJå, @àJTH 6"Â º
PVD4H $"F48,bF0 *4� *46"4@Fb<0H ,ÆH .T¬< "Æf<4@< *4�
30F@Ø OD4FJ@Ø J@Ø 6LD\@L ºµä<. 
I\ @Þ< ¦D@Øµ,<; ¦B4µX<Tµ,< J± eµ"DJ\‘, Ë<" º PVD4H
B8,@<VF0;  µ¬ (X<@4J@q @ËJ4<,H •B,2V<@µ,< J± eµ"DJ\‘, BäH
§J4 .ZF@µ,< ¦< "ÛJ±; 
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4. Vocabulary

gÇ2g if only (introduces a wish)
ÇFTH perhaps
@L6XJ4 (µ06XJ4) not yet
º ¦B4FJ@8Z J−H ¦B4FJ@8−H letter [epistle]
µZ< particle meaning something like “all right,” or “very well”
P"4DXT P"4DZFT ___ 6g6VD06" ___ ¦PVD0< enjoy, have fun, be
happy
(the usual Greek greeting is P"\Dg [P"\DgJg], the imperative,
used for both “hello” and “goodbye.”)
*4"8X(T *4"8X>T *4X8g>" *4"8X806" *4"8X8g(µ"4 *g¦8XP20<
converse [dialogue]
FN`*D" extremely
Ò BDXF$LH J@Ø BDXF$gTH old man [presbyter, from the
comparative]
òFBgD emphatic of òH just as
º Ò*`H J−H Ò*@Ø road, path, way [method]

*gÃ *gZFg4 ___ ___ ___ ___ it is necessary
JD"PbH JD"PgÃ" JD"Pb rough
P"8gB`H P"8gBZ P"8gB`< difficult, hard
ÕV*4@H Õ"*\" ÕV*4@< easy
gàJD@B@H gÛJD`B0 gàJD@B@< (gÛ nice JD`B@H turning) pleasant
*Z emphatic particle “certainly, indeed”
º*bH º*gÃ" º*b sweet º*XTH sweetly
¦Bg4*Z since
¦<J"Ø2" from there
º º846\" J−H º846\"H age
º (D"ØH J−H (D"`H old age
JÎ @Û*`< J@Ø @Û*@Ø threshold (Here the threshold is the one
leading out of old age [to death].)
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Ò B@4ZJ0H J@Ø B@4ZJ@L poet (a “maker” from B@4XT)
B8@bF4@H B8@LF\" B8@bF4@< rich [plutocrat]
BV<L completely
Ò ¦B4g46ZH J@Ø ¦B4g46@Ø sensible man
JÎ (−D"H J@Ø (ZD@LH old age [geriatric]
º Bg<\" J−H Bg<\"H poverty [penury]
B8@LJ\.T B8@LJ4ä ¦B8@bJ4F" BgB8@bJ46" BgB8@bJ4µ"4
¦B8@LJ\F20< make rich
gà6@8@H gÛ6`80 gà6@8@< contented
Ò <`µ@H J@Ø <`µ@L law [economy, astronomy]

B8g@<V.T B8g@<VFT ¦B8g`<"F" BgB8g`<"6" BgB8g`<"µ"4
¦B8g@<VF20< fill [pleonasm]

JÎ B"DVBJTµ" J@Ø B"D"BJfµ"J@H infraction, failing
º eµ"DJ\" J−H eµ"DJ\"H mistake, fault, sin
ßBgD4FFgbT ßBgD4FFgbFT ßBgD\FFgLF" ßBgD\FFgL6"
ßBgD\FFgLµ"4 ßBgD4FFgb20< (super-) overflow
º PVD4H J−H PVD4J@H gift, favor, blessing, grace, thanks [charity]
Ò 2V<"J@H J@Ø 2"<VJ@L death [thanatology]
º *46"4@Fb<0 J−H *46"4@Fb<0H honesty, virtue, innocence,
justice
"Æf<4@H "ÆT<\" "Æf<4@< eternal [eon]



APPENDIX A

Glossary of Unusual Forms

 One of the annoying things about Greek is trying to look up a
verb and not being able to find it in a dictionary, because it is an
irregular aorist or perfect of some verb, and the present tense is
nothing at all like what you are looking up. Try to find *DVµT,
for example, and you will look forever; because the verb
§*D"µ@< comes from is JDXPT.

This little glossary will give the stems of irregular words, so
that if you can't find them in a dictionary, look here, and you
will find what word to look up.  I will include the stems with
augments also, because sometimes it is hard to distinguish an
augmented from an unaugmented form. I will not, however,
give the form of verbs that have prepositions compounded to
them, to keep the list manageable.

"("(       –(T to lead, do
"4F20F "ÆF2V<@µ"4 to perceive
"606@ •6@bT to hear 
e8TF  e8\F6@µ"4 to be captured
"<gå(  •<@\(T to open
"B@8T8 •B`88Lµ4 to destroy
"BT8 •B`88Lµ4 to destroy
"D   "ÇDT to lift up
"D> –DPT to rule, begin
"L>0F "Û>V<T to increase
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"N4( •N46<X@µ"4 to come
"N4> •N46<X@µ"4 to come
"P2 –(T to lead, do

$"8 $V88T to throw
$0 $"\<T to go
$0F $"\<T to go
$@0 $@VT to shout

(g(@< (\<@µ"4 ((\(<@µ"4) to become
(g< (\<@µ"4 ((\(<@µ"4) to become
(0 (4<fF6T ((4(<fF6T) to know

*g*g( *XP@µ"4 to get
*g*T *\*Tµ4 to give
*g0 *XT to need
*g0F *XT to need
*g4( *g\6<Lµ4 to show
*g4> *g\6<Lµ4 to show
*g> *XP@µ"4 to get
*0F    *XT to tie
*@ *\*@µ4 to give
*@> *@6XT to seem
*@P *@6XT to seem
*D"µ  JDXPT to run 
*L<0F *b<"µ"4 to be able
*T *\*Tµ4 to give
*T6 *\*Tµ4 to give

©"8T e8\F6@µ"4 to be captured
g$0 $"\<T to go
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g(< (4<fF6T ((4(<fF6T) to know
g*T      *\*Tµ4 to give
g2 2<ZF6T to die
g4"F ¦VT to allow
g4* ÒDVT to see
gÊ6 Ë0µ4 to send
gÊ8 "ÊDXT to take
g48g( 8X(T to collect
g480N 8"µ$V<T to take
gÊ86 ª86T to draw
g48@> 8X(T to collect
g4D 8X(T to say
g4D0 8X(T  to say
g86 6"8XT to call
g8      ¦8"b<T to drive
g8gLF §DP@µ"4 to come
g808L2 §DP@µ"4 to come
g80N 8"µ$V<T to take
g82 §DP@µ"4 to come
©8>  ª86T to draw
g<g( NXDT to bring
g<gP NXDT to bring
©> §PT to have
gB®<g ¦B"4<XT to praise
gB4FJ0 ¦B\FJ"µ"4 to understand
gD 8X(T to say
gDD"( ÕZ(<Lµ4 to break
gDD0 8X(T to say
gDDL ÕXT to flow
gDDT( ÕZ(<Lµ4 to break
gF gÆµ\ to be
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©FB ªB@µ"4 to follow
gFJ" ËFJ0µ4 to stand
gFJ0 ËFJ0µ4 to stand
gFP §PT to have
gJD"N JDXNT to nourish
gN"( gF2\T to eat
©R ªB@µ"4 to follow
gT2 é2XT to push
©TD" ÒDVT to see 

µ gÉµ4 to go
0("( –(T to lead, do
º6 Ë0µ4 to send
06@L •6@bT to hear
08" ¦8"b<T to drive
082 §DP@µ"4 to come
º8T  e8\F6@µ"4 to be captured
ºµ"DJ eµ"DJV<T to err
0<g( NXDT to bring
0<gP NXDT to bring
0<@4 •<@\(T to open
º6 »6T to have come
0D "\DT to lift up
0D( –DPT to rule, begin
¾D0 "ÊDXT to take 
0D> –DPT to rule, begin
ºF Ë0µ4 to send
®F2 "ÆF2V<@µ"4 to perceive
0L( gàP@µ"4 to pray
0ßD gßD\F6T to find
0L> "Û>V<T to increase or gàP@µ"4  to pray
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0P2 –(T to lead, do

20 J\20µ4 to put
2DgR JDXNT to nourish

4       gÉµ4 to go
4* ÒDVT to see

6"24 6"2\.T to sit
6"µ 6Vµ<T to be weary
6g68 6"8XT to call
6g*D46 6D\<T to judge
680 6"8XT to call
6D4 6D\<T to judge
6J0 6JV@µ"4 to acquire

8"$ 8"µ$V<T to take
8"2 8"<2V<T to escape notice
8g4R 8g\BT to leave
8g> 8X(T to say or 8X(T to collect
802 8"<2V<T to escape notice
808L2 §DP@µ"4 to come
80µN 8"µ$V<T to take
80F 8"<2V<T to escape notice
80N 8"µ$V<T to take
80R 8"µ$V<T to take
84B 8g\BT to leave
8@4B 8g\BT to leave

µ"2 µ"<2V<T to learn
µg4< µX<T to remain
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µ0< µ4µ<ZF6T to remember
µ4> µ\(<Lµ4 to mix

@4F NXDT to bring
@N2 ÒDVT to see
@R ÒDVT to see

B"2 BVFPT to suffer
Bg4F BVFPT to suffer or Bg\2T to persuade
BgB@42 Bg\2T to persuade
BgB@<2 BVFPT to suffer
BgBJ B\BJT to fall
BgBT B\<T to drink
BgF B\BJTpiptw to fall
BgLF BL<2V<@µ"4 to inquire
B4@ B\<T to drink
B8gLF B8XT to sail
B80 B\µB80µ4 to fill
BL2 BL<2V<@µ"4 to inquire

ÕgLF ÕXT to flow
Õ0> ÕZ(<Lµ4 to break
ÕL0F ÕXT to flow
ÕT( ÕZ(<Lµ4 to break
FB"D FBg\DT to sow
FJ" ËFJ0µ4 to stand
FJ"8 FJX88T to send
FJ FJg8T to send
FJ0F ËFJ0µ4 to stand
FP0F §PT to have
FT Ff.T to save
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J" Jg\<T to stretch
Jg2 2<ZF6T to die or J\20µ4 to put
Jg2D" JDXNT to nourish
Jg6 J\6JT to beget
Jgµ JXµ<T to cut
Jg< Jg\<T to stretch
Jg> J\6JT to beget
JgJ" Jg\<T to stretch
JgJD@N JDXBT to turn or JDXNT to nourish
JgL> JL(6V<T to happen
Jµ0 JXµ<T to cut
JD"µ JDXBT to turn
JDgN JDXBT to turn or JDXNT to nourish
JDgR JDXBT to turn
JLP JL(6V<T to happen

ßBgFP ßB4FP<X@µ"4 to promise
ßB@FP0F    ßB4FP<X@µ"4 to promise

N"( ¦F2\T to eat
N"< N"\<T to appear
Ng4F Ng\*@µ"4 to spare
NgL> Ngb(T to flee
N0< N"\<T to appear
N2"D N2g\DT to corrupt
N2"F N2V<T to anticipate
N2gD N2g\DT to corrupt 
N20F N2V<T to anticipate
NL( Ngb(T to flee

P"D P"\DT to rejoice
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PD0 PDV@µ"4 to use

RgLF Rgb*T to deceive

å02 @Ç@µ"4 to think
Tµµ ÒDVT to see
TD" ÒDVT to see
TNg48 ÏNg\8T to owe
TN2 ÒDVT to see
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Glossary of Inflections

Here is a list of the endings included in the Remarks of the

various lessons. Numbers at the end indicate the lesson.

long verb stem sign of subjunctive 14

-" acc. pl. 6
-" acc. sing.         6
-" nom. pl.            3
-" nom. sing.          3
-‘ dat. sing.         11
-"4 nom. pl.           3
-"4 pres. act. infin.   7
-"4< gen. dat. dual      11
-"4H dat. pl.           11
-"< acc. sing.         6
-"H acc. pl.           6
-"H gen. sing.          9
-"H   nom. sing.         3
-"F4< 3d pl. ind. act.   5

-*g   adverb of “to place” 10

-g    2nd sing. act.imper. 14
-g    3d sing. ind. act.   5
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-g4   3d sing. ind. act. 5
-g4<  2nd aor. act. infin. 7 
-g4<  pres. act. infin.  7
-g4H  acc. pl.           6
-g4H  nom. pl.           3
-g<   3d sing. ind. act. 5
-gH   nom. pl.           3
-gJg  2nd pl. act. imper. 4

-0    acc. pl.           6
-0    nom. sing.         3
-®    dat. sing.         11
-0<   acc. sing.          6
-0<"4 aor. pass. infin.   7
-0D   nom. sing.         3
-0H   gen. sing.         9
-0H   nom. sing.          3
-0F"< 3d pl. ind. act.   5

-2g<  adverb of “from place” 10
-20   3d sing. aor. ind. pass. 8
-20µg< 1st pl. aor. ind. pass. 10
-20<  1st sing. aor. ind. pass. 10
-20F"< 3d pl. aor. ind. pass. 8
-20FgJ"4 3d sing. fut. ind. pass. 8
-20F@µ"4 1st sing. fut. ind. pass. 10
-20F@µg2" 1st pl. fut. ind. pass. 10

-4     2nd sing. mid./pass. 13
-4    dative           11
-4@<  comparative adv.    10
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-4@LH  comparative adj. 10
-4H   gen. sing. (rare)  9
-4H   nom. sing.         3
-4FJ" superlative adv.  10
-4FJ@H -0 -@< superlative adj. 10
-4T   comparative adj. 10
-4T< -4T< -4@< comparative adj. 10

 -6"   1st sing. perf. ind. act. 10
-6"µg< 1st pl. perf. ind. act. 10
-6g4µg< 1st pl. plpf. ind. act. 10
-6g4< 1st sing. plpf. ind. act. 10
-6gµg< 1st pl. plpf. ind. act. 10
-60   1st sing. plpf. ind. act. 10

-µ-   sign of 1st person   10
-µ"4  1st sing. perf. ind. mid./pass. 10
-µ"4  1st sing. pres./fut. ind. mid. 10
-µ"4  1st sing. pres. ind. pass. 10
-µg2" 1st pl. imp. ind. mid./pass. 10
-µg2" 1st pl. perf. ind. mid./pass. 10
-µg2" 1st pl. plpf. ind. mid./pass. 10
-µg2" 1st pl. pres./fut. ind. mid.   10
-µg2" 1st pl. pres. ind. pass.  10
-µg<- sign of mid./pass. part. 12
-µg<  1st pl. imp. ind. act.   10
-µg<  1st pl. pres./fut. ind. act. 10  
-µ0<  1st sing. imp. ind. mid./pass. 10
-µ0<  1st sing. plpf. ind. mid./pass. 10

-<    often missing after -i or e 5
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-<    sign of accusative 6
-<J-  sign of act. part. 12
-<J"4 3d pl. perf. ind. mid./pass. 8
-<J"4 3d pl. pres. ind. mid./pass. 8
-<J@  3d pl. imperf. ind. mid./pass. 8
-<J@  3d pl. plpf. ind. mid./pass 8
-<J@  3d pl. 2 aor. mid.          8

-@    nom. sing. adj .         3
-@4   nom. pl.             3
-@4-  sign of optative    15
-@4<  gen. dat. dual     11
-@4H  dat. pl.           11
-@<   1st sing. imp. ind. act. 10 
-@<   acc. sing.            6
-@<   nom. sing.          3
-@H   gen. sing.          9
-@H   nom. sing.         3
-@L    gen. sing.         9
-@L   2nd sing. imp. mid./pass. 13
-@L   2nd sing. mid./pass. imper. 14
-@LH  acc. pl.                 6
-@LF- sign of act. part.   12
-@LF" pres./fut. act. part. 12
-@LF4< 3d pl. ind. act.       5

-H    sign of gen. sing.      9
-H    sign of 2nd sing. act.   13
-F-   sign of future stem       5
-F"   1st sing. aor. ind. act . 10
-F"4  aor. act. infin.          7
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-F"4  sign of 2nd sing. mid./pass. 13
-F"µg< 1st pl. aor. ind. act. 10
-F"µg2" 1st pl. aor. ind. mid.   10
-F"µ0< 1st sing. aor. ind. mid. 10
-F"<J@ 3d pl. aor. ind. mid.     8
-F"J@ 3d sing. aor. ind. mid.    8
-Fg   adverb of “to place”        10
-FgJ"4 3d sing. fut. ind. mid.      8
-F2-  sign of infin.                7
-F2-  sign of mid./pass. imper. 14
-F2"4 mid. or pass.              7
-F2g  sign of 2nd pl. mid./pass. 13
-F4   adverb of “in place”        10
-F4<  dat. pl.                  11
-F@   2nd sing. imp. mid./pass. 13
-F@   2nd sing. mid./pass. imper. 14
-F@<J"4 3d pl. fut. ind. pass. 8

-J-   sign of 3d person      10
-J"4  3d sing. pres. ind. mid./pass. 8 
-J"4  3d sing. perf. ind. mid./pass. 8
-J"J" superlative adv. 10
-J"J@H -0 -@< superlative adj. 10
-Jg   sign of 2nd pl. act .    13
-JgD@< comparative adv.        10
-JgD@H -0 -@< comparative adj.     10
-J@   3d sing. imperf. ind. mid./pass 8
-J@   3d sing. plpf. ind. mid./pass. 8
-J@   3d sing. 2 aor. mid.           8

-L    nom. sing. adj.    3
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-LH   nom. sing.          3

-T    1st sing. pres./fut. ind. act. 10
-T    3d sing. act. imper. 14
-å    dat. sing.                11
-T<   gen. pl.                   9
-T<   nom. sing. adj.              3
-T<   pres./fut. act. part.    12
-TH   adverb      10
-TH   gen. sing. (rare)      9
-TH -L4" -@H  perf. act. part.        12
-TF"< 3d pl. act. imper.   14
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Indicative Conjugation of the Verb

Here is a conjugation of B"bT in the indicative, so that you
can see what all the forms look like. The conjugation of the
subjunctive and the optative are in Lessons 14 and 15, and it
would be otiose to repeat them here. Imperatives, participles,
infinitives, and so on are also to be found in their respective
places.

Active Middle Passive

Present tense

B"bT B"b@µ"4 B"b@µ"4
B"bg4H B"b® B"b®
B"bg4 B"bgJ"4 B"bgJ"4
B"b@µg< B"L`µg2" B"L`µg2"
B"b@LF4< B"b@<J"4 B"b@<J"4

Imperfect tense

§B"L@< ¦B"L`µ0< ¦B"L`µ0<
§B"LgH ¦B"b@L ¦B"b@L
§B"Lg ¦B"bgJ@ ¦B"bgJ@
¦B"b@µg< ¦B"L`µg2" ¦B"L`µg2"
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¦B"bgJg¦ B"bgF2g¦ B"bgF2g
§B"L@< ¦B"b@<J@ ¦B"b@<J@

Future tense

B"bFT B"bF@µ"4 B"L2bF@µ"4
B"bFg4H B"bF® B"L2ZF®
B"bFg4 B"bFgJ"4 B"L2ZFgJ"4
B"bF@µg< B"LF`µg2" B"L20F`µg2"
B"bFgJg B"bFgF2g B"L2ZFgF2g
B"bF@LF4 B"bF@<J"4 B"L2ZF@<J"4

Aorist tense

§B"LF" ¦B"LFVµ0< ¦B"b20<
§B"LF"H ¦B"bFT ¦B"b20H
§B"LFg ¦B"bF"J@ ¦B"b20
¦B"bF"µg< ¦B"LFVµg2" ¦B"b20µg<
¦B"bF"Jg ¦B"bF"F2g ¦B"b20Jg
§B"LF"< ¦B"bF"<J@ ¦B"b20F"<

Perfect tense

BXB"L6" BXB"Lµ"4 BXB"Lµ"4
BXB"L6"H BXB"LF"4 BXB"LF"4
BXB"L6g BXB"LJ"4 BXB"LJ"4
BgB"b6"µg< BgB"bµg2" BgB"bµg2"
BgB"b6"Jg BXB"LF2g BX2"LF2g
BgB"b6"F4< BXB"L<J"4 BXB"L<J"4
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     1These are alternate forms for the pluperfect.

15.3. Forms of the optative

Pluperfect tense

¦BgB"b6g4< (-01) ¦BgB"bµ0< ¦BgB"bµ0<
¦BgB"b6g4H (-0H) ¦BXB"LF@ ¦BX2"LF@
¦BgB"b6g4 ¦BXB"LJ@ ¦BXB"LJ@
¦BgB"b6g4µg< ¦BgB"bµg2" ¦BgB"bµg2"
¦BgB"b6gJg ¦BXB"LF2g ¦BXB"LF2g
¦BgB"b6gF"< ¦BXB"L<J@ ¦BXB"L<J@

 The present system of the contract verbs

Since only the present and imperfect of the verbs with
vowel stems is different from B"bT, that is all that I will give
here.

Present tense

N48é N48@Øµ"4 N48@Øµ"4
N48gÃH N48± N48±
N48gÃ N48gÃJ"4 N48gÃJ"4
N48@Øµg< N48@bµg2" N48@bµg2"
N48gÃJg N48gÃF2g N48gÃF2g
N48@ØF4< N48@Ø<J"4 N48@Ø<J"4

J4µä J4µäµ"4 J4µäµ"4
J4µ”H J4µ” J4µ”
J4µ” J4µ÷J"4 J4µ÷J"4
J4µäµg< J4µfµg2" J4µfµg2"
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J4µ÷Jg J4µ÷F2g J4µ÷F2g
J4µäF4< J4µä<J"4 J4µä<J"4

N"<gDä N"<gD@Øµ"4 N"<gD@Øµ"4
N"<gD@ÃH N"<gD@Ã N"<gD@Ã
N"<gD@Ã N"<gD@ØJ"4 N"<gD@ØJ"4
N"<gD@Øµg< N"<gD@bµg2" N"<gD@bµg2"
N"<gD@ØJg N"<gD@ØF2g N"<gD@ØF2g
N"<gD@ØF4< N"<gD@Ø<J"4 N"<gD@Ø<J"4

Imperfect tense

¦N\8@L< ¦N48@bµ0< ¦N48@bµ0<
¦N\8g4H ¦NN48@Ø ¦N48@Ø
¦N\8g4 ¦N48gÃJ@ ¦N48gÃJ@
¦N48@Øµg< ¦N48@bµg2" ¦N48@bµg2"
¦N48gÃJg ¦N48gÃF2g ¦N48gÃF2g
¦N\8@L< ¦N48@Ø<J@ ¦N48@Ø<J@

¦J\µT< ¦J4µäµ0< ¦J4µäµ0<
¦J\µ‘H ¦J4µä ¦J4µä
¦J\µ" ¦J4µ÷J@ ¦J4µ÷J@
¦J4µäµg< ¦J4µfµg2" ¦J4µfµg2"
¦J4µ÷Jg ¦J4µ÷F2g ¦J4µ÷F2g
¦J\µT< ¦J4µä<J@ ¦J4µä<J@

¦N"<XD@L< ¦N"<gD@bµ0< ¦N"<gD@bµ0<
¦N"<XD@LH ¦N"<gD@Ø ¦N"<gD@Ø
¦DN"<XD@L ¦N"<gD@ØJ@ ¦N"<gD@ØJ@
¦N"<gD@Øµg< ¦N"<gD@bµg2" ¦N"<gD@bµg2"
¦N"<gD@ØJg ¦N"<gD@ØF2g ¦N"<gD@ØF2g
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¦N"<XD@L< ¦N"<gD@Ø<J@ ¦N"<gD@Ø<J@

The -mi verbs

*\*Tµ4 *\*@µ"4 *\*@µ"4
*\*TH *\*@F"4 *\*@F"4
*\*TF4< *\*@J"4 *\*@J"4
*\*@µg< *4*`µg2" *4*`µg2"
*\*@Jg *\*@F2g *\*@F2g
*4*`"F4< *\*@<J"4 *\*@<J"4

ËFJ0µ4 ËFJ"µ"4 ËFJ"µ"4
ËFJ0H ËFJ"F"4 ËFJ"F"4
ËFJ0F4 ËFJ"J"4 ËFJ"J"4
ËFJ"µg< ÊFJVµg2" ÊFJVµg2"
ËFJ"Jg ËFJ"F2g ËFJ"F2g
ËFJ"F4< ËFJ"<J"4 ËFJ"<J"4

J\20µ4 J\2gµ"4 J\2gµ"4
J\20H J\2gF"4 J\2gF"4
J\20F4 J\2gJ"4 J\2gJ"4
J\2gµg< J42Xµg2" J42Xµg2"
J\2gJg J\2gF2g J\2gF2g
J42X"F4< J\2g<J"4 J\2g<J"4

• NOTE •
The aorist actives of these verbs are peculiar in that the stem

ends in a -6- instead of a -F-, with the exception of ËFJ0µ4,

which has both a normal first aorist (in -F-) and the second

aorist below.
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§FJ0<

§FJ0H

§FJ0

§FJ0µg<

§FJ0Jg

§FJ0F"<

The verb gÆµ\

Since there is no middle or passive for this verb, I will put
the different tenses of the indicative across the page.

Present                              Imperfect                      Future

gÆµ\                                µ (µ<)                         §F@µ"4
gÉ                                    µF2"                         §F® (§Fg4)
¦FJ\<                              µ<                             §FJ"4
¦FµX<                             µµg<                          ¦F`µg2"
¦FJX                               µJg                             §FgF2g
gÆF\<                              µF"<                          §F@<J"4



GLOSSARY

Note 1: Numbers refer to the lessons in which the words are found.

Note 2: For purposes of alphabetization, the article has been omitted from

the nominative case of the nouns; but the gender can be seen from the article

with the genitive case.

•("2`H •("2Z •("2`<  good  1
•((X88T •((g8ä ³((g48" ³((g86" ³((g8µ"4 ²((X820< an-
nounce 4
–((g8@H J@Ø •((X8@L messenger 1
ā(4@H ā(\" ā(4@<  holy 3
•(D"L8XT •(D"L8ZFT ²(D"b80F" ²(D"b806" ²(D"b80µ"4
²(D"L8Z20< stay in the field 14
–(T –>T ³("(@< µP" µ(µ"4 ³P20< lead 4
•*4"8g\BJTH constantly 11
•*g8N`H J@Ø •*g8N@Ø  brother 1
"Íµ" J@Ø "Ëµ"J@H blood 1
"Æ<XT "Æ<ZFT ³<0F" ³<06" ³<0µ"4 ²<Z20< praise 14
"ÇDT •Dä  µD" µD6" ³Dµ"4 ³D20< (Attic: "ÊDXT "ÊDZFT gÍ8@<
¿D06" ¿D0µ"4 ¾DX20<) grab, lift up 4
"ÆF2V<@µ"4 "ÆF2ZF@µ"4 ²F2`µ0< ³F20µ"4 – – perceive 8
"Æf<4@H "ÆT<\" "Æf<4@< eternal 15
•6@8@L2XT •6@8@L2ZFT ²6@8@b20F" ²6@8@b206"
²6@8@b20µ"4 ²6@8@b20< follow 12
•6@bT •6@bFT ³6@LF" •6Z6@"  – ²6@bF20< hear 4
•8X6JTD J@Ø •8X6J@D@H rooster 13
•802ZH •802ZH •802XH   true 1
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•8Z2g4" J−H •8Z2g4"H  truth 1
•88V  but 1
eµ"DJ\" J−H eµ"DJ\"H mistake, fault, sin 15
•µN\ on both sides, around  10
•<ZD J@Ø •<*D`H man (male human being) 5
–<2DTB@H J@Ø •<2DfB@L human being 5
•<@\(T •<@\>T ³<@4>" •<Xå(" •<Xå(" •<Xå(µ"4 ²<@\P20<
open 4
•<g.0JZ6TH J@Ø •<g.0J06`J@H investigator 10
ŸB"H (āB">) eBVF" āB"< emphatic form of B÷H: absolutely all.

7
•B@(D"NZ J−H •B@(D"NZH census 7
•B@(DVNT •B@(DVRT "BX(D"R" "B@(X(D"N" "B@(X(D"µµ"4
"Bg(DVN0< have a census, enroll (write down) 7
•B@2<¯F6T •B@2"<@Øµ"4 •BX2"<@< •B@JX2<06" – – die8
•B@8@(XT •B@8@(ZFT •BT8`(0F" •B@8@8`(06"
•B@8@8`(0µ"4 •BT8@(Z20< defend oneself (verbally, in a trial)

10
•B@FJX88T •B@FJg8ä "BXFJ08" •BXFJg86" •BXFJg8µ"4
•BgFJX820< send out 12
•B@N"\<T •B@N"<ä •BXN0<" "B@BXN0<" •BgNV<0< (•B` +
N"\<T) show forth, display, produce 11
–Bg4µ4 (only in pres. and imperf.) go away 12
•D<X@µ"4 •D<ZF@µ"4 ²D<0FVµ0< ___ ³D<0µ"4 ²D<Z20< deny,
dissociate oneself from, repudiate 13
–DJ4 now (as opposed to “then” or “once”) 13
•DPZ J−H •DPZH beginning, rule, source, principle 3
•FB"Fµ`H J@Ø •FB"Fµ@Ø aspasmou greeting, kiss, embrace 12
•FJZD J@Ø •FJXD@H star 3
–FJL J@Ø –FJgTH town 12
eJg seeing that, since 12
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"ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ` same, -self, he, she, it 3

$"\<T $ZF@µ"4 §$0< $X$06"  –  –  go 4
$V88T $"8ä §$"8@< $X$806" $X$80µ"4 ¦$8Z20< throw 1
$VD$"D@H J@Ø $"D$VD@L foreigner 12
$"F48gØH J@Ø $"F48XTH king 3
$"F48gbT $"F48gbFT ¦$"F\8gLF" $g$"F\8gL6" $g$"F\8gLµ"4
¦$"F48gb20< rule, be king, reign 12
$\$84@< J@Ø $4$8\@L book 1
$@b8@µ"4 $@L8ZF@µ" – – $g$@b80µ"4 ¦$@L8Z20< wish,
want, will 8
$DXN@H J@Ø $DXN@L infant 14

(VD because, since 1
(X<@H, J@Ø (X<@L kind, race, sex 3
(− J−H (−H earth 10
(−D"H J@Ø (ZD@LH old age 15
(\<@µ"4 ((\(<@µ"4) (g<ZF@µ"4 ¦(g<`µ0< (X(@<" (g(X<0µ"4
¦(g<Z20< become, happen, be 1
(4<fF6T ((4(<fF6T) (<fF@µ"4 §(<T< §(<T6" §(<TFµ"4
¦(<fF20< know 1
(D"ØH J−H (D"`H old age 15
(L<Z J−H (L<"46`H woman 5

*X by itself is either “and” or “but.” 2
*Z emphatic particle “certainly, indeed” 15
*4V + acc. = because of; + genitive = through 6
*4V prep. with gen. through, because of 11
*4"8X(T *4"8X>T *4X8g>" *4"8X806" *4"8X8g(µ"4 *g¦8XP20<
converse 15
*4"8@(\.@µ"4 *4"8@(\F@µ"4 *4g8@(4FVµ0< ___ *48g8`(0µ"4
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___  think about, ponder, speculate 12
*4"<@XT *4"<@ZFT *40<`0F" *40<`06" *40<`0µ"4 *40<@Z20<
reason. 14
*4"J"DVFFT *4"J"DV>T *4gJVD">" *4"JgJVD"P"
*4"JgJVD"(µ"4 *4gJ"DVP20<  alarm thoroughly, disconcert,
trouble 12
*4"N@DV J−H *4"N@D÷H difference, distinction 11
*\*Tµ4 *fFT §*T6" *X*T6" *X*@µ"4 ¦*`20< give 4
*\6"4@H *46"\" *\6"4@< honest, fair, just 10
*46"4@Fb<0 J−H *46"4@Fb<0H honesty, virtue, innocence, justice

15
*\60 J−H *\60H justice, sentence, punishment, penalty 14
*`(µ" J@Ø *`(µ"J@H teaching, decree 7
*`>" J−H *`>0H opinion, reputation, glory (evaluative idea) 1
*@>V.T *@>VFT ¦*`>"F" *g*`>"6" *g*`>"Fµ"4 ¦*`>VF20<
glorify, show the greatness or reality of 13
*b<"µ"4 *L<ZF@µ"4 – – *g*b<0µ"4 ¦*L<Z20< can, be able 8
*b<"µ4H J−H *L<VµgTH power, ability 1
*gÃ *gZFg4 ___ ___ ___ ___ it is necessary 15
*g4<`H *g4<Z *g4<`< frightening 10

¦(f I  3
gÇ2g if only (introduces a wish) 15
gÆµ\ §F@µ"4 __ __ __ __ __ be 1
– – gÇB@< – – – I spoke [of], I said. 8
gÆDZ<0 J−H gÆDZ<0H eirhnhj peace 14
gÆH + acc. into, to 6
gÍH µ\" ª< one *b@ two JDgÃH three JXFF"DgH four 3
gÆFXDP@µ"4 gÆFg8gbF@µ"4 gÆF−82@< ___ ___ gÆFg8Z8L2" go to

12
ª6J@H ª6J0 ª6J@< sixth 12
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¦6gÃ<@H ¦6g\<0 ¦6gÃ<@ that 3
§µBD@F2g<  (adv) in front of (+ gen.) 8
¦<XD(g4" J−H ¦<XD(g4"H activity 11
¦<J"Ø2" from there 15
¦<J@8Z J−H ¦<J@8−H command, commandment 13
¦>"\N<0H suddenly 14
ª>4H J@Ø ª>gTH  a “having” (from §PT); habit, state 7
¦>@LF\" J−H ¦>@LF\"H power, authority, ability 6
©@DJZ J−H ©@DJ−H festival 12
¦B\FJ"µ"4 ¦B4FJZF@µ"4 – – – ²B4FJZ20< understand 8
¦B4FJZµ0 J−H ¦B4FJZµ0H knowledge (of facts, scientific) 6
¦B\FJ0µ4 ¦B4FJZFT ¦BXFJ0F" (¦BXFJ0<) ¦NXFJ06" ___
¦BgFJV20< stand among 14
¦B4FJ@8Z J−H ¦B4FJ@8−H letter 15
¦B4PfD4@H J@Ø ¦B4>TD\@L native, person of the country 12
¦B4g46ZH J@Ø ¦B4g46@Ø sensible man 15
¦BgÃ  (conj) since 8
¦Bg4*Z since 15
§Bg4J" afterwards 10
¦D(V.@µ"4 ¦D(VF@µ"4, gÆD("FVµ0< gÇD("Fµ"4 gÆD(VF20<
work, act 8
§ D ( @ <  J @ Ø  § D ( @ L  d e e d

1
§D@µ"4 ¦DZF@µ"4 ²D`µ0< ___ ___ ___ ask 14
§DP@µ"4 ¦8gØF@µ"4 µ82@< ¦8Z8L2" – – go, come 5
¦DTJVT ¦DTJZFT ²DfJ0F" ²DfJ06" ²DfJ0µ"4 ²DTJZ20< ask

9
¦F2\T NV(@µ"4 §N"(@< – – – eat 8
gÛ"((X84@< J@Ø gÛ"((g8\@L good (gL) news, message; Gospel

6
gÛ*@6\" J−H gÛ*@6\"H favor 14
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gà6@8@H gÛ6`80 gà6@8@< contented 15
gÛ@*`@µ"4 gÛ@*TF@µ"4 ___ ___ gÛ@*f60µ"4 gÛ@*f20< (a
passive deponent verb from gL- good, prosperous, and Ò*`H
road) have a prosperous journey 11
gßD\FPT gßDZFT 0àD@< (gàD@<) 0àD06" (gàD06") gàD0µ"4
gßDX20< find 12
gàJD@B@H gÛJD`B0 gàJD@B@< (gÛ nice JD`B@H turning) pleasant

15
gÛP"D4FJXT gÛP"D4FJZFT 0ÛP"D\FJ0F" 0ÛP"D\FJ06"
0ÛP"D\FJ0µ"4 0ÛP"D4FJZ20< Thank, be grateful (to): takes
dative. 11
§PT ª>T (FPZFT) §FP@< §FP06" – –  have 5
ªTH before, until 13

.VT .ZFT –  –  – – live 4

.0JXT .0JZFT ¦.ZJ0F" .g.ZJ06" .g.ZJ0µ"4 ¦.gJZ20< look
for, seek 12
.f0 J−H .f0H life 1

³ or 7
³ than (in comparisons) 5
³*0 already 9
º*bH º*gÃ" º*b sweet º*XTH sweetly 15
º846\" J−H º846\"H age 15
ºµgÃH  we 3
ºµXD" J−H ºµXD"H  day 3
»FFT< »FFJT< ½FF@< (Attic: ¼JJT<, etc.) worse, weaker 10

2V<"J@H J@Ø 2"<VJ@L death 15
2X80µ" J@Ø 2g8Zµ"J@H will, wish 11
1D”6gH Jä< 1D’6T< the Thracians 12
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2L(VJ0D J−H 2L("JD`H daughter 5
2gV@µ"4 2gVF@µ"4 ¦2g"FVµ0< ___ Jg2X"Fµ"4 ___  look at, see

12
2gV@µ"4 2gVF@µ"4 ¦2g"FVµ0< Jg2X"µ"4 – view, look upon8
2g`H J@Ø 2g@Ø God 1
2gTDXT 2gTDZFT ¦2gfD0F" Jg2gfD06" Jg2gfD0µ"4
¦2gTDZ20< consider, see 12

Æ"JD`H J@Ø Æ"JD@Ø physician, doctor 14
Ç*4@H Æ*\" Ç*4@< one’s own 6
3@L*"Ã@H J@Ø 3@L*"\@L Judean (Jew) 9
ËFJ0µ4 FJZFT §FJ0F" (§FJ0<) §FJ06"  – ¦FJV20< stand 4
ÆFPLD`H ÆFPLDV ÆFPLD`< strong 2
ÇFTH perhaps 15
ÆP2bH J@Ø ÆP2b@H  fish 3

6"2@DVT 6"J`R@µ"4 6"JgÃ*@< 6"2gfD"6" 6"Jäµµ"4
6"JfN20< catch sight of 12
6"2fH emphatic form of òH Just as 13
6"\ and 2
6"4<`H 6"4<Z 6"4<`< new 2
6"\BgD even though, although 10
6"8XT 6"8ZFT ¦6V80F" 6X6806" 6X680µ"4 ¦68Z20< call 2
6"8`H 6"8Z 6"8`< beautiful 1
6"JV + acc. = according to; + gen. = against 6
6"J"$"\<T 6"J"$"<ä 6"JX$0< 6"J"$X$06" (6"JV + $"\<T)
go down 12
6"J"((X88T report, noise abroad 11
6"JV(<Lµ4 6"JV>T 6"JX">" 6"JX"(µ"4 6"JgVP20< break (up)

9
6"J0(@DZµg<@< J@Ø 6"J0(@D0µX<@L charge 10
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6"J0(@D\" J−H 6"J0(@D\"H predicate 8
6"JZ(@D@H J@Ø 6"J0(`D@L prosecutor, complainant 10
60DbFFT (Attic, 60DbJJT) 60Db>T ¦6ZDL>" 6g6ZDLP"
6g6ZDL(µ"4 ¦60DbP20< proclaim 4
6DV.T 6DV>T §6D">" 6X6D"(" – – cry out (the perfect has a
present sense) 8
6Dg\FFT< 6Dg\FFT< 6DgÃFF@< (Attic: 6Dg\JJT<, etc.) better,
stronger 10
6bD4@H J@Ø 6LD\@L master, lord (slave-owner) 6
6gÃµ"4 (perfect in form; present in meaning) lie 14
6g6gbT 6g8gbFT ¦6X8gLF" 6g6X8gL6" 6g6X8gLµ"4 ¦6g8gb20<
order 12
6gN"8Z J−H 6gN"8ZH head 7

8"µ$V<T 8ZR@µ"4 §8"$@< g\80N" g\80µµ"4 ¦8ZN20< take 2
8VµBT 8VµRT §8"µR" 8X8"µB" 8X8"µµ"4 ¦8Vµ20< shine 14
8"<2V<T 8ZFT §8"2@< 8X806" 8X80Fµ"4 ___ escape notice of

14
8V@H J@Ø 8V@L people 14
8"JDgbT 8"JDgbFT ¦8"VJDgLF" 8g8VJDgL6" 8g8VJDgLµ"4
¦8"JDgb20< worship 11
8X(T 8X>T §8g>" gÇD06", 8X8g(µ"4 ¦8XP20< say 2
8`(@H J@Ø 8`(@L word, speech, thought, reason, meaning,
intelligibility 2

µ"20J−H J@Ø µ"20J@Ø student, learner 13
µV88@< more 10
µ"DJLDXT µ"DJLDZFT ¦µ"DJbD0F" µgµ"DJbD06"
µgµ"DJbD0µ"4 ¦µ"DJLDZ20< present evidence, give testimony

8
µVDJLH J@Ø µVDJLD@H witness (also in neuter sense, evidence) 11
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µVP@µ"4 µ"P@Øµ"4 ¦µ"PgFVµ0< – µgµVP0µ"4 – fight 8
µX("H µg(V80 µX(" large, big 2
µX2@*@H J@Ø µg2`*@L (µgJV + Ò*`H, “beside-road”) method11
µX<...*X untranslatable particles indicating linked ideas or
objects. 2
µX<T µg<ä §µg4<" µgµX<06" – –  remain 9
µZ not (in subordinate uses) 2
µ0*g\H µ0*gµ\" µ0*X< no one (in subordinate clauses) 3
µZ< J@Ø µ0<`H month 12
µZ< particle meaning something like “all right,” or “very well”

15
µZJ0D J−H µ0JD`H mother 2
µ46D`H µ46DV µ46D`< little As adv. “a little while” 13
µ<g\" J−H µ<g\"H remembrance, mention 11
µ`<@H µ`<0 µ`<@< only, sole 6
µgJV + acc. = after; + gen. = with 6
µgJ"FJDXNT µgJ"FJDXRT µgJXFJDgR" ___ µgJXFJD"µ"4
µgJgFJDVN0< turn around  14
µgJXTD@H µgJXTD@H µgJXTD@< above the ground (J� µ.
heavenly bodies) 10
<"\ yes 2
<g"<\"H J@Ø <g"<\@L  young man 3
<46VT <46ZFT ¦<\60F" <g<\606" <g<\60µ"4 ¦<46Z20< conquer

12
<`µ@H J@Ø <`µ@L law 15
<Ø< (<L<\) now (the latter form is emphatic) 2
<b> J−H <L6J`H night 14
<bFFT <b>T §<L>" <X<LP" <X<L(µ"4 ¦<bP20< pierce 9

Ò º J` the 2
Ò*`H J−H Ò*@Ø road, path, way 15
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Ó*g »*g J`*g this, that (more indefinite than the two below) 3
@Ã*" I know (This is actually a perfect form with a present
sense.) 2
@Ç6"*g homeward 12
@Æ6\" J−H @Æ6\"H house 2
@Æ6@Lµg<Z J−H @Æ6@Lµg<ZH the (lived-in) world 7
@Ç@µ"4 @ÆZF@µ"4 – – – íZ20< think 8
@Í@H @Ë" @Í@< such as, like, for example (in neuter accusative,
used adverbially) 7
Ó8@H Ó80 Ó8@< whole 11
Ð<@µ"4 J@Ø Ï<`µ"J@H name 6
ÏB\FT (adv) behind (+ gen.) 8
ÓB@L where(ever) an indefinite form of “where” 13
ÒDVT ÐR@µ"4 gÉ*@< ©fD"6" ©fD"µ"4 (ìµ"4) êN20<  see 1
ÒDµVT ÒDµZFT òDµ0F" òDµ06" òDµ0µ"4 ñDµZ20< start 14
ÓH » Ó who, which, that 3
ÒFVPTH ...J@F"LJVPTH in ass many ways...in this many ways
(adverbs) 8
ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< as many as (translate: “all those that”) 6
ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< as much (as) 7
ÓF@H ÓF0 ÓF@< how much, how many 14
ÓFJ4H »J4H Ò J4 whoever 3
@Û (@Û6, @ÛP) not 2
@Û*"µäH not at all 14
@Û*`< J@Ø @Û*@Ø threshold 15
@Û*g\H @Û*gµ\" @Û*X<  no one 3
@L6XJ4 (µ06XJ4) not yet 15
@Û6@Ø< yes, but; wait a minute, now 14
@Þ< therefore, anyway 2
@ÛF\" J−H @ÛF\"H reality (“beingness.” It is usually mistranslated
“substance.”) 7
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@âJ@H (J@LJ-) "àJ0 (J"LJ-) J@ØJ@ this 3

B"ÃH J@Ø, J−H B"4*`H (male or female) child, slave (“boy”) 5
BV<J@Jg all the time, always 11
BV<L completely 15
B"DV + acc. to, to the side of 6
B"D"8"µ$V<T B"D"8ZR@µ"4 B"DX8"$@< B"Dg\80N"
B"Dg\80µµ"4 B"Dg8ZN20<  accept, receive 6
B"DVBJTµ" J@Ø B"D"BJfµ"J@H infraction, failing 15
B"D"F6gLZ J−H B"D"F6g−H  preparation (-day; Friday) 9
B"D2X<@H J−H B"D2X<@L maiden, virgin, young girl 12
B÷H B÷F" B÷< all, everything 5
BVFPT Bg\F@µ"4 §B"2@< BXB@<2" – – be acted on, suffer. 

8
B"JZD J@Ø B"JD`H father 3
B"bT B"bFT §B"LF" BXB"L6" BXB"Lµ"4 ¦B"b20< stop 4
Bg\2T Bg\FT §Bg4F" BXBg46" BXBg4µ"4 ¦Bg\20< persuade
(middle, believe) 14
Ag4D"4gbH Ag4D"4XTH Peiraeus (the harbor-town outside
Athens) 12
BXµBT BXµRT §BgRF" BXB@µN" BXBgµµ"4 ¦BXµN20< send12
Bg<\" J−H Bg<\"H poverty 15
-BgD  emphasizing enclitic (particle stuck onto the end) 8
BgD\  prep. with gen. about, concerning 11
BgD4µX<T BgD4µg<ä BgD4Xµg4<" BgD4µgµX<06" ___ ___  remain
around 12
B\FJ4H J−F B\FJgTH faith, belief 11
B4FJgbT B4FJgbFT ¦B\FJgLF" BgB\FJgL6" BgB\FJgLµ"4
¦B4FJgb20< believe 6
B8−2@H J@Ø B8Z2@L fullness, crowd 14
B8@bF4@H B8@LF\" B8@bF4@< rich 15
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B8@LJ\.T B8@LJ4ä ¦B8@bJ4F" BgB8@bJ46" BgB8@bJ4µ"4
¦B8@LJ\F20< make rich 15
B8g\T< B8g\T< B8gÃ@<  more 3
B8g@<V.T B8g@<VFT ¦B8g`<"F" BgB8g`<"6" BgB8g`<"µ"4
¦B8g@<VF20< fill 15
B8gLDV J−H B8gLDVH chest 9
B<gØµ" J@Ø B<gbµ"J@H breath, spirit 11
B@4XT B@4ZFT ¦B@\0F" BgB@\06" BgB@\0µ"4 ¦B@4Z20< do, act
(on). 8
B@4ZJ0H J@Ø B@4ZJ@L poet 15
B@4µZ< J@Ø B@4µX<@H shepherd 14
B@\µ<0 J−H B@\µ<0H flock 14
B`84H J−H B`8gTH city, state, country, society 3
B@84Jg\" J−H B@84Jg\"H citizenship, constitution, form of
government 12
B@8bH B@88Z B@8b  many 3
B@µBZ J−H B@µB−H procession 12
B`DDT2g< from a distance 12
B@Dgb@µ"4 B@DgbF@µ"4 ___ ¦B@DgLFVµ0< ___ BgB`DgLFµ"4
___ proceed, go on 8
B@J"B`H what kind of 12
B`Jg (adv) when 8
B@Jg (no accent) sometime (B`Jg when) 11
B@b (adv) where 8
BD÷>4H J−H BDV>gTH practical activity, action, practice 11
BDVFFT (BD"VJJT) BDV>T §BD">" BXBD"P" BXBD"(µ"4
¦BDVP20<  make, do 4
BDXBT BDXRT §BDgR" ___ ___ ___ shine forth, look very much
like 12
BDXF$LH J@Ø BDXF$gTH old man 15
BD@"\DgF4H J−H BD@"4DXFgTH undertaking, enterprise 11
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BD`H + acc. toward 6
BD@FgLPZ J−H BD@FgLP−H prayer 11
BD@NZJ0H J@Ø BD@NZJ@L prophet 3
BD@gbP@µ"4 BD@Fgb>@µ"4 BD@F0L>Vµ0< ___ BD@FZL(µ"4 ___
pray to 12
BDäJ@H BDfJ0 BDäJ@< first 7
BDäJ@H BDfJ0 JDäJ@< first (With a genitive it means earlier
than) 8
BØD J@Ø BLD`H fire 7
BTH (no accent) somehow (BäH how) 11

ÕV*4@H Õ"*\" ÕV*4@< easy 15
Õ−µ" J@Ø ÕZµ"J@H word, thing said 14
Õ`*@H Õ`*0 Õ`*@< red 1

FV$$"J@< J@Ø F"$$VJ@L Sabbath 9
FVD> J@Ø F"D6`H flesh 7
F0µ"\<T F0µ"<ä ¦FZµ0<" FgFZµ"(6" FgFZµ"Fµ"4
¦F0µV<20< signal, mean 8
F0µgÃ@< J@Ø F0µg\@L sign, evidence 14
FZµgD@< today 14
F6X8@H J@Ø F6X8@L leg 9
F60<`T F60<fFT ¦F6Z<TF" FgF6Z<T6" FgF6Z<Tµ"4
¦F60<f20< make one’s home (“pitch one’s tent [F60<Z]”) 8
F@N`H F@NZ F@N`< wise 5
FBg\DT ___ §FBg4D" ___ §FB"Dµ"4 ¦FBVD0< sow, plant 14
FJ"LD`H J@Ø FJ"LD@Ø cross 9
FJD"J\" J−H FJD"J\"H army 14
FJD"J4fJ0H J@Ø FJD"J4fJ@L soldier 9
FJäµ" J@Ø FJfµ"J@H mouth 6
Fb you (sing.) 3
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FbµNLF4H J−H FLµNbFg@H combined nature  7
FN`*D" extremely 15
FP−µ" J@Ø FPZµ"J@H figure, form 8
Ff.T FfFT §FTF" FXFT6" FXFTµ"4 ¦Ff20< save 6
ET6DVJ0H, 5"88\"H proper names used as examples, “John
Doe and James Roe.” 7
Fäµ" J@Ø Ffµ"J@H body 3
FTJZD J@Ø FTJ−D@H savior 14

Jg6<\@< J@Ø Jg6<\@L child (a diminutive of “child”: “kid”) 13
JX6<@< J@Ø JX6<@L offspring, child 6
Jg8gLJ"Ã@H Jg8gLJ"\" Jg8gLJ"Ã@< final, ultimate 7
JX8@H J@Ø JX8@LH end, purpose, goal 11
JXP<0 J−H JXP<0H skill, art, applied science 11
J\20µ4 2ZFT §206" JX206" JX2g4µ"4 ¦JX20<  put 4
J4µVT J4µZFT ¦J\µ0F" JgJ\µ06" JgJ\µ0µ"4 ¦J4µZ20< honor4
J4H J4H J4 anyone, anything 3
J\H J\H J\   who? which? what? 3
J4H J4H J4 any 3
J@\<L< well then, very well 14
JD"PbH JD"PgÃ" JD"Pb rough 15
JDXBT JDXRT §JDgR" JXJD@N" JXJD"µµ"4 ¦JDXN20< turn (2
aor. mid. ¦JD"B`µ0< fled; pass. ¦JDVB0<) 14
JDXPT *D"µ@Øµ"4 §*D"µ@< *g*DVµ06" *g*DVµ0µ"4 run 12
JD\J@H JD\J0 JD\J@< third 7

à*TD J@Ø à*"J@H water 1
LÊ`H J@Ø LÊ@Ø son 5
à80 J−H à80H matter (more accurately, “stuff”) 7
ßµgÃH  you (pl.) 3
ßBV(T ßBV>T ßBZ("(@< ßBZP" ßBZ(µ"4 ßBZP20< go away to
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13
ßBVDPT ßBVD>T à0D>" àB0DP" à0D(µ"4 ßBZDP20< favor 12
ßBXD + acc. = above; + gen. = on behalf of 6
ßB`  + acc. = under; + gen. = by 6
ßBgD4FFgbT ßBgD4FFgbFT ßBgD\FFgLF" ßBgD\FFgL6"
ßBgD\FFgLµ"4 ßBgD4FFgb20< overflow 15
àFJgD@H ßFJXD" àFJgD@< later, following 10
àFJgD@H ßFJXD" àFJgD@< after  As adv. “afterwards, later” 13
J� àR4FJ" the highest things (places) 14

N"\<T N"<ä §N0<" BXN0<" BXN"Fµ"4 ¦NV<0< shine (active)
appear (middle or passive) 7
N"<gD`T N"<gDfFT ¦N"<XDTF" BgN"<XDT6" BgN"<XDTµ"4
¦N"<gDf20< clarify 4
NVJ<0 J−H NVJ<0H feed-box, manger 14
NXDT @ÇFT ³<g(6@< ³<g(6" (¦<Z<@P") ¦<Z<g(µ"4< ²<XP20<
bring, carry 5
N0µ\ NZFT – – – – say 4
N48XT N48ZFT ¦N\80F" BgN\806" BgN\80µ"4 ¦N48Z20< love

4
N\8@H J@Ø N\8@L friend 1
N@$XT N@$ZFT ¦N`$0F" BgN`$06" BgN`$0µ"4 ¦N@$Z20<
fear,  be afraid 10
N`$@H J@Ø N`$@L fear 14
ND@<J4FJZH J@Ø ND@<J4FJ@Ø  ponderer, thinker 10
Nb8"> J@Ø Nb8"6@H guard 14
NL8VFFT (Attic, NL8VJJT) NL8V>T ¦Nb8">" BgNb8"6"
BgNb8"(µ"4 ¦NL8VP20< guard 14
NbF4H J−H NbFgTH  nature 7
NbT NbFT §NLF" BXNL6" BXNLµ"4 ¦NbF20< grow, be by
nature (see º NbF4H) 11
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NT<XT NT<ZFT ¦Nf<0F" BgNf<06" BgNf<0µ"4 ¦NT<Z20<
make a sound 13
NäH J@Ø NTJ`H light 4

P"4DXT P"4DZFT ___ 6g6VD06" ___ ¦PVD0< enjoy, have fun, be
happy 15
P"\Dg [P"\DgJg] hello and goodbye. 15
P"8gB`H P"8gBZ P"8gB`< difficult, hard 15
P"DV J−H P"DVH joy 14
PVD4H J−H PVD4J@H gift, favor, blessing, grace, thanks 15
P"D4J`T P"D4JfFT ¦P"D\JTF" 6gP"D\JT6" 6gP"D\JTµ"4
¦P"D4Jf20< to favor, to have a favorite (pass: to be the favorite
of) 12
P2XH yesterday 12
PDV@µ"4 PDZF@µ"4 ¦PD0FVµ0< 6XPD0µ"4 – –  use 8
PD− it is necessary. Translate backwards “(I) have to ...” 14
PD4FJ`H PD4FJZ PD4FJ`< anointed 1
PfD" J−H PfD"H land, region, area 14

RgL*−H RgL*−H RgL*XH false 10
RLPZ J−H RLP−H soul, source of life, life 13

òH (ñH) as, since 9
òFBgD emphatic of òH just as 15
òFJg  with the result that 7


